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2 of this paper.
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AMENDMENT TO CLAIMS:

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the

application.

Listing of Claims:

1. (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio music system for spread

spectrum communication of an audio music signal from the analog headphone jack

connected to a battery powered spread spectrum transmitter and received by a battery

powered spread spectrum headphone receiver comprising:

an analog headphone jack from an analog audio music source in communication

with—a 93 battery powered spread spectrum digital transmitter having a transmit

antenna;
 

said battery powered digital transmitter converts an analog audio music signal

from said eaeisting analog headphone jack to a digital signal using an analog-to-digital

converter {ADC} A96 in communication with an encoder;

said encoder in communication with a channel encoder;

said channel encoder in communication with a digital modulator;

said digital modulator in communication with a spread spectrum communication

modulator that utilizes a code generator to create a unique codeword hep—pattern for

each individual user;

said spread spectrum communication modulator in communication with a E

transmit antenna that transmits at a radio frequency of approximately 2.4 GHz for
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receipt by a receiving antenna of the battery powered spread spectrum headphone

receiver;

said receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum communication

demodulator;

said spread spectrum communication demodulator in communication with a

receiver code generator and with a digital demodulator;

said digital demodulator in communication with a channel decoder;

said channel decoder in communication with a receiver decoder;

said receiver decoder in communication with a digital-to-analog converter

9%) DAG;

said DAC in communication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music

signal in the approximate frequency band of 20 Hz to 20 kHz; and

said low pass filter passing gig analog music signal which will be amplified for
 

processing to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a

single user wearing the headphones: battery powered spread spectrum headphone

receiver.

Claims 2 — 3 (canceled).

4. (Currently Amended) A method for battery powered wireless

communication transmission and reception of high fidelity audio music between a

battery operated digital transmitter and a battery operated digital receiver headphone
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comprising the steps of:

connecting the plug attached to said battery operated digital transmitter to the

existing analog headphone jack of an audio music source;

converting a an analog music audio signal to a digital communication signal

using an analog-to-digital converter gADC) A99 in communication with an encoder;

encoding the communication signal using channel encoding;

modulating the digital communication signal using a digital modulator;

creating a spread spectrum signal using a code generator to modulate a unique

codeword hep—pattern for each individual user;

transmitting said spread spectrum signal at a radio frequency of approximately

2.4 GHz;

receiving said spread spectrum signal at said battery operated digital receiver

headphones;

demodulating said spread spectrum signal;

demodulating said digital communication signal;

channel decoding of said digital communication signal;

converting said digital communication signal back to said analog music audio

signal using a decoder in communication with a digital—to—analog converter gDACg

DAG; and

communicating said analog music audio signal to a headphone speaker within

the headphone-receiver said battery operated digital receiver headphone.
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Claim 5 (canceled).

6. (Currently Amended) An audio music digital wireless transmitter for spread

spectrum communication of an audio music signal, comprising:

an analog headphone plug for attachment to an existing analog headphone jack

{item o_f an audio music sourcez said analog headphone plug in communication with a

battery powered digital transmitter;

said battery powered digital transmitter being configured to convert an analog

audio music signal from said existing analog headphone jackto a digital signal using an

analog-to-digital converter (ADC) A—DG in communication with an encoder;

said encoder in communication with a channel encoder;

said channel encoder in communication with a digital modulator;

said digital modulator in communication with a spread spectrum communication

modulator that utilizes a code generator to create a unique codeword hep—pattern for

each individual user; and

said spread spectrum communication modulator in communication with a

transmit antenna that transmits at a radio frequency of approximately 2.4 GHz for

receipt by a receiving antenna.

7. (Currently Amended) An audio music digital wireless headphone receiver for

spread spectrum communication of an audio music signal, comprising:

a receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum communication
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demodulator;

said spread spectrum communication demodulator in communication with a code

generator configured to create a unique codeword hop-pattern for each individual user;

said digital demodulator in communication with a channel decoder;

said channel decoder in communication with a decoder;

said decoder in communication with a digital-to—analog converter gDACg—DAG

to create an analog music signal;

said DAC in communication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music

signal in the approximate frequency band of 20 Hz to 20kHz; and

said low pass filter passing @ analog music signal which will be amplified for
 

processing to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a

single user wearing the headphones headphone receiver.

Claims 8 — 9 (canceled).

10. (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio music system for spread

spectrum communication of an audio music signal from the analog headphone jack

connected to a battery powered spread spectrum transmitter and received by a battery

powered spread spectrum headphone receiver comprising:

an existing analog headphone jack from an audio music source in

communication with a Q battery powered spread spectrum digital transmitter having a

transmit antenna;

said battery powered spread spectrum digital transmitter converts an analog
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audio music signal from said existing analog headphone jack to a digital signal using an

analog-to—digital converter gADCl—ADG in communication with an encoder;

said encoder in communication with a channel encoder that is configured to send

encoded symbols that are compatible with a Viterbi decoder;

said channel encoder in communication with a digital modulator;

said digital modulator in communication with a spread spectrum communication

modulator that utilizes a code generator to create a unique codeword hop—pattern for

each individual user;

said spread spectrum communication modulator in communication with a th_e

transmit antenna that transmits at a radio frequency of approximately 2.4 GHz for

receipt by a receiving antenna coupled to said battegy powered spread spectrum

headphone receiver;

said receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum communication

demodulator;

said spread spectrum communication demodulator in communication with a

receiver code generator and with a digital demodulator;

said digital demodulator in communication with a Viterbi decoder;

said Viterbi decoder in communication with a receiver decoder;

said receiver decoder in communication with a digital—to—analog converter

gDACQBAG;

said DAC in communication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music

signal in the approximate frequency band of 20 Hz to 20 kHz; and
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said low pass filter passing Q analog music signal which will be amplified for
 

processing to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a

single user wearing the headphones said battery powered spread spectrum headphone

receiver.

11. (Currently Amended) An audio music digital wireless receiver for spread

spectrum communication of an audio music signal to be received by a battery powered

spread spectrum headphone receiver comprising:

a receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum communication

demodulator;

said spread spectrum communication demodulator in communication with a code

generator configured to create a unique codeword hep-pattern for each individual user;

said digital demodulator in communication with a Viterbi decoder;

said Viterbi decoder in communication with a decoder;

said decoder in communication with a DAC;

said DAC in communication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music

signal in the approximate frequency band of 20 Hz to 20kHz; and

said low pass filter passing m analog music signal which will be amplified for
 

processing to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a

single user wearing the—headphones battery powered spread spectrum headphone

receiver.
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12. (Currently Amended). A wireless digital audio music system for spread

spectrum communication of an audio music signal from the analog headphone jack

connected to a battery powered spread spectrum transmitter and received by a battery

powered spread spectrum headphone receiver comprising:

an analog headphone jack from an audio music source in communication with a

battery powered digital transmitter having a transmit antenna;

said battery powered digital transmitter converts an ph_e audio music signal from

said eaeisting analog headphone jack to a digital signal using an analog-to-digital

converter gADCQ A—DG in communication with an encoder;

said encoder in communication with a channel encoder;

said channel encoder in communication with a digital modulator;

said digital modulator in communication with a spread spectrum communication

modulator that utilizes a code generator to create a unique codeword hep-pattern for an

individual user;

said spread spectrum communication modulator in communication with a t_h_e

transmit antenna that transmits at a radio frequency of approximately 2.4 GHz for

receipt by a receiving antenna;

said receiving antenna2 of said battery powered spread spectrum headphone

receiver, in communication with a spread spectrum communication demodulator;

a receiver code generator configured to create a E unique hep—pattern

codeword for each individual user;

a 24 GHz direct conversion receiver that includes a spread spectrum
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communication demodulator;

said spread spectrum communication demodulator in communication with said

receiver code generator and with a digital demodulator;

said digital demodulator in communication with a channel decoder;

said channel decoder in communication with a receiver decoder;

said receiver decoder in communication with a DAC;

said DAC in communication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music

signal in the approximate frequency band of 20 Hz to 20 kHz; and

said low pass filter passing analog music signal which will be amplified for
 

processing to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a

single user wearing the headphones battery powered spread spectrum headphone

receiver.

13. (Currently Amended) An audio music digital wireless receiver for spread

spectrum communication of an audio music signal, comprising:

a receiving antenna in communication with a 2.4 GHz direct conversion

receiver, wherein the direct conversion receiver includes a spread spectrum

communication demodulator in communication with a code generator, said code

generator being configured to create a unique codeword hep-pattern for each individual

user;

said digital demodulator in communication with a channel decoder;

said channel decoder in communication with a decoder;
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said decoder in communication with a digital—to-analog converter gDAC) DAC;

said DAC in communication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music

signal in the approximate frequency band of 20 Hz to 20kHz; and

said low pass filter passing E analog music signal which will be amplified for
 

processing to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a

single user wearing the headphones wireless receiver.

14. (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio system, comprising:

at least one audio source;

at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said at least one

audio source;

at least one audio receiver adapted for digital wireless communication with said

at least one audio transmitter and utilizing fuzzy logic to optimize digital signal

processing, each of said at least one digital audio transmitter and receiver being

configured for code division multiple access (CDMA) communicationz the at least one

receiver processing a CDMA signal having a CDMA communication configuration

from the at least one audio transmitter to produce a processed CDMA signal; and

at least one module adapted to audibly reproduce said processed CDMA signal,

said CDMA communication configuration providing a user with independent audio

reproduction free of interference from other users or wireless devices.

15. (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio system, comprising:
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at least one audio source;

at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said at least one

audio source;

at least one audio receiver adapted for digital wireless communication with said

at least one audio transmitter and utilizing fuzzy logic to optimize digital signal

processing, each of said at least one digital audio transmitter and receiver being

configured for code division multiple access (CDMA) communication, the at least one

receiver processing a CDMA signal having a CDMA communication configuration

from the at least one audio transmitter to produce a processed CDMA signal;

at least one module adapted to amplify said processed CDMA signal; and

at least one module adapted to audibly reproduce said amplified signal, said

CDMA communication configuration providing a user with independent audio

reproduction free of interference from other users or wireless devices.

16. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 15,

wherein said at least one signal amplifying module includes at least one power

amplifier, said at least one power amplifier being configured to provide a low distortion

audio signal output.

17. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 16,

wherein said at least one audible reproducing module includes at least one headphone

speaker, said at least one headphone speaker receiving said low distortion audio signal
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output from said at least one power amplifier.

18. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 14,

wherein said at least one audible reproducing module includes at least one headphone

speaker.

19. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio system, comprising:

at least one audio source;

at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said at least one

audio source, said at least one audio transmitter comprising:

a first analog low pass filter receiving audio output from said at least one

audio source;

a digital low pass filter;

an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) operatively coupled between said

first analog and digital low pass filters;

a first encoder receiving output from said digital low pass filter and

being configured to reduce intersymbol interference (181);

a second channel encoder operatively coupled to said first encoder and

adapted to reduce transmission errors;

a digital modulator operatively coupled to said second channel encoder;

and

a differential phase shift key (DPSK) module receiving output from said
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digital modulator and being configured for direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS)

communication, said DPSK module transmitting a corresponding DSSS signal;

at least one audio receiver configured for digital wireless communication with

said at least one audio transmitter and utilizing embedded fuzzy logic to optimize digital

signal processing, said at least one audio receiver comprising:

a band pass filter (BPF) configured to process said transmitted DSSS

signal;

a direct conversion module receiving output from said BPF and being

configured to capture the correct bit sequence embedded in said processed DSSS signal;

a digital demodulator adapted to process output from said direct

conversion module;

a Viterbi decoder operatively coupled to said digital demodulator and

generating a corresponding digital output;

a source decoder processing said digital output from said Viterbi decoder

and being configured to decode the digital signal encoded by said first encoder;

a second analog low pass filter; and

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) operatively coupled between said source

decoder and said second analog low pass filter, said second analog low pass filter

generating an audio output corresponding to the decoded and converted digital signal;

and

at least one module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, said audio

output having been wirelessly transmitted from said at least one audio source to a user
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without interference from other users or wireless devices.

20. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 19,

wherein said BPF is a wideband BPF.

21. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 19,

wherein said modulator is a 64-Ary modulator.

22. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 19,

wherein said demodulator is a 64—Ary demodulator.

23. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 19,

wherein said generated audio output is in the approximate range of 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

24. (Currently Amended) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 19,

wherein said spread—speetr—um transmitted DSSS signal is transmitted at about 2.4 GHz

via an omni—directional antenna.

25. (Currently Amended) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 24,

wherein said spread-9139mm transmitted DSSS signal is transmitted at a power of

about 100 milliwatts or less.
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26. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 19,

wherein said ADC is a 4—bit analog—to—digital converter.

27. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 19,

wherein said at least one audio source is a portable audio player.

28. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 19,

wherein said at least one audio reproducing module includes at least one headphone

speaker.

29. (Previously Presented)The wireless digital audio system of Claim 19,

wherein said BPF is operatively coupled to at least one antenna configured to receive

said transmitted DSSS signal.

30. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio system, comprising:

at least one audio source;

at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said at least one

audio source, said at least one audio transmitter comprising:

a first analog low pass filter receiving audio output from said at least one

audio source;

a digital low pass filter;

an analog-to—digital converter (ADC) operatively coupled between said
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first analog and digital low pass filters;

a first encoder receiving output from said digital low pass filter and

being configured to reduce intersymbol interference (181);

a second channel encoder operatively coupled to said first encoder and

adapted to reduce transmission errors;

a digital modulator operatively coupled to said second channel encoder;

and

a differential phase shift key (DPSK) module receiving output from said

digital modulator and being configured for direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS)

communication, said DPSK module transmitting a corresponding DSSS signal;

at least one audio receiver configured for digital wireless communication with

said at least one audio transmitter and utilizing embedded fuzzy logic to optimize digital

signal processing, said at least one audio receiver comprising:

a band pass filter (BPF) configured to process said transmitted DSSS

signal;

a direct conversion module receiving output from said BPF and being

configured to capture the correct bit sequence embedded in said processed DSSS signal;

a digital demodulator adapted to process output from said direct

conversion module;

a Viterbi decoder operatively coupled to said digital demodulator and

generating a corresponding digital output;

a source decoder processing said digital output from said Viterbi decoder
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and being configured to decode the digital signal encoded by said first encoder;

a second analog low pass filter; and

a digital—to—analog converter (DAC) operatively coupled between said

source decoder and said second analog low pass filter, said second analog low

pass filter generating an audio output corresponding to the decoded and

converted digital signal;

at least one module adapted to amplify said generated audio output; and

at least one module adapted to reproduce said amplified audio output, said audio

output having been wirelessly transmitted from said at least one audio source to a user

without interference from other users or wireless devices.

31. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 30,

wherein said at least one audio amplifying module includes at least one power

amplifier, said at least one power amplifier being configured to provide a low distortion

audio signal output.

32. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 31,

wherein said at least one audio reproducing module includes at least one headphone

speaker, said at least one headphone speaker receiving said low distortion audio signal

output from said at least one power amplifier.

33. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio system, comprising:
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at least one audio source;

at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said at least one

audio source;

at least one audio receiver adapted for digital wireless communication with said

at least one audio transmitter, each of said at least one digital audio transmitter and

receiver being configured for code division multiple access (CDMA) communication;

and

at least one module adapted to audibly reproduce said processed CDMA signal,

said CDMA communication configuration providing a user with independent audio

reproduction free of interference from other users or wireless devices.

34. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio system, comprising:

at least one audio source;

at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said at least one

audio source;

at least one audio receiver adapted for digital wireless communication with said

at least one audio transmitter, each of said at least one digital audio transmitter and

receiver being configured for code division multiple access (CDMA) communication;

at least one module adapted to amplify said processed CDMA signal; and

at least one module adapted to audibly reproduce said amplified signal, said

CDMA communication configuration providing a user with independent audio

reproduction free of interference from other users or wireless devices.
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35. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 14,

wherein said at least one audio source provides analog output in the approximate range

of 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

36. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 15,

wherein said at least one audio source provides analog output in the approximate range

of 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

37. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 33,

wherein said at least one audio source provides analog output in the approximate range

of 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

38. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 34,

wherein said at least one audio source provides analog output in the approximate range

of 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

39. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 14,

wherein at least one of said digital audio transmitter and receiver is battery-powered.

40. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 15,

wherein at least one of said digital audio transmitter and receiver is battery-powered.
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41. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 33,

wherein at least one of said digital audio transmitter and receiver is battery-powered.

42. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 34,

wherein at least one of said digital audio transmitter and receiver is battery-powered.

43. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio system, comprising:

at least one audio source;

at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said at least one

audio source, said at least one audio transmitter comprising:

a first analog low pass filter receiving audio output from said at least one

audio source;

a digital low pass filter;

an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) operatively coupled between said

first analog and digital low pass filters;

3 first encoder receiving output from said digital low pass filter and

being configured to reduce intersymbol interference (ISI);

3 second channel encoder operatively coupled to said first encoder and

adapted to reduce transmission errors;

a digital modulator operatively coupled to said second channel encoder;

and
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a differential phase shift key (DPSK) module receiving output from said

digital modulator and being configured for direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS)

communication, said DPSK module transmitting a corresponding DSSS signal;

at least one audio receiver configured for digital wireless communication with

said at least one audio transmitter, said at least one audio receiver comprising:

a band pass filter (BPF) configured to process said transmitted DSSS

signal;

a direct conversion module receiving output from said BPF and being

configured to capture the correct bit sequence embedded in said processed DSSS signal;

a digital demodulator adapted to process output from said direct

conversion module;

a Viterbi decoder operatively coupled to said digital demodulator and

generating a corresponding digital output;

a source decoder processing said digital output from said Viterbi decoder

and being configured to decode the digital signal encoded by said first encoder;

a second analog low pass filter; and

a digital—to-analog converter (DAC) operatively coupled between said

source decoder and said second analog low pass filter, said second analog low

pass filter generating an audio output corresponding to the decoded and

converted digital signal; and

at least one module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, said audio

output having been wirelessly transmitted from said at least one audio source to a user
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without interference from other users or wireless devices.

44. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio system, comprising:

at least one audio source;

at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said at least one

audio source, said at least one audio transmitter comprising:

a first analog low pass filter receiving audio output from said at least one

audio source;

a digital low pass filter;

an analog—to-digital converter (ADC) operatively coupled between said

first analog and digital low pass filters;

a first encoder receiving output from said digital low pass filter and

being configured to reduce intersymbol interference (181);

a second channel encoder operatively coupled to said first encoder and

adapted to reduce transmission errors;

a digital modulator operatively coupled to said second channel encoder;

and

a differential phase shift key (DPSK) module receiving output from said

digital modulator and being configured for direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS)

communication, said DPSK module transmitting a corresponding DSSS signal;

at least one audio receiver configured for digital wireless communication with

said at least one audio transmitter, said at least one audio receiver comprising:
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a band pass filter (BPF) configured to process said transmitted DSSS

signal;

a direct conversion module receiving output from said BPF and being

configured to capture the correct bit sequence embedded in said processed DSSS signal;

a digital demodulator adapted to process output from said direct

conversion module;

a Viterbi decoder operatively coupled to said digital demodulator and

generating a corresponding digital output;

a source decoder processing said digital output from said Viterbi decoder

and being configured to decode the digital signal encoded by said first encoder;

a second analog low pass filter; and

a digital-to—analog converter (DAC) operatively coupled between said

source decoder and said second analog low pass filter, said second analog low

pass filter generating an audio output corresponding to the decoded and

converted digital signal;

at least one module adapted to amplify said generated audio output; and

at least one module adapted to reproduce said amplified audio output, said audio

output having been wirelessly transmitted from said at least one audio source to a user

without interference from other users or wireless devices.

45. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 43,

wherein said at least one audio source provides analog output in the approximate range
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of 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

46. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 44,

wherein said at least one audio source provides analog output in the approximate range

of 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

47. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 43,

wherein at least one of said digital audio transmitter and receiver is battery-powered.

48. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 44,

wherein at least one of said digital audio transmitter and receiver is battery-powered.

49. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 43,

wherein said at least one audio source is a portable music player.

50. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 44,

wherein said at least one audio source is a portable music player.

51. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio transmitter, comprising:

a first analog low pass filter receiving audio output from at least one

audio source;

a digital low pass filter;
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an analog-to—digital converter (ADC) operatively coupled between said

first analog and digital low pass filters;

a first encoder receiving output from said digital low pass filter and

being configured to reduce intersymbol interference (131);

a second channel encoder operatively coupled to said first encoder and

adapted to reduce transmission errors;

a digital modulator operatively coupled to said second channel encoder;

and

a differential phase shift key (DPSK) module receiving output from said

digital modulator and being configured for direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS)

communication, said DPSK module transmitting a corresponding DSSS signal.

52. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio receiver, comprising:

a band pass filter (BPF) configured to process a transmitted DSSS signal;

a direct conversion module receiving output from said BPF and being

configured to capture the correct bit sequence embedded in said processed DSSS signal;

a digital demodulator adapted to process output from said direct

conversion module;

a Viterbi decoder operatively coupled to said digital demodulator and

generating a corresponding digital output;

a source decoder receiving said digital output from said Viterbi decoder

and being configured to decode the digital signal encoded therein;
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a second analog low pass filter; and

a digital-to—analog converter (DAC) operatively coupled between said

source decoder and said second analog low pass filter, said second analog low

pass filter generating an audio output corresponding to the decoded and

converted digital signal, said audio output having been wirelessly transmitted to

a user without interference from other users or wireless devices.

53. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio receiver utilizing embedded

fuzzy logic to optimize digital signal processing, comprising:

a band pass filter (BPF) configured to process a transmitted DSSS signal;

a direct conversion module receiving output from said BPF and being

configured to capture the correct bit sequence embedded in said processed DSSS signal;

a digital demodulator adapted to process output from said direct

conversion module;

a Viterbi decoder operatively coupled to said digital demodulator and

generating a corresponding digital output;

a source decoder receiving said digital output from said Viterbi decoder

and being configured to decode the digital signal encoded therein;

a second analog low pass filter; and

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) operatively coupled between said

source decoder and said second analog low pass filter, said second analog low

pass filter generating an audio output corresponding to the decoded and
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converted digital signal, said audio output having been wirelessly transmitted to

a user without interference from other users or wireless devices.
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REMARKS/ARGUMENTS

Applicant has reviewed the Office Action of October 2, 2006 and made

amendments to the claims, as indicated hereinabove, to overcome the Examiner’s

objections and place the application in condition for allowance. No new matter has been

added .

RESPONSE TO AFFIDAVITS:

Examiner indicates that the Declaration filed by the Applicant on August 15,

2006, regarding the limited battery life under 37 CFR 1.132, is insufficient to

overcome the rejection of the claims based upon the combination of Altstatt (U.S.

Patent 5,771,441) in View of Schotz et al (U.S. Patent 5,946,343). Since the Examiner

indicated that some of the documents and data sheets were unreadable, a complete copy

of the Declaration (“Declaration”) with Exhibits is forwarded once again, as

EXHIBIT — 1. Applicant apologizes to the Examiner for any inconvenience this may

have caused.

Applicant respectfully requests the Examiner to reconsider his position that the

Altstatt and Schotz’s combination is operative. As pointed out by the Applicant in the

Declaration, Altstatt’s invention is based on an analog technology and is operated by a

battery. (Para. 6 of Declaration). Schotz’s invention is based on digital technology.

(Para. 7 of Declaration). Applicant further stated that Altstatt cannot be combined with

Schotz. (Para. 9 of Declaration). The calculations provided by the Applicant were

basically hypothetical calculations, since Applicant asserted that Altstatt cannot be
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combined with Schotz. So the Applicant’s use 50 mA-h has no significance and none

should be attached to since the calculations were hypothetical. Applicant believes that

calculations by themselves provide no meaning since Altstatt cannot be combined with

Schotz. Additionally, these calculations were incomplete since some of the data sheets

were unavailable, as indicated by the Applicant.

Furthermore, Applicant’s previously filed amendment dated March 14, 2006,

which explains in further detail as to why the combination of Altstatt and Schotz would

not provide a reasonable expectation of success, is incorporated in its entirety by

reference. Applicant explained that:

“The office action provides that the combination of Alstatt and Schotz’s ‘343

Patent teaches a battery powered digital transmitter. Applicant respectfully submits that

a prima facie case of obviousness has not been made. More particularly, the

combination of the battery—powered analog transmitter of Alstatt and the wall-powered

digital transmitter of Schotz ‘343 would render Alstatt unsatisfactory for its intended

purpose. Alstatt would suffer from a significantly reduced play time due to the power

consumption of Schotz’s numerous integrated circuits. Moreover, the Alstatt

headphones for his portable device would be rendered too large because of the size of

the integrated circuits used in Schotz.

For the same reasons of reduced play time and unwieldy headphones, the

combination of Alstatt and Schotz would not provide a reasonable expectation of

success. Accordingly, Applicant respectfully submits that a prima facie case of

obviousness has not been made in this respect as well.” (Page 15-16 of Amendment
dated March 15, 2006).

Based on the foregoing, Applicant respectfully asserts that Alstatt and Schotz

cannot be combined and even if such a combination is theoretically possible, such a

combination would not provide a reasonable expectation of success.

Examiner further indicates that the second declaration (“Second Declaration”)

filed by the Applicant on August 15, 2006, regarding FSK and FHSS under 37 CFR

1.132, is insufficient to overcome the rejection of the new matter (See Exhibit 5 to
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August 15, 2006 Response). The Examiner indicates that the CDMA overview

provided by www.telecomspace.com discloses three ways to spread the bandwidth of a

signal in CDMA. The three ways to spread the bandwidth of the signal, discussed on

the website, are as follows:

1) Frequency hopping (FHSS). The signal is rapidly switched between different

frequencies within the hopping bandwidth pseudo-randomly, and the receiver knows
before hand where to find the signal at any given time.

2) Time hopping (THSS). The signal is transmitted in short bursts pseudo—
randomly, and the receiver knows beforehand when to expect the burst.

3) Direct sequence (DHSS). The digital data is directly coded at a much higher
frequency. The code is generated pseudo-randomly, the receiver knows how to generate
the same code, and correlates the received signal with that code to extract the data.

Examiner asserts that the Applicant discussed the two ways to spread the

bandwidth (i.e. FHSS & DHSS) in the Second Declaration and since the website

discusses three, FHSS and DHSS are not inherent features of CDMA. Please note that

the same website indicates that the CDMA was commercially introduced in 1995,

became one of the world's fastest-growing wireless technologies, and it is a form of

Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum communication. Applicant is not claiming that he

invented FHSS, THSS, or DSSS. Applicant simply relied on a book entitled “Spread

Spectrum Systems with Commercial Applications” by a well known author Robert C.

Dixon’s (“Dixon”), and the Applicant provided excerpts of some relevant pages to the

Examiner to clarify the issue. The fact that the website indicated by the Examiner

discusses three approaches to spread the bandwidth of the signal versus the two

approaches pointed out by Dixon is irrelevant, and even if relevant, the discrepancy by
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two known sources can be properly explained. For example, on page 47, Dixon

explains that “Simple time-hopping modulation offers little in the way of interference

rejection because a continuous carrier at the signal center frequency can block

communications effectively.” And, this may be the reason why Dixon has not

elaborated on THSS. A copy of the relevant page(s) from Dixon is attached hereto as

EXHIBIT - II.

The Examiner points out the requirements set forth in MPEP Section 2112,

which are related to rejections based on inherency. The Applicant respectfully submits

that the arguments presented by the Examiner with reference to inherency appear to be

out of context. The Federal Circuit in Kennecott Corp. v. Kyocera Intem., Inc., 835

F.2d 1419,1422 (Fed.Cir.1987) held that the doctrine of inherency provides that "[b]y

disclosing in a patent application a device that inherently performs a function, .. a
'3

patent applicant necessarily discloses that function even though ‘thgy sgy nothing

concerning it. " (emphasis added). To rely on this doctrine, the patentee must show that

"the missing feature is necessarily present, and that it would be so recognized by

persons of ordinary skill in the relevant art." Telemac Cellular Corp. v. Topp Telecom,

Inc., 247 F.3d 1316, 1328 (Fed.Cir.2001). The same court further explained that to

apply the doctrine of inherency, the party relying on the doctrine must prove that the

challenged circumstance "inevitably occurs when the process steps are followed,"

Kooi v. DeWitt, 546 F.2d 403, 409 (Cust. & Pat.App.1976), or are "inevitable."

Application of Wilding, 535 F.2d 631, 636 (Cust. & Pat.App.1976), see also Kropa v.

Robie, 38 C.C.P.A. 858, 187 F.2d 150, 154-55 (Cust. & Pat.App.1951) ("Inherency
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does not mean that a thing might happen one out of twenty times.... It must inevitably

happen for the doctrine to apply"). In sum, the doctrine of inherency is satisfied

where the patent "inherently discloses the invention so that one skilled in the art

could produce the results claimed in the [patent] simply by practicing the [patent], i:e.,

the result flows naturally from the express disclosures" of the patent. Rosco, Inc. v.

Mirror Lite Co., 139 F.Supp.2d 287 (E.D.N.Y.2001).

As stated above, www.relecomsgace. com website indicates that the CDMA was

commercially introduced in 1995, became one of the world’s fastest-growing wireless

technologies, and it is a form of Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum communications.

The Applicant has disclosed CDMA and explained how his invention works utilizing a

unique codeword that spreads the signal spectrum. Paragraph 0014 of the parent

application states that: “Modulation of the digital signal may be performed using direct
 

seguence spread spectrum communication technology. A 64-Ary modulator 42 may be

used for summation at summation element 46 with a transmitter code generator 44

signal to produce a high symbol rate, and a unique codeword that spreads the signal

spectrum.” (emphasis added). Paragraph 0016 of the parent application states that

“This code division multiple access (CDMA) may be used to provide each user

independent operation.”

Based on the prosecution history, it is abundantly clear that the Applicant has

disclosed the use of the CDMA technology to provide each user independent operation.

The three ways to spread the bandwidth of the signal, as explained on the website, is

simply a method to spread the bandwidth of the signal generated under CDMA. These
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methods are sub-sets of CDMA protocol. When the Applicant disclosed CDMA and

explained how his invention works utilizing a unique codeword that spreads the signal

spectrum, the Applicant, in essence, has disclosed all the three ways (i.e. FHSS,

THSS, and D888) that would be so recognized by persons of ordinary skill in the

relevant art. If Applicant’s invention utilizes CDMA protocol, as expressly disclosed in

paragraph 0016 of the parent application, it is also apparent to one skilled in the art that

there are only three ways to spread the bandwidth of a signal under the CDMA (i.e.

FHSS, THSS, and D858) and therefore these three ways are inherent features of the

CDMA protocol. Without these methods for spreading bandwidth, CDMA protocol

cannot be implemented and therefore these result (i.e. methods to spread the bandwidth)

flow naturally from the express disclosures of the patent application (i.e. . .

(CDMA) may be used to provide each user independent operation.” Paragraph 0016 of

the parent application).

Based on the above, Applicant respectfully requests that the Examiner

withdraws his objection to the Second Declaration and also his rejection relating to the

new matter .

RESPONSE TO NEW MATTER REJECTIONS:

As noted by the Examiner, the specification is directed to a unique codeword for

each individual user (paras. 0014 and 0016 of the parent application). As explained in

the response to the Office Action dated August 15, 2006, Applicant believes that the

“unique hop pattern” is not a new matter since it is part of CDMA. Applicant’s
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previously filed amendment dated March 14, 2006, which explains in further detail as

to how unique hope pattern is created for each individual user, is incorporated in its

entirety by reference. Nonetheless, in the interest of moving forward with the

prosecution, Applicant has amended Claims 1, 4, 6, 7 and 10—13 without prejudice to

replace the phrase “unique hope pattern” with “unique codeword.”

On page 6 of the Office Action, the Examiner alleges that the terms and

techniques disclosed in “A frequency shift keying (FSK) modulation/detection

technique could be used given a frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) system

choice” sentence (FSK and FHSS) were not present in the parent disclosure or in the

current application’s disclosure and thus are new matter.

Applicant respectfully requests the Examiner to withdraw his objection to the

new matter based on the arguments presented above under the RESPONSE TO

AFFIDA VITS section. Applicant has discussed a 64—Ary modulation and demodulation

techniques in paragraphs 0014 and 0017, respectively, in the parent application. These

techniques can be used with a code division multiple access (CDMA) configuration.

The parent application, paragraph 0016, specifically references that the code division

multiple access(CDMA) may be used to provide each user independent operation. It

is known in the art that CDMA covers FHSS (as well as direct sequence spread

spectrum (D383) and time hopping spread spectrum (THSS)). Additionally, a 64-Ary

modulation/detection technique broadly covers all types of modulation/detections of this

type, including 64-Ary frequency shift keying (FSK). Applicant further attaches an

article from the University of Birmingham, 3'd Month Report on the Optical CDMA
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Networks (“Report”), as EXHIBIT - III, to clarify the issue raised by the Examiner.

Pages 3 -5 of this Report provide a brief literature survey and elaborates on the concept

of Spread Spectrum Communication, Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (D383) and

Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) including FSK.

Based on the explanation set forth above, Applicant respectfully requests that the

new matter rejection pertaining to “A frequency shift keying (FSK)

modulation/detection technique could be used given a frequency hopping spread

spectrum (FHSS) system choice” sentence be withdrawn.

Claim Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. §112

The rejection of Claims 1, 4, 6, 10, 12 and 13 under 35 U.S.C. §112, first

paragraph, as failing to comply with the written description requirement, is respectfully

traversed.

As discussed above, in the interest of moving forward with the prosecution,

Applicant has amended Claims 1, 4, 6, 10, 12 and 13 without prejudice to replace the

phrase “unique hop pattern” with “unique codeword.” Furthermore, Claims 7 and 11

have been similarly amended.

Based on the above, Applicant respectfully submits that amended Claims 1, 4,

6, 10 and 13 comply with the written description requirement of 35 U.S.C. §112, first

paragraph and therefore respectfully requests that the 35 U.S.C. §112 rejection of

Claims 1, 4, 6, 10, 12 and 13 be withdrawn.
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The rejection of Claims 19-32, 43-53 under 35 U.S.C. §112, first paragraph, as

failing to comply with the written description requirement, is respectfully traversed.

Examiner alleges that the Claims contain the limitations directed to DSSS,

which is not in the original specification nor inherent as alleged by Applicant. The

Applicant has disclosed CDMA and explained how his invention works utilizing a

unique codeword that spreads the signal spectrum. Paragraph 0014 of the parent

application states that: “Modulation of the digital signal may be performed using direct
 

5

sepuence spread spectrum communication technology.’ The direct seguence spread

spectrum refers to DSSS. (emphasis added).

Based on the above, Applicant respectfully submits that Claims 19-32, 43—53,

are definite and comply with the written description requirement and therefore

respectfully requests that the 35 U.S.C. §112 rejection of Claims 19-32, 43-53 be

withdrawn.

In View of the above remarks, since Claims 19—32, 43-53 are not rejected under

any cited references, Claims 19—32 and 43-53 are allowable.

The rejection of Claims 14 and 15 under 35 U.S.C. §112, second paragraph, is

respectfully traversed.

Applicant has amended Claims 14 and 15 to correct the antecedent basis. Based

on this, Applicant respectfully submits that amended Claims 14 and 15 comply with the

requirement of 35 U.S.C. §112, second paragraph, and therefore respectfully requests

that the 35 U.S.C. §112 rejection of Claims 14 and 15 be withdrawn.
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In view of the foregoing amendments and remarks, Applicant respectfully

requests withdrawal of the §112 claim rejections.

Claim Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. §102

The rejection of Claims 33 and 34 under 35 U.S.C. §102(e) as being anticipated

by Lindemann (US. Patent Application 2004/0223622) is respectfully traversed.

Claim 33 recites

...at least one module adapted to audibly reproduce said processed

CDMA signal, said CDMA communication configuration providing a

user with independent audio reproduction tree of interference from

other users or wireless devices. (Emphasis added)

The above emphasized claim language is not taught or suggested by Lindemann.

Lindemann does not address reproduction that is interference free. Furthermore,

Applicant observes that Lindemann does not mention interference or address the

problem identified by Applicant and thus Applicant’s solution to provide a user with

independent audio reproduction free of inten‘erence from other users or wireless

devices. Instead, Lindemann is directed to digital wireless loudspeaker system and the

delivery of signals to the speakers. Thus, Lindemann is not directed to a system

capable of (1) providing a user with independent audio reproduction; and (2)

reproduction free of interference from other users or wireless devices.

Claim 34 contains similar language. Thus, the remarks set forth above in

relation to Claim 33 equally apply to Claim 34.
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Accordingly, Lindemann cannot anticipate Applicant’s Claims 33 and 34. For

at least this reason, Applicant respectfully requests withdrawal of the rejection of

Claims 33 and 34 by Lindemann under 35 U.S.C. §102(e).

Dependent Claims 37 and 41 depend directly or indirectly from independent

Claim 33. Furthermore, dependent Claims 38 and 42 depend from independent Claim

34. These dependent claims contain all of the limitations of independent Claims 33 or

34, thus, any rejections under 35 U.S.C. §§102 or 103 should be withdrawn by virtue

of their dependency from independent Claims 33 or 34.

Claim Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. §103

The rejection of Claims 1, 4, 6, 7 and 10—13 under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being

unpatentable over Altstatt ‘441 in view of Schotz ‘343 and further in View of Schotz

‘839 and further in view of Rozin ‘844 is respectively traversed.

As to Claim 1, none of the references cited teach a battery powered spread

spectrum transmitter said battery powered digital transmitter converts an analog

audio music signal from said analog headphone jack to a digital signal, as recited in

Claim 1.

Thus, any combinations of references when combined cannot produce such a

battery powered spread spectrum transmitter, as claimed in Claim 1.

With specific reference to Altstatt, among other things, the Examiner

acknowledges that Altstatt does not clearly teach or suggest:

[A] wireless digital audio music system for spread spectrum

communication, said battery powered digital transmitter converts an
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analog audio music signal from said existing analog headphone jack to a

digital signal using an ADC in communication with an encoder...

Thus, the Examiner relies on Schotz for a digital transmitter 22. Furthermore, the

Examiner relies on analog inputs 30A, 30B of Schotz for analog connection 12 and 18.

Schotz ‘343 illustrates the transmitter receiving a plurality of audio inputs. In

Applicant’s invention, the transmitter is only coupled to the analog headphone jack.

Applicant observes that Schotz ‘343 does not mention headphones or the use of an

existing analog headphone jack or the use of headphones. Thus, neither Altstatt nor

Schotz ‘343 teaches a battery powered spread spectrum transmitter said battery

powered digital transmitter converts an analog audio music signal from said analog

headphone jack to a digital signal. In Schotz ‘343, there is no teaching that the spread

spectrum transmitter of Schotz ‘343 would operate if coupled to said analog headphone

jack of Altstatt.

The other references Schotz ‘839 and Rozin ‘844 were not relied upon for such

a teaching. Thus, the combination of Altstatt. Schotz ‘343, Schotz ‘839 and Rozin ‘844

does not teach the claimed invention of independent Claim 1 for at least the reason set

forth above.

Additionally, Applicant observes that Schotz ‘343 uses PN codes which are for

the different audio inputs and not individual users. Schotz ‘343 states that “the spread

spectrum data is arrived at by outputting one of four different PN sequences depending

upon the input data. This in effect performs the spread of the data.” Thus, the PN

sequences of Schotz ‘343 are not associated with individual users. Instead, the PN

sequences of Schotz ‘343 are related to audio input data.
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Schotz ‘839 does not teach CDMA or spread spectrum. Thus, Schotz ‘839

cannot provide the deficiencies related to the combination of Altstatt and Schotz’ 343.

Claim 1 has been amended to change hop pattern to “codeword”. The rejection

relied upon Rozin for a hop pattern for individual users. Thus, in view of the

amendments, the combination of Altstatt, Schotz ‘343, Schotz ‘839 and Rozin also does

not provide a unique codeword for individual users.

Thus, the combination of Altstatt, Schotz ‘343, Schotz ‘839 and Rozin, ‘844

does not teach the claimed invention of independent Claim 1 for at least this additional

reason set forth above.

Claims 4, 6, 10 and 12 contain similar language. Thus, the remarks set forth

above in relation to Claim 1 equally apply to Claims 4, 6, 10 and 12.

In view of the amendments and remarks, the rejection of Claims 1, 4, 6 10 and

12 under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being unpatentable over Alstatt ‘441 in view of Schotz

‘343 and further in view of Schotz ‘839 and further in View of Rozin ‘844 should be

withdrawn.

Amended Claim 7, now recites a code generator configured to create a unique

codeword for each individual user. As to the combination under 35 U.S.C. §103 as

being unpatentable over Alstatt ‘441 in view of Schotz ‘343 and further in view of

Schotz ‘839 and further in view of Rozin ‘844, none of the reference teach a code

generator configured to create a unique codewordfor each individual user ...to provide

high quality musicfor listening by a single user wearing the headphone receiver.
 

None of the references teach (1) sending spread spectrum communications to a
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headphone receiver; and (2) a unique codeword for each individual user. Therefore,

any combination of Alstatt ‘441 in view of Schotz ‘343 and further in view of Schotz

‘839 and further in view of Rozin ‘844, cannot teach the claimed invention.

Independent Claims 11 and 13 contain similar language as Claim 7. Thus, the

remarks set forth above in relation to Claim 7 equally apply.

In view of the amendments and remarks, the rejection of Claims 7, 11 and 13

under 35 U.S.C. §103 as being unpatentable over Alstatt ‘441 in view of Schotz ‘343

and further in view of Schotz ‘839 and further in view of szin ‘844 should be

withdrawn.

The rejection of Claims 14-16, 39 and 40 under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being

unpatentable by Lindemann (US. Patent Application 2004/0223622) in view of Benthin

(US Patent 5,790,595) is respectfully traversed.

As remarked previously in relation to Claims 33 and 34, Lindemann does not

mention interference or address the problem identified by Applicant and thus

Applicant’s solution to provide a user with independent audio reproduction free of

interference from other users or wireless devices. Instead, Lindemann is directed to

digital wireless loudspeaker system and the delivery of signals to the speakers. Thus,

Lindemann is not directed to a system capable of (1) providing a user with independent

audio reproduction; and (2) reproduction free of interference from other users or

wireless devices.

The Examiner acknowledges that Lindemann does not teach fuzzy logic and thus

relies on Benthin for a soft decisions in a receiver or during demodulation of a signal.
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However, Benthin does not teach the deficiencies set forth above in relation to

Lindemann. Thus, the combination of Lindemann in view of Benthin does not teach

the claimed invention of Claim 14.

Claim 15 contains similar language. Thus, the remarks set forth above in

relation to Claim 14 equally apply to Claim 15.

In view of the above amendments and remarks, the rejection of Claims 14 and

15 under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being unpatentable over Lindemann in view of Benthin

should be withdrawn for at least the reasons set forth above.

Dependent Claims 16 and 39-40 depend directly or indirectly from independent

Claims 14 and 15. These dependent claims contain all of the limitations of independent

Claims 14 or 15, thus, any rejections under 35 U.S.C. §103 should be withdrawn by

virtue of their dependency from independent Claims 14 or 15.

Additionally, dependent Claims 17, 18, 35 and 36 depend directly or indirectly

on independent Claims 15 or 14. These dependent claims contain all of the limitations

of independent Claims 15 or 14, thus, any rejections under 35 U.S.C. §103 should be

withdrawn by virtue of their dependency from independent Claims 15 or 14.

The rejection of Claims 17 and 18 under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being

unpatentable by Altstatt ‘441 in view of Lindemann (US. Patent Application

2004/0223622) and further in view of Benthin, et al. (US Patent 5,790,595) is

respectfully traversed.

Applicant observes that the rejection of dependent Claims 17 and 18 appears to

rely on Altstatt as the primary reference while their corresponding independent claims
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relies on Lindemann as the primary reference. Accordingly, the rejection is

ambiguous.

Nevertheless, Altstatt, like Lindemann, does not teach a CDMA

communications configuration providing a user with independent audio reproduction

free of interference for other users or wireless device. Applicant observes that Benthin

is only relied upon for fuzzy logic in a receiver. Hence, none of the references

individually or in combination teach Applicant’s invention.

In View of the above remarks, the rejection of Claims 17 and 18 under 35

U.S.C. §103(a) as being unpatentable by Altstatt ‘441 in view of Lindemann (US.

Patent Application 2004/0223622) and further in view of Benthin, et al. (US Patent

5,790,595) should be withdrawn.

The rejection of Claims 35 and 36 under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being

unpatentable by Lindemann (US. Patent Application 2004/0223622) in view of Benthin

(US Patent 5,790,595) and further in view of Schotz ‘343 is respectfully traversed.

Schotz ‘343 is relied upon for a teaching of an analog output of 20 Hz to 20

KHz. However, Schotz ‘343 does not teach the deficiencies of Lindemann or the

combination of Lindemann as modified by Benthin. Hence, the combination of

Lindemann as modified by Benthin and Schotz ‘343 does not teach all the limitations of

the base Claims (33 and 34) from which Claims 35 and 36 depend.

In view of the above remarks, the rejection of Claims 35 and 36 under 35

U.S.C. §103(a) as being unpatentable by Lindemann in view of Benthin and further in

view of Schotz ‘343 should be withdrawn.
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The rejection of Claims 37 and 38 under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being

unpatentable by Lindemann (US. Patent Application 2004/0223622) in view of Schotz

‘343 is respectfully traversed.

Schotz ‘343 is relied upon for a teaching of an analog output of 20 Hz to 20

KHz. However, Schotz ‘343 does not teach the deficiencies of Lindemann previously

described in relation to independent Claims 33 and 34. Hence, the combination of

Lindemann as modified Schotz ‘343 does not teach all the limitations of thebase Claims

(33 and 34) from which Claims 37 and 38 depend.

In view of the above remarks, the rejection of Claims 37 and 38 under 35

U.S.C. §103(a) as being unpatentable by Lindemann in view of Schotz ‘343 should be

withdrawn.

The rejection of Claims 41 and 42 under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being

unpatentable by Lindemann (US. Patent Application 2004/0223622) is respectfully

traversed.

Lindemann as modified by the Examiner does not teach the deficiencies

described in relation to independent Claims 33 and 34. Hence, Lindemann as modified

does not teach the claimed invention since Lindemann as modified does not teach all the

limitation of the base Claims (33 and 34) from which Claims 41 and 42 depend.

In view of the above remarks, the rejection of Claims 41 and 42 under 35

U.S.C. §103(a) as being unpatentable by Lindemann should be withdrawn.
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Conclusion

No amendment made was related to the statutory requirements of patentability

unless expressly stated herein. No new claims have been added. Applicant believes

that the application, as presently amended, is in condition for allowance. If for any

reason the Examiner finds the application other than in condition for allowance, the

Examiner is respectfully requested to call the undersigned attorney at the telephone

number listed herein below to discuss any steps necessary for placing the application in

condition for allowance.

Respectfully submitted,

THE PATEL LAW FIRM, P.C.

Date: November L7, 2006 M
Natu J. Patel

USPTO Reg. No. 39,559
NJP/lv/ec

Enclosure:

THE PATEL LAW FIRM, P.C.

2532 Dupont Drive

Irvine, California 92612-1524

Business: (949) 955—1077

Facsimile: (949) 955-1877

www.thepatellawfirm.com

NPatel@thePatelLawFirm.com
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' ' ' ' ' ‘ ' ' United States
‘ that this correspondence (including Exhibits) IS being deposited With the

ngtmalbgefievgyvia Express Mail in an envelope addressed to the Commssloner for Patents, PO. Box
1450, Alexandria. VA 22313-1450. on August 1 5. 2006 [Exam Mall Lam] fig; 3615079096118 -).

Wfl,
Natu J. Pete|

[N THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFF-ICE

In re Application of C. Earl Woolfork

Serial No. 10/648,012 . : Group Art Unit: 2615

Confirm. No.: 3337 Examiner: Andrew C. Flanders

Filed: August 26, 2003

For: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO MUSIC SYSTEM

DECLARATION OF APPLICANT REGARDING LINIITED BATTERY LIFE
UNDER 35 USC Section 132

I, C. Earl Woolfork, being duly sworn,depose.and declare as follows:

1. I am the Inventor of the above referenced patent application
(“Application”). I have personal knowledge of the following matter'and if asked to

testify, could and would testify competently, thereto. '

2. Daphne Burton, my then attorney, conducted the interview with Examiner f

Flanders and Supervisory Patent Examiner Tran (collectively “Examiners”) on June 13, "

2006 regarding the pending office action dated May 17, 2006. I participated in that
interview. '

3. ‘ During the interview, among other things, we (discussed US. Patent No.
5,771,441 issued to Altstatt (“Alstatt” or “‘the 441 Patent”) and US. Patent No.
5,946,343 issued to Schotz (“Schotz” or “‘the 343 Patent”).

4. Examiners requested that I submit evidence in an affidavit under 35 USC 3
Section 132 explaining as to why the combination of Alistatt'in View 'of Schotz is non- ’

operative due to limited battery life. ' ‘

5. I am hereby submitting this affidavit and all the supporting documentation
to the Examiners for their consideration. ‘

BEST AVAILABLE copv
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6. Altstatt’s invention is based on an analog technology and is operated by a

battery. Altstatt recites that the maximum value of V is fixed by the battery voltage of
1.5 or possibly 3 volts (Column 8, lines 22-24).

7. Schotz’ invention is based on digital technology. Schotz’s digital wireless

speaker system requires 120VAC at 60Hz. Schotz further states . that “[b]oth the
transmitter 22 and the receiver 24 have respective power circuits (not shown) that convert
input power (e.g., lZOVAC at 60 Hz) into pr0per voltage levels for appropriate
transmitter and receiver Operation.” .Please refer to Column 14, lines 1-4. ‘

.8. Exhibit A attached hereto, lists the commercially available Integrated

Chip components (“IC Components”) that both Altstatt and Schotz identify in their
respective designs. Datasheets identifying electrical current requirements to operate the
IC Components are included in Exhibit-B. ‘

 

9. Alstatt cannot be combined with Schotz. However, even assuming such a

combination is poSsible, the Altstatt’s battery powered analog headphone system will
suffer from a significantly reduced playtime due to the power consumption of Schotz’s

numerous integrated circuit components, as articulated in the calculation spreadsheet
attached hereto as Exhibit C. ‘

10. The “playtime” is defined as the time the invention can be operated

continuously before the battery must be changed or recharged. The playtifne calculation

consists of simple unit conversions as defined in chapter one, problem 1.5 and solution
set of well known Theodore S. Rappaport‘s Wireless Communications Principles &
Practice textbook The relevant pages fiom the textbook are attached herewith as Exhibit -
D. ‘ -

According to Exhibit D, the formula for the playtime calculation. is:

(((GOminutesllhour) x BmA—h)/|(60 minutes/hour x 24 hour/day)(sum of [C currents in mm x (24hour/day)‘

where B is the battery current capacity.

11. As shown in Exhibit C Altstatt’s portable invention will yield a playtime
greater than~10 hours when operated with a small battery having a current capacity of
5OmA-h (50 milliamp-hours);

 

12. ~ If we were to hypothetically apply the same SOmA-h battery capacity to :
operate Schotz’s invention, Exhibit C‘ further shows that the frequency hopping spread v ‘
spectrum (“FHSS”) system will operate for approximately six minutes, and the direct ‘
sequence spread spectrum (“DSSS”) system will operate for approximately eleven 3

Page 2 of 3'
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minutes before requiring a new battery or a recharged battery. Please note that the FHSS
and DSSS' system operations are constrained to the lowest device (transmitter- or
receiver) operation time.

Date: $1th pé  

Page 3 of3
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EXHIBIT A

US Patent Number:5,771,441 Issued to Alts‘tatt
Com - - nent Descfl -tion Reference

Transmitter.BA‘l404 column 5, lines 34-37

. Receiver,TA7766AF column 8, lines 54—58

_ Receiver,TA7792F column 8, lines 54—58

Number

   

  
 

 

 
US Patent Number:5,946,343 Issued to Schotz

Di ital -Si- nal Processor DSP56002 column 14, lines 49-50

AID converter.SAA7360 column 7 lines 11-12
Stereo Filter MPEG,SAA2520 column 14, lines 47—48

MPEG.SAA2521 ‘ column 14, lines 47-48

' ' Modulator,RF2422 column 10, lines 17—18

Power Am - llfier.TQQ132 column 10, lines 31-32

Phase Locked Loo.MC12210 column 10,‘ lines 49-50

Volta e Controlled Oscillator.SMV2500 column 14, lines 51-53

Low Noise Am Iifier,MGA86576 column 11, lines 16-18

 
 ' Di- ital Interface Transmitter.CSB402 column 11, lines 31-33

Di ital to Anal - ' Converter,TDA1305T column 13, lines 57-59

“—— ‘

“——
“——
“_—   
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EXHIBIT B

US Patent Number:5,771,441 Issued to Altstatt

Item Number 1: Transmitter,~BA140_4,
ROHH co Lib

 
‘ an: n Ii 7eaaaaq'uohhéia b IIRHH

sr—i’ 1' 2m lc/le lor Audio Appnmqohs‘ ' “' " BA1404IBA1404F .

o ”Jeraaamm 01mm 1171:0579!»

 
0 \‘Imum“on. muonsmwmun
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US Patent Number5,771,441 Issued to Altstatt

TOSHIBA Item Number 2: Receiver, TA 7766AF

 

TA7766AF

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISHCS (Unless otherwise specified, Ta =25°C, Vcc=1.5V. fm = lkHz)

  
TEST

CHARACTERISTIC SYMBOL CIR- TEST CONDITION “In UNITCUlT

mam—uAt lamp air

l—lm-Imlml
L+R=90%, P=10%, THD=5%

SW1—)RLED=SOI<Q
SW5—)LPF ON

L+R=9°mvnm mu:
p = iomvm,s  

 
 

Input Resistance

Rour

Max. Composrte - AX)
Signal Input Voltage (STEREO)

Monaural THD
Total (MONAURAL)

Harmonic THDDistortion

Voltage Gain

Channel Balance

VLION)
v

Stereo Lamp
Hysteresis

_<: g

H- N

O

 SW1—)R D = 50k“.
SW5—fi E ON
Vin = 100me5
SW1—’RLED = 5000

L + R = somvms, P = IOmVrms
SW1—)RLED = SOkQ

 
 
  

SW5—)LPF ON

Vin = 1oomVrms
SW1 *RLED = 5000

van =100mvrms

m—
to tum-off from tum-on

L (OFF)

3
..<3III

2a*7?a*a‘93Gv

c3

VH

R §~P = 10mVrms

L + R = gomVnns

Capture Range C

P = IomVn-ns
Carrier Leak W

(Note) CL
SW1—9RLED = SOkfl

P = 1omVrms, l. + R = aomVrms
SCA Rejection Ratio SCA Rej SCA = 10mvms, fSCA = 67kHz

SW1—iRLED = SOkfl

Signal To Noise Ratio 5/ N Vi" = 1°°mV""" R9 = 62°“
SW1—>RLED = 500.0

(Note) Carrier leak of 38kHz Is only carrier.

 

 
 

  

   
 

  

 
 
 

  

  
   

M
4 2001-06-25

M
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US Patent Number:5,771,441 Issued to Altstatt

TOSHIBA Item Number 3: Receiver, TA 7792F

 

TA7792P/F 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (Ta = 25°C)

CHARACTERISTIC SYMBOL RATING m
Supply Voltage —-—

Power Dissipation 3:33;: PD (Note) —m
Operating Temperature -25~75

storage Temperature “m-

(Note) Derated above Ta=25°C in the proportion of 6mW/°C for TA7792P, and of
2.8mW/°C for TA7792F.

  
  
  

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, Ta = 25°C. Vcc = 1.5V
FM : Vin :2 SOdBpV EMF, f= 83MHZ, fm = ‘IkHz, Af = t 22.5kHz
AM : Vin = sedapv EMF, f=1MHz, fm =1kHz, MOD = 30%

TEST

CHARACTERISTIC SYMBOL TEST CONDITION film UNITCUlT

(FM) V' -
V

    
  

Supply Cum lr-n_flmm
m...__ HIE-[I

——Il—=EEH“
——II—HE—‘E-
E-_H-EH-
_ml__fllnfl“
_-I__Ellillfiim

—-—-Illmm
VDIFM) -—

_mn—mmm mV..
_-II_—IEH.I-
l_—Il—=m=._
Oscillator Stop Supply V (AM) v.m “lam

Cu - - EEI “KEE——m. n——--E%=  
>26 Vin : Open Display

4 2001-06-25
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US Patent Number:5,946,343 Issued to Schotz

Item Number 1: Digital Signal Processor, DSP56002 Specifications
DC Electrical Characteristics

 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Table 2-3 DC Electrical Characteristics

upply Voltage .

Input High Voltage
~EXTAL
-RESET

- MODA. MODB. MODC

- All other inputs

Input Low Voltage
- EXTAL

- MODA. MODB. MODC

- All other inputs

Input Leakage Current
EXTAL. RESET. MODA/ IRQA. MODB/IRQB.
MODC/m. m. E. W. CKP, PINIT, M"CBG.
MCBCLR. MCCLK. DZOIN

Tri-state (Off-state) Input Current (@ 2.4 V/0.4 V)

Output High Voltage (10H = -0.4 mA)

Output Low Voltage “CL = 3.0 mA)
HREQ 10L = 6.7 mA, ’I'XD 10L = 6.7 mA

Internal Supply Current at 40 MHz1

:7}

9!“? coca:

105

- In Wait mode2

. In Stop modez

Internal Supply Current at 66 MHz1
- In Wait mode2

0 In Stop mode2

Internal Supply Current at 80 MHz1
' In Wait modez

- In Stop mode2

PLL Supply Current3
- 40 MHz

- 66 MHz 1.5
- 80 MHz 1.8

CKOUT Supply Current4
0 40 MHz 14 20
' 66 MHz 28 35
- 80 MHz 34 42

Input Capacitance5 Cm — 10
Section 4 Design Considerations describes how to mlculate the external supply current.
In order to obtain these mults all inputs must be terminated (l.e.. not allowed to float).
Values are given for PLL enabled.
Valueeare given for CKOUT enabled.
Periodically sampled and not 100% tested

NC
95

95 I30
15 25
2 95

115 160
18 30
2 95

nE

at

.WIIII-Il
.6—

8
5"nS 35>>

E

1.5 mA

33>>

iii
 

 
 

MOTOROLA DSP56002/D, Rev. 3 2-3
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US Patent Number:5,946,343 Issued to Schotz

Item Number 2: AID Converter, SAA7360

Philips Semiconductors Product specifimfion

 

 

Bitstream conversion ADC SAA736O
for digital audlo systems 

Table 1 Output data formats Reset

When pin RESET is held LOW the data outputs are set to
zero. The RESET pin operates as a Schmitt trigger.
enabling a power-on reset function by using an external
RC circuit.

 

 
LIMITING VALUES

In accordance with the Absolute Maximum Rating System (IEC 134).

  
v... —_
v. ——
_—

v0 _—
——

_— o +85
—
_
ma—

  
  

  
  
  

  Tsm storage temperature
electrostatic handling

Notes

1. All Von and Vss pins must be extemaily connected to the same power supply.

2. Equivalent to discharging a 100 pF mpacitor via a 1.5 kg series resistor with a rise time of 15 ns.

3. Equivalent to discharging a 200 pF capacitor via a 2.5 pH series inductor.

  

 
<

 

CHARACTERISTICS

VDD = 5 V; Tm = 25 “0: im, = 256%; f3 = 44.1 kHz: unless othemise specified.

SYMBOL PARAMETER .

Supplies

mum-m
um—_—rz-—
——-—r_a_a-

_-E_-
—_n__

  
 

 

 

  
   
mdigital supply current
mtotal power consumption
 

1995 Apr 24 7
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Item Number 3: Stereo Filter MPEG. SAA2520

Philips Semiconductors Preliminary soecifimtion 

Stereo filter and codec for MPEG layer 1 SAA2520
audio applications 

LIMITING VALUES

In accordance with the Absolute Maximum System (IEC 134).

SYMBOL PARAMETER

Vol)

V. input voltage

stg

esI

supply current from V55

supply current in VDD

T

V
 
Notes

1. Input voltage should not exceed 6.5 V unless othenuise specified

2. Equivalent to discharging a 100 pF capacitor through a 1.5 k!) series resistor

3. Equivalent to discharging a 200 pF capacitor through a 0 9 series resistor.

06 CHARACTERISTICS

Tamb = —40 to 85 °C: VDD = 3.8 to 5.5 V unless otherwise specified.

VIH HIGH level input voltage
IL

V LOW level input voltage

44' M

 
August 1993 29
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Item Number 4: MPEG. SAA2521
 

 

Philips Semiconductors Preliminary specification

' thresh I rocessor for MPEGMam” . °d p . . . SAA2521
layer 1 audro compressron applrcatrons

DC CHARACTERISTICS

Van = 3.8 to 5.5 V; Tm = -40 to 85 °C; unless otherwise specified.

  

 
HSYMBOL PARAMETER

 

 

Von _—E-E_m-
m:—_—-_n-rz-
Ira-_vwv —_E--

w—Wm -m-lmode

—__-—_-
_—-————
_——_——

_
VOL —-m___fl-
v0” _m-vm—os _—-
3-state outputs

_———__-
Note

1. Maximum load current for LTDATA. LTCNT1C. LTCNTOC, LTENC. LTCLKC. TEST1. TESTZ. FDAC. FDAF = 2 mA:
for LTDATAC = 3 mA.

August 1993 24
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US Patent Number:5,946,343 Issued to Schotz

Item Number 5: Modulator. RF2422

Absolute Maximum Ratings

Supply Voltage
Input L0 and RF Levels
Operating Ambient Temperature
Storage Temperature

   m ACautionl ESD sensitive device.Voc

dBm mmmmmmmeWMam
ammummmmmmmmmmm
mmemmmmjrmmmm
mmfiflhhmwdmmmma).

——mmm—Iml
Carrier Input T=25°C. Vcc=5V
Frequency Range
Power Level

Input VSWR

  
   

 

  
 

 
 

  
 

 
 
   

At 900MHz
At 1 800 MHz
At 2500 MHz   

  
 

 

 
 
 

Modulation Input

 
 

   
  

a
z 0)

g E Frequency Range
n: E Reference Voltage (VREF)
.9 g’ Maximum Modulation (mo)

3 E Gain Asymmetry
g g Quadrature Phase Error
E 3 Input Resistance
  
 
   

 

Input Bias Current
RF Output
Output Power
Output Impedance
Output VSWR

 Lo=2eHz and -5dBm. i&o=2.ovpn sse

 
 
 
 

 
   

At 900MHz
At 2000 MHz
Al 2500MHz  
 

 
 

 
 

Harmonic Output
Sideband Suppression
Carrier Suppression
IM3 SuppressIon

 
 
 
 
  
 

Intermodulatlon oi the carrier and the
desired RF signal
lntermodulation of baseband signals
At 20MHz offset, Vcc=5V.
Tied to VREF5 ISIG, QSIG, IREF, and QREF.
Al 850MHz
Al 1900MHZ

 

     
Broadband Noise Floor

 

 
  
  
 

   Power Down
Tum OnlOfi‘ Time
PD Input Resistance
Power Control 'ON'
Power Control 'OFF'

Power Supply
Voltage

 
 

 

 
 

 
  
  

   
  

 

Threshold voltage
Threshold voltage

  Specifications
Operating Limits
Operating
Power Down

 

   
  Current

 

  

530 Rev A5 010817————__‘_
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US Patent Number:5,946,343 Issued to Schotz 

Item Number 6: Power Amplifier, T091132

'liiQuint Q
SEMICONDUCTOR
WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION

9 GND

0 GND

0 OUTRDA

TQQ132B

GND 
Product Description

The T091328 amplifier is an 800-2500 MHz amplifier capable of providing moderate

output power (50 mW) tor a Male variety of transmit and receive appliwfions. The

amplifiers input and output are matched to 50 Q with internal circuitry, simplifying

interfaces to 50 0 systems. in addition. DC blocking capacitors are included on chip.

permitting direct connections to the input and output Its 8-pin surface mount

package and low cost are well suited to many wireless communications applications.

 

 

 

Electrical Specifications’

Parameter Mln Typ Max Units

Gain 13.5 16 :18

Output 1 dB Gain Compression 15.5 17 dBm

Input Retum Loss 12 (18

Output Return Loss 12 dB

DC Supply Current 85 100 MAM

Note 1: Test Confirm Voo= 5.0 V. Freq. = 2500 MHZ, Tn= 25°C.
Note 2' . Min/max values 100% pmdwtion tested

For additional information and latest specifications, see our Mile: www.trlquint.com

T091323
DATA SHEET

3V Cellular TOMA/AMPS

Power Amplifier IC

Features

- Single 3V- 6V supply

- Mde frequency range

- +17 dBm output power

- input and output matched to 50 .Q

- 8043 surface mount plastic package

Applications

- PowerAmplr'fierdrivers

- PCN Medium-power amplifiers

- Medium-power WLANs

- CDPD Modems

- Base Station receivers
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US Patent Number:5.946.343 Issued to Schotz

MC12210 Item Number 7: Phase Locked Loop, M01221?
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (vcc = 2.7 In 5.5 v' TA-= «to to +85°C uneee omerwise noted)

—mmSupply Current for VCC Ice
10

supp” cum for VP -
Operating Frequency fmmax

lemin

Operating Frequency (OSCin) Fosc

Input Sensmvny

_—
_—
_—

Input Cun’em (OSCin)

Input HIGH Current (LE and FC) “
Input LOW Cun'ent (LE and FC) —
Charge Pump Output Cunem

DoandBlSW m

Output HIGH Vonage (LD ¢R ¢P, fOUT) :-+M
Output LOW Voltage (LD ¢R ¢P, four)

Output HIGH Current (LD. ¢R. ¢P. four) m
OutpuI LOW Current (LD. ¢R. ¢P. four)

 

   
Condition

 

 

 

  
 

 

N

I Made

External Reference Mode

.s N

Oa:

mVpp

mVpp

0.3Vcc
2.0

<<2009.0'0a
g

UIgIbrim <<
vcc= 5.5V

OSCin= Vcc
OSCIn = Vcc - 2.2 V

130
eO

+N

EEHHEEEHIIIEEEHH  

 
 

O

 v.3o =vp/2; vp= 2.7V

VBISW = Vpl2; Vp = 2.7 V

0.5< VDO < Vp—0.5
0.5<VB|sw<Vp—O.5

-
—

  
 

 
 
 

20

  
 
 

 
  

HE       
1. VCC = 3.3 V, all outputs open. 4. Vp = 6.0 V, all outputs open.
2. Vcc = 5.5 V, all outputs open. 5. AC coupling, FIN measured with a 1000 pF capacitor.
3. Vp = 3.3 V, all outputs open. 6. Soumecurrentflows out oflhe pin and sink current flows into the pin.

Figure 8. Typical External Charge Pump Circuit Figure 9. Typical Lock Detect Circuit

LOCK DETECT
OUTPUT  
  

MOTOROLA RFIIF DEVICE DATA

I 0
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US Patent Number:5,946,343 Issued to Schotz
 

Item Number 8: Voltage Controlled Oscillator, SMV2500
I— - - SMV2500L

’f . Z-Commumcatlons, Inc. ' __ g m m 5 mm
sesame Pasar-San Diego. CA92126 ’Ci.?;3.3f‘5 3512‘: I AGLL—i; USO-43.54 ufiz

TEL (619) 821-2700 FAX (619) 621-2722 Rev E5-.

 

_“Wflm:IEETAIEIQES :mmhw

a Preciuency‘ RBHQEI 2400' 2484 MHZ

o Tuning Voltage: 0-3 \de
u SUB-i. — Style Package

APPLICATIONS

a Personal Communications Systems tax
a WLAN

. Portable Radios

i PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

Harmonic Suppression (2nd, typ.)

Tuning Voltage 0-3

Tuning Sensitivity (avg) 105

Power Output 9.25fl.75
Load Impedance

Input Capacitance (max.)

Pushing

Pulling (14 dB Return Loss. Any Phase)

Operating Temperature Range

Package Style

POWER‘SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS

SUHI Volta-e cc nom.

Supply Current (loo. typ.)

__ APPLICATION NOTES

ting and Grounding of VCOs
- AN-102 : Proper Output Loadingof VCOs
- AN—107 : How to Solder Z-COMM VCOs

 
© Z-Comrnuniwtions. Inc. Page 1 All rights reserved

11
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US Patent Number:5,946,343 Issued to Sch—6T2.

Item Number 9: Low Noise Amplifier, MBA86576

 

Absolute Maximum Ratings

Thermal Resistancelzl:

em = 1 10°C/W
Notes:
1.0peraflonofthisdeviceaboveanyonc

ofmwelinmsmaycausepennanent
damage.

mground - 2.Tc=25°C('l‘,:isdefinedmbeme
CW RF Input Power temperature at the package pins wherecontact is made to the circuit board).

Td, Channel Temperature

Storage Temperature

Device Voltage, RF input 

(InpuJ: tuned for lowest noise

Output Power at 1 dB Gain
Compression 

6-229 x
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US Patent Number:5,946,343 Issued to Schotz

Item Number 10: Digital Interface Transmitter, 088402

 

555-7556;. css401A csa402A
a“ a”.arsarssmggg«as»:;;-%;;,-_;Vz-:.~._a.e;:e.;;,.gamma-«v . _ . ;: 
   

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (GND = 0v, all voltages with respect to ground.)

DC Power Supply

Input Cunent. Any Pin Except Supply

Digital Input Voltage

Ambrent Operating Temperature (power applred)

 

  
Storage Temperature

Notes: 1. Transient currents of up to 100 mA will not cause SCR latch-up.

 

WARNING: Operation at or beyond these limits may result in permanent damage to the device.
Normal operation is not guaranteed at these extremes.

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS

(GND = 0V; all voltages with respect to ground) 

DC Voltage

Supply Current Note 2

Ambient Operating Temperature: CSMO1I2A-CP or -CS Note 3
CSB401I2A—IP or -IS

Power Consumption Note 2

  
Notes: 2. Drivers open (unloaded). The majority of power is used in the load connected to the drivers.

3. The '-CP' and '-CS' parts are specified to operate over 0 to 70 °C but are tested at 25 °C only.
The ’-IP' and '-IS' parts are tested over the full ~40 to 85 °C temperature range.

DIGITAL CHARACTERISTICS

(TA = 25 °C for suffixes 'CP‘ & 'CS'. TA = -40 to 85 °C for 'IP' & 'IS'; VD+ = 5V 1: 10%)
Parameter

High~LeveI Input Vottage

Low-Level Input Voltage

High-Level Output Voltage (Io = ZOOpA)   Low-Level Output Voltage (Io = 3.2rnA)

Master Clock Frequency: CS8401A Note 4
CS8402A Note 4

Master Clock Duty Cycle CSB401I2A

 
Specifications are subject to change without notice.
 
2 DSBOF1
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US Patent Number:5,946,343 Issued to Schotz

Item Number 11: Digital to Analog Converter, TDA1305T

Philips Semiconductors Preliminary specification

 

 

' Stereo 1fs data input up-sampling filter with TDA1 305T
bitstream continuous dual DAC (BCC—DACZ) 

QUICK REFERENCE DATA

    
dignarsuppwvonage

ana.ogsupp.yvo..age

V090 operational amplifier note 1
supply voltage

digital supply current V099 = 5 V;
at code OOOOOH

analog supply current VDDA = 5 V;
at code OOOOOH

operating amplifier supply V000 = 5 V;
current at code OOOOOH

VF$(mts) full—scale output voltage VDDD = VDDA = VDDO = 5 V
(RMS value)   

 
 

 

 

m

I
3° -

  

  
O OO‘D

(THD + N)IS total harmonic distortion at 0 dB signal level
plus noise-to-signal ratio

at —60 dB signal level

at —60 dB signal level;
A-weighted

signal-to-noise ratio at A—weightlng;
bipolar zero at code OOOOOH

input bit rate at data input f5 = 48 kHz; normal speed

input bit rate at data input f3 = 48 kHz; double speed
system clock frequency

TCFs full smle temperature
coefficient at analog
outputs (VOL and VCR)

Tami: operating ambient
temperature

Note

1. All Von and Vss pins must be connected to the same supply.

Fifiiiififiiiiifi
a\°

 

 
 

-

0

   

.s m A UN IIEEEEi8 X .a ‘1

é

   

1995Dec08 3
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US Patent Number:5,946,343 Issued to Schotz
Item Number 12: Clock Recovery & Timing, TRU-050

  

 

 

 

 

 

Pammelel Symbol Min Max Unit

WWW : 0mm : 0.000 : 65.536 : MHz

kznamamcmms’ : 0mm i 0003 : 32.768 I um

Immunrmry 5 3 i
Iramkzmlmmum MI I 0011 12.0 : 65.536 5 MHz
wmmmmmme 22 i 0012 E 0.05 1 32,768 I MHz

am can manna: marshal»! 5 EM VEEQ 3 I van : 4.5 I 5.5 : V
raremmmmmsm a" 55 . ’00 . 25 . 63 : mA

g I . I

W’sgmmcmdfl’mam. SW_____——__;_———g————{———i—————_ l l I

mmuqdwfismmmm WVM‘MWDD'4'5V) : g : :
mmmwammdamam. WWW!" 3 V0” 5 2-5 E ' E V

. 4 ' V . . ' :

2. ourzisanmymmalaurm to: I 0‘ : ' 0‘5 , V
. . t : I

3. A 3.3mmw6am _ Ibselme(0.5VIoZ.5V) E R : 0.5 : 5 I as
4 r w r 2 fallmne(2.5Vt00.5V) : Ir - 0.5 - 5 : ns. 19091 mesmeseparanmas. we 5 : . . :Symmetry . ' :

ilhmalmhemlivalanfivegatemn ”MW ; E ; E

Utesepalanflasmgtdfwarmefial. W2 I 5”” I 45 : 55 i %
I R I I :

5. SynmeayBlheONlM/PEHODI'II “New” —§——m 5 40 ' 50 : ’6
WWV5=11VIUMNIWI ”WM" 5 I E E- I V I _ I

6. Amafs'gnalflOSHItfialm‘sselm W‘mmy” I v,” E 2'0 I i V. I l I '

bgiclighflmmmaremmal MEAL;—
0HAIN8IIH256dIckqdes.Asm WMWW (3(13.VC=2.50V) : BW I 50 I - I kill

asalransin‘macwrsathIOSI's mmmuvo : AF/AVQ l SeeFigweII : ppm/V' . . l I I I

Mtoabarbw. lossomgnallndlmwn 5 5 105 5 3 5
7. Amery 01 mm Iempaaane. Stability W‘WHU” : V0” : 2'5 I I V

mrwmmsmtzom 0016mm : V01 5 - 5 0.5 5 v

NamMQIwFieqtmmlosaISIW7 g g 5 5
0W7 E OUTI E 75mm 5 75ppm E ppmfromforI I l I

0m? : aurz : 750m : 75mm : ppm/mm

"mmrwm . : I0 : 053xDataDensin : V/rad

Table 1.

Figure 2.

 
20/ 77 Lemmlnzermn'm 267LmvellRoad. Hudson. NH03051 Iel:HI&VE€IRON-I emaitveamnmummm
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USPaWdt0 Schotz
Item Number 13: Demodulator, RF2703  

  

Absolute Maximum Ratings
Parameter

Supply Voltage 43.5 to 7.0 .

&Caufiont ESD sensitive devrce.IF Input Level 500

Operating Ambient Temperature 40 to +85
40 to +150 HF Mia-c Devices believe: me “finished inbrmfion is correct and accurate

at the time at his cum. mam, RF Micro Dmt‘ces reserves the rig“ In
main dtengtc In it; graduate without notice. RF M‘cro flatness dens MI
cram-a maxim-hilt; In! the one at me ceacribeo climactic).

Parameter Specification
m—m

r=25°c. vcc=3.ov. IF=100MHz.

Storage Temperature
 

   
   

 

  
  

 
 

overall LO=200MHZI FMOD=500kHz
IF Frequency Range 0.1 to 250 MHz For IF Irequencios bclow ~2.5MH2. the LO

' should be a square wave. IF {reguencies
lower than lOORHz are attainable if the L0 is
a square wave and sufficiently large DC
blocking capacitors are used.

Basebanrt Frequency Range DC to 50 MHz 
 

 

 1200 ’l th Each input. single-ended Input Impedance
LO

Frequency
  

 

 

 Twice (2x) the IF frequency. For IF frequen—
cies beI0w ~2.5MHz, the LO should be a
square wave, IF frequencies lower than   

 

  
 

 
  
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

In

at g 100kHz are attainable lithe L0 is a square3 p.- wave and sufficiently large 00 blocking
t; 5 capacitors are used.
3 a Level 0‘06 to 1
g 2 Input Importance 500 ll 1pF
o m Demodula’tor ”: - - »’ .N—zsmv .LO—ZOOmV , Z =10ku

0 Configuration pp pp LOAD
Output Impedance‘ Each out ul. I and Q
Maximum Output Saturale: OUT OUT
Voltage Gain

Vcc=340V

Noise Ft uro Vc¢=5.0V
g Single Sideband. IF Input of device reac-

tivcly matched
Single Sideband. 50:2 shunt resistor at IF
Input

Vcc=3.0V. IF Input of device roaclivelymatched

VCC=3.OV. 50$) shunt resistor at IF Input
Vcc=5.0\/, IF Input of device reactivelymatched

Vcc=5.0\f. 500 shunt resistor al iF Input
V03: s.ov, IF Input ol device reactively
matched. ZLOAD=SOH

Input Third Order Intercept Point
(I IP3)

IIQ Amplitude Balance
Quadrature Phase Error

 

DC Out ut

p Vcc=3.0V. [OUT and 0001' to GND
DC OffSBl Vcc:5-OV, [our and 00m to GND

IOUT to QQUT

7-24
Rev A3 971028
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  US Patent Number:5,946,343 issued to SchoE.

3 ~ _,_.____ ' ‘ltem Number 13: Demodulator. RF2703 continued- #Rfiifflj

 
 
 
  

  
  
 
 
  

 

 |F1~= ZBmVpp. L0=200mVpp
ZLOAD=1ZOOQ
Saturated

Single Sideband. 1GB Gain Compression.
Single Stdeband

Modulator Configu ration

Maximum Output
Input Voltage
Voltage Gain
IIQ Amplitude Balance
Quadrature Phase Error

I Carrier Supptession

Il

Unadjusted. Carrier Suppression may be
optimized further by adjusting the DC offset .
levet between the A and 8 inputs.

 
  
 
 

 

  Sideband Suppression 

 
 

 
  

- Power Supply

Voltage Operating limits 1
Current Vcc=3.0V

Q Vcc = 5.0 V w—‘J

 

 QUADRATURE DEMODULATORS

Rev A3 971028 1?
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US Patent Number:5.946,343 Issued to Schotz

PIC1 6C5X Item Number 14: Microprocessor. PIC1BC55
 

  

12.1 DC Characteristics: PIC16CS4I55I56I57-RC, XT, 10, HS, LP (Commercial)

 PIC16054155I56157-RC, XT, 10, HS, LP
(Commercial) 
 
 

  Standard Operating Conditions (unless othenm’se specified)
Operating Temperature 0°C 5 TA 5 +70°C for commercial

0.

0001 Supply Voltage
PlC16C5X—RC . V
PlC1605X—XT . V
P|C16C5X-10 . . V
PIC16€5X~HS . . V
PICiGCSX—LP 2.5 . V

W-_-
VPOR VDD Start Voltage to ensure

Power-on Reset

0004 SVDD Von Rise Rate to ensure .
Power-on Reset

0010 loo Supply Current“)
Prcrscsx-Rcm . . mA Fosc = 4 MHz. VDD = 5.5V
PIC1605X-XT . . mA FOSC = 4 MHz. VDD = 5.5V
PlCiGCSX-10 . mA FOSC = 10 MHz, VDD = 5.5V
PlC16C5X-HS . mA Fosc = 10 MHz, VDD = 5.5V
PlC16C5X-HS .
PlC16C5X-LP

WDT disabled

 

 
   

 
   
 

 
  

 
 

 
  

 
C C0:  
 

 
 

 

   

       
   

     

   
   
 

Fosc = 20 MHz, VDD = 5.5V
uA Fosc = 32 kHz, VDD = 3.0V,

Power-down Currentm 4.0 M VDD = 3.0V, WDT enabled
0.6 pA Von = 3.0V, WDT disabled

‘ These parameters are characterized but not tested.

1 Data in “Typ” column is based on characterization results at 25°C. This data is for design guidance only and isnot tested.

Note 1: This is the limit to which VDD can be lowered in SLEEP mode without losing RAM data.
2: The supply current is mainly a function of the operating voltage and frequency. Other factors such as bus

loading, oscillator type. bus rate, internal code execution pattern and temperature also have an impact on
the cunent consumption.

a) The test conditions for all IDD measurements in active Operation mode are: 0801 = extemal square
wave. from rail-to-rail; all l/O pins tristated. pulled to Vss, TOCKI = Von, MCLR = VDD; WDT
enabled/disabled as specified.

b) For standby current measurements. the conditions are the same. except that the device is in SLEEP
mode. The power-down current in SLEEP mode does not depend on the oscillator type.

3: Does not include current through REXT. The current through the resistor can be estimated by the formula:
IR = VDD/ZREXT (mA) with REXT in k9.

  

 

 

fi——_——_‘—=

03304530-page 63 Preliminary e 2002 Microchip Technology Inc. 
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US Patent Number:5,946,343 Issued to Schotz

Item Number 15: DSSS Transmitter, CYLINK SSTX

NO DATASHEET
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US Patent Number:5,946,343 Issued to Schotz

Item Number 16: DSSS Receiver, CYLINK Part# SPECTRE

NO DATASHEET
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US Patent Number:5,946,343 Issued to Schotz

Item Number 17: Mixer, IAM81008

NO DATASHEET
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US Patent Number:5,946,343 Issued to Schotz

Item Number 18: Channel Encoder/Decoder, SRT241203

NO DATASHEET
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US Patent Number:5,946,343 Issued to Schotz

Item Number 19: Interleaver/De-interleaver, SRT—24INT.

NO DATASHEET
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US Patent Number:5,946,343 Issued to Schotz

Item Number 20: Optical Digital Receiver, HK—3131-01

NO DATASHEET
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US Patent Number:5,946,343 Issued to Schotz

Item Number 21: Optical Digital Transmitter, HK-3131-03

NO DATASHEET
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US Patent Number:5,946,343 Issued to Schotz

Item Number 22: Voltage Controlled Oscillator, M2 D300

NO DATASHEET
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EXHIBIT C

NOTE: A=Aflstafi m FHSS=Frequénfi Hopping Spread Spectrum \ijm Tx=ttansmilter

DSP56002 ' 0.78x0.78 _SahotzFHSS Tx '
—-—-_ PLL located inside DSP56002
__—_ ckout lowed inside DSP56002 . ‘

smneo 0.50 x o 50' E3

ction of the ND converter

ncfion of the ND converterii
‘Stéreo Filter MPEG

—

0.39 x024 Mbdulator

E- mm — 0.19xo.23
-mm m ass-x024
-Mn mm
——— ' nodata OcalDiifalROVf‘
_——_ " ‘ ~ V00
——__——
—_-———I—

~

g
'0F

VCO

IIIIIIIflIIIl'ilil_5
73

II
5 

I ‘ rgt: mm, L.:,.:..\ A--m-:.7_z.._a-lb..~ » ~ .
(SOXSOmA-minutes' (60 minutes/hour x24 hourlda mm x 24hourlda )= 16.6 hours

_——-—
—_———

'8 xw 88) euafion in hours: __——
(60x50mA-min. / 60 min./hrx24 hrlda )(90+1+14+43+50+82+25+45+85+102+1QmA Bx 24hr/da )=6.4min ~

where min = minutes and hr = hours i -I

 

  

. l
1 ,

4*} = Saab: ta :ecate datas .eet far Ente~:a‘ed chi; “C; :35; sensed by Schctz 3
 0(
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- NOTE: A=Allstatt S=Schotz FHSS=.Ffiuency Hdiiingsiread Spectrum w=wlth Rx=Receiver '
-.SupplyCurrent-' ' Size

tem (in mA) (In inches) P . ‘me. NotePart ~

_———__

-—--“TA7792 0.77 x 0.30 AMIFM Tuner stem

' “--
Rxoontinuous o -eration time

~ n— 'DSP56002 0.78 x. 0.78 ' Schotz FHSS Rx ~

_——-— LL located inside DSP56002
_— out [mated inside DSP56002—mam--z-

-—n - 4+“MGA86576 0.20 x 0.07

_ HK~3131-03 _—_ 0- «a! Diflal TX

-— mm "083402 1.20 x 0,20 ‘ Di ital Interface Tx

  

   
  

 
  
 

 
 

‘9-1:
I.§ 

 

 
- Stereo Filter MPEG. =

DAC

Clock Recove and Tlmin

~~ Demodulamr '

.0p 
  ARx wuafioninhoursr. :~ —__

60x50mA-minutes1 60 minutes/hourx 24 hour/d 4.8mA } x 24hourl- —
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NOTE : ‘A=Altstatt S=Schotz ~DSSS=Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum w=with Tx=transmitfet

SupprCurrent ' Size
stem ' Part . inmA '

_—

‘ — ‘8‘“A x BA1404 0.44 x 0.30

3 Tx w ss DSP56002 . ‘ 0.78 x 0.78 -

__——
—_—-_

-PIC16C55 1.5 x 0.50

- » 44-Pin

_' .5-

>diita| “—

Pia inte ' Note - ‘
tstatt’sfi

FM Stereo Transmitter

hours‘ ' Tx continuous o eration time

   

  

  

 

 

 

_I O)+

' ' - Schoiz DSSS Tx
'PLL located inside DSP56002

ckout located inside DSP56002

_Micro- rocessor
‘ ' AlDeonverter

 
 

— _—
— _—

-m _-0.39 x 0.24 Modulator

-- __—MC12210 0.39 x 0.24 PLL '

'SMV2500 ' 19 . 0.28 x028 VCO '

—_—__—I-
——IIIEEEI__ O-tical Dl-Itachvr *

—-mmm_———_mx_

I... 0.18-hours or

A Tx euation‘in hours: _———

 

  
  

 

11'

minutes

  

  
  

  

s x w ss —-uan'on in hours: ——_—
60x50mA-minutes 60 minutes/hour x 24 hourlda sumof IC currents in mA x- 24hour/da

* = Unable to locate datasheet for inte - rated chi - IC referenced In Schulz
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NOTE: A=Altstatt S=Schotz DSSS=Direcl Sequehoe S read Spectrum. w=with Rx=Receiver
  

 

 

  
 

‘SupplyCurrent .Size
- ‘ Pan~ inmA " ' .‘Note

—_—___

-— H -”A Rx . . ' TAT/92 0.77 x0.30 AMIFM Tuner stem

"—m-TA7766A 0.44 x 0.30 FM PLL ,

hours Rx continuous o nemtion time

-n--—M DSP56002 0.78. x078 Schotz DSSS RX
_ —

_
——-_ PLL located msude DSPssooz

k

 
  

 

  

  
  

 

 

c outlocated Insude DSP56002
~ - M"

' PIC1'6C55 1.5'x 0.50 ‘ - Microrocessor
— _” . CYLINK DSSS Receiver

-—----MGA86576‘ 16 ' 0.20 x 0.07 >

— IAM81008 ————m_

TDA1305T 0.70 x 0.40

— _

 

 
 

. HLNA .

-n- _csa402 1.20 x 0.20 Di ital Interface Tx

‘.DAC

--'16""“ ‘MC12210 . 10.2 ‘ 0.39x0.24 - PLL - .

Mun— ‘-0.28x0.2a -.vco. ' -
O'tlcalDlitalTx '

 
 

. .. uafigujn_h_qu_r§:-.
60x50mA-minutes 60 minutes/hourx24 hour/da 4.8mA x 24hour/da .

——_—_—
—____—
8 RwaS wuatlon in hours: —_——

60x50mA-minutes/ 60 minutes/hoarx 24 hour/da . sum of IC currents in mA x 24hoUr/da ‘

—_—_——
‘ = Unable to locate datasheet for inte - rated chi IC referenced b Schotz' -
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EXHIBIT D
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22 Ch. 1 - Introduction to Wireless Communication Systems

microcellular systems. However, satellite mobile systems offer tremendous
promise for paging, data collection, and emergency communications, as well as
for global roaming before lMT—2000 is deployed. In early’199_0, the aerospace
industry demonstrated‘the first successful launch of a small satellite on a rocket
from a jet aircraft. This launch technique is morethan' an order‘ of magnitude
less expensive than conventional ground-based launches and can be deployed
quickly, suggesting that a network of LEOs could be rapidly deployed for wire-
less oommunications around the globe. Already,_ several companies have pro-
posed systems and service concepts for worldwide paging, cellular-telephone, and
emergency navigation and notification [IEE91]. ~ ' . . _ ~'. ‘

In emerging nations, where existingtelephone serviceis alrirostnonexist—
ent, fixed cellular telephone systems are being installed at a rapid rate. This is
due to the fact that developing nations are finding it is quicker and more afford-
able to install cellular telephone systems for fixed‘home use; rather thaninstall
wires in neighborhoods which have not yet received telephone connections to the
PSTN. ‘ . p

_ The world is now in the early stages of a major telecommunications revolu-_
tion‘. that will provide ubiquitous communication access to citizens, wherever
they-are..-.[Kuc91],’[G0091L [ITU94]. This new field requiresengineers .who can
design and develop new wireless systems, make meaningful comparisons of com-
peting‘lsystems, and understand the engineering trade-ofi's that must be made in
any system. Such understanding can only. be achieved by mastering the fundaa
mental technical concepts of wireless personal communications. These concepts
are the subject of the remaining chapters of this text. l.

1.6 Problems .

1.1 Why do paging systems need to provide low data rates? How does a low data
. rate lead to better coverage? ‘ ' ‘

1.2 Qualitatively describe how the power supply requirements difi‘er between
~ mobile and portable cellular phones, as well as thedifi‘erence between pocket
‘. pagers and cordless phones. How does coverage range impact battery life in a

mobile radio system? . , ~ ' .
1.3 In simulcasting paging systems, there'usually is one dominant signal arriving

at the pagingreceiver. In most, but not all cases, the dominant signal arrives
from the transmitter closest to the paging receiver. Explain how the FMicap-
ture efl‘ect could help reception of the paging receiver. Could the ‘FM capture
efi'ect help cellular radio systems? Explain how. -

1.4 Where would walkieatalkies fit in Tables 1:5 and 1.6? Carefully- describe the
similarities and difi'erences between walkie-talkies and cordless telephones.

Why would consumers expect a much higher grade of service for a cordless
telephone system?

1.5 Assume a 1 Amp-hour battery is used on a cellular telephone (ofien called a
cellular subscriber unit). Also assume that the phone's radio receiver draws 35
mA on receive and 250 mA during a call. How long would the phone work (is.
what is the battery life) if the user has one 3-minute call every day? every 6
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Problems 23

hours? every hour? What is the maximum talk time available on the cellular
phone1n this example?

1.6 Assume a C'I‘2 subscriber unit has the same size battery as the phone-1n Prob-
lem 1.5, but thepaging receiver draws 5 mA and the transmitter draws 80 mA

during a call. Recompute the battery life for the cases in Problem 1.5. Recom-
- pute the maximum talk time for the CT2 handset.

1.7 Why would one expect the CT2 handset"in Problem 16 to have a smaller bat-
tery drain during transmission than a cellular telephone?

. 1.8 Why is FM, rather than AM, used in most mobile radio systems today? List as
‘ many reasons as you can think of, and justify your responses. Consider issues

such as fidelity, power consumption, and noise.
1.9 List the factors that led to the development of (a) the GSM system for Europe,

and (b) the U.S. digital cellular system. How important was it for both efibrts
to(i) maintain compatibility with existing cellular phones? (ii) obtain spectral

' emciency? (iii) obtain new radio spectrum?
1.10 Assume that a GSM, an 18-95, and a U.S. digital cellular base station transmit

- - . the same power over the same distance. Which system will provide the best
‘ SNR at a mobile receiver? How muchis the improvement over the other two

systems? Assume a perfect receiver with only thermal noise is used for each of
the three systems. . .

1.11 Discuss the similarities and difference betv'Veena conventional cellular radio
system and a space-based cellular radio system.” What are the advantages and
disadvantages of each system?Which system could supporta larger number of
users for a given frequency allocation? How would this impact the cost of ser-
vice for each subscriber?

~ . 1.12 Assume that wireless communication services can be classified as belonging to
one of the following four groups:

High power, wide area systems (cellular)
Low power, local area systems (cordless telephone andVPCS)
Low speed, wide area systems (mobile data)
High speed, local area systems (wireless LANs)

Classify each of the wireless systems described in Chapter 1 using these four

groups. Justify your answers. Note that some systems may fit into‘ more than
one group.

1.13 Discuss the importance of regional and international standards organizations
such as lTU-R, ETSI, and WARC. What competitive advantages are there in
using different wireless standards'in difi'erent parts of the world? What disad-
vantages arise when difi‘erent standards and difi'erent fi'ei1uencies are used1n

. difl'erentparts of the world? _.
1.14 Based on the proliferation of wireless standards throughout the world, discuss

how likely it is for IMT-2000 to be adopted. Provide a detailed explanation,

“WWWssneetmm glocations, and cost.
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Figure 2.23 Simple time-hopping (pseudorandom pulse) system.

time-frequency hopping system might change frequency and/or amplitude
only at one/zero transitions in the code sequence. Figure 2.23 shows a
time-hopping system in block form. The simplicity of the modulator is

obvious. Any pulse-modulatable signal source capable of following code
waveforms is eligible as a time-hopping modulator.

Time hopping may be used to aid in reducing interference“ between
systems in time-division multiplexing. However, stringent timing require-
ments must be placed on the overall system to ensure minimum overlap

between transmitters. Also, as in any other coded communications system,
the codes must be considered carefully from the standpoint of their cross-
correlation properties.

Simple time-hopping modulation offers little in the way of interference
rejection because a continuous carrier at the signal center frequency can
block communications effectively. The primary advantage offered is in the
reduced duty cycle; that is, to be really effective an interfering transmitter
would be forced to transmit continuously (assuming the coding used by the
time-hopper is unknown to the interferer). The power required of the

reduced-duty-cycle time-hopper would be less than that of the interfering
transmitter by a factor equal to the signal duty cycle.

Because of this relative vulnerability to interference, simple time-hopping
transmissions should not be used for antijamming unless combined with

frequency hopping to prevent single frequency interferers from causing
significant losses. For ranging, multiple access, or other special uses time-
hopping may be especially useful, if only because of the simplicity of
generating the transmitted signal. 
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1. Introduction

The process of optical to electrical and vice versa conversion in fibre-optic-based optical

networks for signal processing limits how much fibre bandwidth can be used because of the

limited speed of electronic signal processors. It is believed that optical components, once fully

developed and integrated, will offer much higher speeds for optical signal processing than

electrical one. Therefore, a desirable feature of optical communications systems would be the

ability to perform signal processing functions optically only when desired. Fibre optic CDMA

takes advantages of excess bandwidth in single mode fibres to map the low information rate of

electrical or optical data into high rate optical pulse sequences followed by a laser beam to

obtain random, asynchronous communications access free of network control among many

users. (Fig.1)

OCDMA signals would be compared at the

receivers to a stored copy of itself (correlation

process and characteristic of spread spectrum

communications) and to a threshold level at the 
comparator for the data recovery. (Fig.1)

Figure 1. Fibre optic communications system using optical codec

Actually in such a system, there are N transmitters and receivers pairs as users that the set of

OCDMA pulse sequences essentially become a set of address codes or signature sequences for

the network which is shown in Figure 2.

 
Figure 2. Schematic diagram ofan OCDMA communications system

The theoretical available bandwidth in a standard single-mode optical fibre invites us to use it

in an advantageous manner to the full usage of such great capacity. For local area networks we

can use Time-Division Multiple-Access (TDMA) but we are limited to a few Gbps by the

speed of current electro-optic technology and we need an exact synchronization between the
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users. Wavelength-Division Multiple-Access (WDMA) would be our next choice but

technology again cannot help us avoid the limitations of tuneable optical receivers, which

provide us just about an hundred different wavelengths. Although we can combine TDMA and

WDMA to get greater speed and flexibility, we really get a great deal of advantage when using

Optical Asynchronous Code-Division Multiple-Access (OACDMA) because we eliminate all

these problems and others, like channel allocation, channel degradation, security, fixed bit-rate.

With all this in mind we can undoubtedly consider OCDMA as a communication system which

deserves our attention for present research.

2. Aims and Objectives

Based on the mentioned motivations and because CDMA coding scheme has already been

applied into practical radio networks like Mobile Communication (3G) or Global Positioning

System (GPS), also deploying CDMA coding in optical channel and making benefit of huge

bandwidth with as less as possible interference would be the main aims of the project.

There are various types of interferences such as channel noise, thermal noise, users

simultaneous access to the network, etc. therefore in order to provide a secure and reliable

communication having a clear system performance in an acceptable standard specially dealing

with Multi-User Interference (MUI) reduction based on our design or code selection and

application would be the main task.

Objectives of the project principally could be pointed as following:

> Grasp CDMA method as multiple access

> Applying CDMA in Optical Communications Networks (OCDMA)

> Introduce novel system feature based on using alternative schemes than previously used

> Improving the system performance:

0 Focused on MUI Suppression

0 Noise Reduction
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3. Literature Survey

3.1. Spread Spectrum Communications

Spread spectrum (SS) communications systems have the characteristic attributes that the

needed transmission bandwidth is much greater than the baseband message signal bandwidth

and that the transmission bandwidth is determined by a spreading signal that is independent of

the message. Furthermore, the receiver will recover the signal by applying the same spreading

code which was in transmitted signal. The main advantage of such a system is interference

rejection both intentional and unintentional one. In addition to interference rejection, spread

spectrum system offers secure communication (hard to intercept), multi-user random access

and high resolution ranging. So by definition a transmission technique in which a pseudo-noise

code independent of the information is employed as a modulation waveform to ‘spread’ the

signal energy over a bandwidth much greater than the signal information bandwidth then at the

receiver the signal ‘despread’ using a synchronised replica of the pseudo-noise random code

(Fig.3). Two main spread spectrum topologies of all are discussed in the following:

 
instantaneously broadband

Figure 3. Message signal energy spread on bandwidth (DSSS)

3.1.1. Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS)

A pseudo-noise (PN) sequence pn, generated at the modulator is used in conjunction with an

M—array PSK modulation to shift the phase of the PSK signal pseudo-randomly at the chipping

rate Rc (=1/I'c) that is an integer multiple of the symbol rate Rs (=1/I's) (Fig.4). The transmitted

bandwidth is determined by the chip rate and by the baseband filtering. The implementation

limits the maximum chip rate Rc (clock rate) and thus the maximum spreading. The PSK

modulation scheme requires a coherent demodulation. A short-code system uses a PN code
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length equal to a data symbol, while a long-code system uses a PN code length that is much

longer than a data symbol, so that a different chip pattern is associated with each symbol.

(Fig.5)

 
_....................._+4... ..-...... .__.. .-_......... .>

baseband bandpass

Figure 4. DSSS system concept

  
5'"??? 99d.“ .

(a) (b)

Figure 5. DSSS —a) Short-Code —'b) Long-Code systems

3.1.2. Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS)

A pseudo-noise (PN) sequence pn, generated at the modulator is used in conjunction with an

M-array FSK modulation to shift the carrier frequency of the FSK signal pseudo-randomly, at

the hopping rate Th (=1/Rh) referred to as dwell time. FHSS divides the available bandwidth

into N channels and hops between these channels according to PN sequence. At each frequency

hop-time the PN generator feeds the frequency synchroniser a frequency word FW (a sequence

of n chips) which dictates one of 2" frequency positions fhi. Transmitter and receiver follow the

same frequency hop pattern. (Fig.6)
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Figure 6. FHSS —a) System concept —b) Frequency hopping during the bandwidth

The transmitted bandwidth is determined by the lowest and highest hop positions and by the

bandwidth per hop position (Afch). For a given hop, the instantaneous occupied bandwidth is

identical to bandwidth of conventional M-FSK, which is typically much smaller than W”. So

the FHSS signal is a narrowband signal, all transmission power is concentrated on one channel.

Averaged over many hops, the FH/M—FSK spectrum occupies the entire spread spectrum

bandwidth. Because the bandwidth of a FHSS system only depends on the tuning range, it can

be hopped over a much wider bandwidth than a D885 system.

Since the hops generally result in phase-discontinuity (depending on the particular

implementation) a non-coherent demodulation is done at the receiver, while with slow hopping

there are multiple data symbols per hop and with fast hopping there are multiple hops per data

symbol.(Fig.7)

symbol symbolmm
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H0 i I
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Figure 7. FHSS —a) Fast hopping —b) Slow hopping
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3.2. Multiple Access Systems

Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) is a method of (wirelessly) multiplexing users by

distinct (orthogonal) codes. All users can transmit at the same time, and each is allocated the

entire available frequency spectrum for transmission. CDMA is also known as spread spectrum

multiple access (SSMA). CDMA require neither the bandwidth allocation of FDMA nor the

time synchronisation of the individual users needed in TDMA. A CDMA user has full time and

full bandwidth available, but the quality of the communication decreases with the number of

users (BER increases).

As it can be seen from the Figure 8, each user has its own PN code, uses the same RF

bandwidth and transmits simultaneously (synchronous or asynchronous).

 
Figure 8. CDMA Network Concept

Correlation of the received baseband spread spectrum signal rxb with the PN sequence of userl

only despread the signal of userl. The other users produce noise Nu for user]. (Fig.9)

 
Figure 9. Power distribution on the spectrum and despreading user}
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3.3. Codes

In OCDMA systems with incoherent signal processing we are obliged to use signature

sequences composed of only zeros and ones. Bi-polar codes used currently on radio networks

are infeasible so we need to devise a new kind of codes which satisfy this requirement and the

acceptable cross and auto correlation conditions. Optical orthogonal codes (OOC) is a family

of unipolar (0,1) sequences characterised by a quadruple (n, to, M, L) where n denotes the

sequence length , to its weight ( the number of ls) then la and 1c the maximum value of the out-

of-phase auto and cross correlation respectively. OOCs are closely related to constant-weight

error correcting codes and difference sets.

At the same time we can focus our attention on prime sequences (PC), extended prime

sequences (EPC) and their performance improvements against OOC.

Another level of complexity and performance improvement can be achieved when using Turbo

Codes (TC) and their performance evaluation on OCDMA systems, since this is a relatively

new technology, some new studies of TC applied to OCDMA are worthwhile to study as well.

A field of research is also estimation of interference at the receiver. It has been shown that the

system performance increases dramatically when using chip—level detection and/or blind

detection. Chip-level detection system performance when using both PPM and 00K regarding

MUI with receiver shot noise, blind detection and interference suppression Avalanche Photo

Detector (APD) receivers and interference estimation used to choose an optimum decision

threshold level.

4. Task and Time Management

4.1. First Step

Last three months have been successfully dedicated to study the fundamental and very essential

materials. As an achievement, I have fully understood:

> Spread Spectrum Communications: focused on two main methods of signal spreading

D888 and FHSS

> Digital Modulations: various signal and pulse modulations, applications and properties

> Source and Channel Coding: different codes and objectives

> CDMA: system concepts and structures as a multiple-access protocol
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4.2. Second Step

For next 6 months, I still need a lot more details about CDMA and coding so I have to expand

my knowledge in this field especially to implement the software simulation using MATLAB to

understand well enough the coding features, modulation and spreading methods altogether.

Finally well-developed selections of the methods from each part for the project would be

considered. Furthermore, I am going to complete the initial studying of the fundamentals of

optical field of research as soon as possible such as:

> Optical Sources and Transmitters

> Optical Fibre as a Channel

> Optical Detectors and Receivers

> Noise in Optical Devices and Systems

Finally at the end of 9 months, I would experiment most of the main concepts of OCDMA and

face a new overview. Figure 10 illustrates time and task management progress graphically.

5. Conclusion

To sum up, as tracked in this report the project is in under well control and follows the plan as

expected and more importantly a strong foundation of literature has been built. During the few

months later, computational and simulation concepts will be implemented and can be realised

where the project goes by the hope that a chance of novelty will also be achieved.
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Figure 10. Project Planning
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a Request for Continued Examination (RCE) in compliance with 37 CFR 1.114. The reply must be filed within one of the following
time periods:

a) E] The period for reply expires months from the mailing date of the final rejection.
b) IX The period for reply expires on: (1) the mailing date of this Advisory Action, or (2) the date set forth in the final rejection, whichever is later. In

no event. however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of the final rejection.
Examiner Note: If box 1 is checked, check either box (a) or (b). ONLY CHECK BOX (b) WHEN THE FIRST REPLY WAS FILED WITHIN
TWO MONTHS OF THE FINAL REJECTION. See MPEP 706.07(f).

Extensions oftime may be obtained under 37 CFR 1.136(3). The date on which the petition under 37 CFR 1.136(a) and the appropriate extension fee
have been filed is the date for purposes of determining the period of extension and the corresponding amount of the fee. The appropriate extension fee
under 37 CFR 1.17(a) is calculated from: (1) the expiration date of the shortened statutory period for reply originally set in the final Office action; or (2) as
set forth in (b) above, if checked. Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of the final rejection, even if timely filed,,
may reduce any earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).
W

2. E] The Notice of Appeal was filed on .‘A brief in compliance with 37 CFR 4137 must be filed within two months of the date of
filing the Notice of Appeal (37 CFR 41 .37(a)), or any extension thereof (37 CFR 41 .37(e)), to avoid dismissal of the appeal. Since
a Notice of Appeal has been filed, any reply must be filed within the time period set forth in 37 CFR 41 .37(a).

AMENDMENTS

3. [Z The proposed amendment(s)Ifiled after a final rejection but prior to the date ofIfiling a brief, will n_ot be entered because

(a)IZ They raise new issues that would require further consideration and/or search (see NOTE below);
(b)E] They raise theIssue of new matter (see NOTE below);
(c) [I They are not deemed to place the application in better form for appeal by materially reducing or simplifying the issues for

appeal; and/or

(d) E] They present additional claims without canceling a corresponding number of fnally rejected claims
NOTE: See Continuation Sheet. (See 37 CFR 1.116 and 41.33(a)).

4. [:1 The amendments are notIn compliance with 37 CFR 1.121. See attached Notice of Non-Compliant Amendment (PTOL-324)

5. I] Applicant’5 reply has overcome the following rejection(s):

6. E] Newly proposed or amended claim(s) would be allowable if submitted in a separate, timely filed amendment canceling the
non--a||owabIe claim(s).

7. IE For purposes of appeal the proposed amendment(s): a) B will not be entered, or b) C] will be entered and an explanation of
how the new or amended claims would be rejectedIS provided below or appended.
The status of the claim(s)IS (or will be) as follows.
Claim(s) allowed:
Claim(s) objected to:
Claim(s) rejected: 1 4 6 7 and 10-53.
Claim(s) withdrawn from consideration:

AFFIDAVIT OR OTHER EVIDENCE

8. I] The affidavit or other evidence filed after a final action. but before or on the date of filing a Notice of Appeal will n_ot be entered
because applicant failed to provide a showing of good and sufficient reasons why the affidavit or other evidence is necessary and
was not earlier presented. See 37 CFR 1.116(e).

9. E] The affidavit or other evidence filed after the date of filing a Notice of Appeal. but prior to the date of filing a brief, will n_ot be
entered because the affidavit or other evidence failed to overcome a_H rejections under appeal and/or appellant fails to provide a
showing a good and sufficient reasons why it is necessary and was not earlier presented. See 37 CFR 41 .33(d)(1).

10. E] The affidavit or other evidence is entered. An explanation of the status of the claims after entry is below or attached.
REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION/OTHER

11'. [I The request for reconsideration has been considered but does NOT place the application in condition for allowance because:

  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  

  
  
  

  

  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  

  
  
  

  
  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 12. 1:] Note the attached Information Disclosure Statement(s). (PTO/SB/O8) Paper No(s).
13. CI Other:

US. Patent and Trademark Office
PTOL-303 (Rev. 08-06) Advisory Action Before the Filing of an Appeal Brief Part of Paper No. 20061221
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Continuation Sheet (PTO-303) . Application No. 101648.012

Continuation of 3. NOTE: The claims contain amendments that change the scope of the claims and will require further search and or
consideration.
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Dear Sir:

In response to the Office Action ofMay 17, 2006,please amend without prejudice
the above-identified patent applicationas follows: '

Amendments to the Specification beginon page 2 of this paper.

Amendments to the Drawingsbegin on page 11 of this paper.

Amendments to the Claims are Ieflected in then-sting of ciaims, which begins on page
12 ofthis paper. » ' ' .' -

' Remarks/Arguments begin on page 36 of this paper.
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The Patel Law Firm
A Professional Corporation 

2532 Dupont Drive, Irvine, CaliforniaA92612 M5 DEC -5 at Ll: 07
Tel: (949) 955—1077 - Fax: (949) 955-1877 I

NPatel@thePatelLawFirm.com

3 . ' ' November 30,2006

.r

United States Patent and Trademark Office
Mail Stop 16
Director of the USPTO

_ PO. Box 1450

Alexandria. Virginia 22313-1450

Re: Application No.: 10I648,012
Our File No.: W003-4000

Dear Sir or Madam:

This letter is in reference to the Patent Application Fee Determination Record

("Fee Record”), a copy of which is enclosed.

On August 15. 2006. this office filed a Response to Office Action of May 17, 2006
and paid $2,100 in filing fees. Based on the Fee R e correct amount that was
due was $1,600. We would appreciate if a refund to $500 5 credited back to us, and
deposited directly in our USPTO Deposit Account, Nu 04010. 1

Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter; Should you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Very truly yours,
The Patel Law Firm, P.C.

Natu J. Patel
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Application Serial No. 10/648,012
Supplemental After Final Response to Office Action ofOctober 02, 2006
Attorney Docket No. W003-4000

 
 

EXPRESS MAIL LABEL NO.:'EB 069222608 US v

THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE .

  
Application No.: 10/648,012 ’

Applicant: WOOLFORK', C. Earl

Filing Date: 08/26/2003 _

Title: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO MUSIC SYSTEM

TC/A.U.: 2615

Confirmation No. 3337

Examiner: FLANDERS, Andrew C.

Docket No. W003-4000

Mail Stop AF
Commissioner for Patents,

Post Office Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

SUPPLEMENTAL AFTER FINAL RESPONSE

TO OFFICE ACTION

Dear Sir:

In response to the Final Office Action of October 2, 2006 and Advisory Action

of December 27, 2006, please amend without prejudice the above-identified patent

application as follows: '

Amendments to the Specification begin on page 2 of this paper. '

Amendments to the Claims are reflected in the listing of claims, which begins on page

4 of this paper.

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 19 of this paper.
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Application Serial No. 10/648,012

Supplemental After Final Response to Office Action of October 2, 2006
Attorney Docket No. W003-4000

AMENDMENTS TO SPECIFICATION:

Please amend paragraph [0010] as follows:

Particularly, the received spread spectrum signal may be communicated to a 2.4

GHz direct conversion receiver or module 56. A—freqiaeney—shift—keying—éFSK)

 

speetrum—éFH889-system—eheiee: Referring to Figures, 1 through 4, the spread

spectrum modulated signal from transmit antenna 24 may be received by receiving

antenna 52 and then processed by spread spectrum direct conversion receiver or module

56 with a receiver code generator 60 that contains the same transmitted unique code, in

the battery powered receiver 50 headphones. The transmitted signal from antenna 24

may be received by receiving antenna 52 and communicated to a wideband bandpass

filter (BPF). The battery powered receiver 50 may utilize embedded fuzzy logic (as

graphically depicted in Figures 1, 4) to optimize the bit detection of the received user

code. The down converted output‘signal of direct conversion receiver or module 56

may be summed in receiver summing element 58 with a receiver code generator 60

signal. The receiver code generator 60 may contain the same unique wireless

transmission of a signal code word that was transmitted by audio transmitter 20 specific

to a particular user. Other code words from wireless digital audio. systems 10 may

appear as noise to audio receiver 50. This may also be true for wireless signals

operating in the wireless digital audio spectrum of digital audio system 10. This code

division multiple access (CDMA) may be used to provide each user independent audible

enjoyment. The resulting summed digital signal from receiving summary element 58

Page 2 of 30
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Application Serial No. 10/648,012
Supplemental After Final Response to Office Action of October 2, 2006
Attorney Docket No W003—4000

may be processed by a '64-Ary demodulator 62 to demodulate the signal elements

modulated in. the audio transmitter 20. A block de—interleaver 64 may then decode the

bits of the digital signal encoded in the block interleaver 40. Following such, a Viterbi

decoder 66 may be used to decode the bits encoded by channel encoder 38 in audio ‘

transmitter 20. A source decoder 68 may further decode the coding applied by encoder

36.
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Application Serial No. 10/648,012

Supplemental After Final Response to Office Action of October 2, 2006
Attorney Docket No. W003-4000

AMENDMENT TO CLAIMS:

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions,‘ and listings, of claims in the

application.

Listing of Claims:

Claims 1 — 18 (canceled).

19. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio system, comprising:

at least one audio source;

at least one digital audio transmitter operatively c0upled to said at least one

audio source, said at least one audio transmitter comprising:

a first analog low pass filter receiving audio output from said at least one

audio source;

a digital low pass filter;

an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) operatively coupled between said

first analog and digital low pass filters;

a first encoder receiving output from said digital low pass filter and

being configured to reduce intersymbol interference (181);

a second channel encoder operatively coupled to said first encoder and

adapted to reduce transmission errors;

a digital modulator operatively coupled to said second channel encoder;

Page 4 of 30
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Application Serial No. 10/648,012

Supplemental After Final Response to Office Action of October 2, 2006
Attorney Docket No. ‘W003-4000

and

a differential phase shift key (DPSK) module receiving output from said

digital modulator and being configured for direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS)

communication, said DPSK module transmitting a corresponding DSSS signal;

at least one audio receiver configured for digital wirelesscommunication with

said at least one audio transmitter and utilizing embedded fuzzy logic to optimize digital

signal processing, said atleast one audio receiver comprising:

a bandpass filter (BPF) configured to process said transmitted DSSS

signal; .

a direct conversion module receiving output from said BPF and being

configured to. capture the correct bit sequence embedded in said process-ed DSSS signal;

V a digital demodulator adapted to process output from said direct

conversion module; -

a Viterbi decoder operatively coupled to said digital demodulator and

generating a corresponding digital output;

a source decoder processing said digital output from said Viterbi decoder

and being configured to decode the digital signal encoded by said first encoder;

a second analog low pass filter; and

a digital—to-analog converter (DAC) operatively coupled between said source

decoder and said second analog low pass filter, said second analog low pass filter

generating an audio output corresponding to the decoded and converted digital signal;

and
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Application Serial No. 10/648,012
Supplemental After Final Response to Office Action of October 2, 2006
Attorney Docket No. WOO3-4000

at least one module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, said audio

output having been wirelessly transmitted from said at least one audio source to a user '

without interference from'other users or wireless devices.

20. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 19,

wherein said BPF is a wideband BPF.

21. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 19,

wherein said modulator is a 64—Ary modulator.

22. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 19,

wherein said demodulator is a 64-Ary demodulator.

23. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 19,

wherein said generated audio output is in the approximate range of 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

24. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 19,

wherein said spread spectrum signal is transmitted at about 2.4 GHz via an omni-

directional antenna.

25. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 24,

wherein said spread spectrum signal is transmitted at a power of about 100 milliwatts or
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Application Serial No. 10(648,012

Supplemental After Final Response to Office Action of October 2, 2006
Attorney Docket No. W003—4000 ' ‘

less.

26. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 19,

wherein said ADC is a 4-bit analog-to—digital converter. _

27. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 19,

wherein said at least one audio source is a portable audio player.

28. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 19,

wherein said at least one audio reproducing module includes at least one headphone

speaker.

29. (Previously Presented)The wireless digital audio system of Claim 19,

wherein said BPF is operatively coupled to at least one antenna configured to receive

said transmitted DSSS signal.

30. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio system, comprising:

at least one audio source;

at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said at least one

audio source, said at least one audio transmitter comprising:

a first analog low pass filter receiving audio output from said at least one

audio source;
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Application Serial No. 10/648,012

Supplemental After Final Response to Office Action of October 2, 2006
Attorney Docket No. W003-4000

_a digital low pass filter;

an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) operatively coupled between said

first analog and digital low. pass filters;

a first encoder receiving output from said digital low pass filter and

being configured to reduce intersymbol interference ([81);

a second channel encoder operatively coupled to said first encoder and

adapted to reduce transmission errors;

a digital modulator operatively coupled to said second. channel encoder;

and

a differential phase shift key (DPSK) module receiving output from said

digital modulator and being configured for direct sequenCe spread spectrum (DSSS)

communication, said DPSK module transmitting a corresponding DSSS signal;

at least one audio receiver configured for digital wireless communication with

said at least one audio transmitter and utilizing embedded fuzzy logic to optimize digital-

signal processing, said at least one audio receiver comprising:

a band pass filter (BPF) configured to process said transmitted DSSS

signal;

a direct conversion module receiving output from said BPF and being

configured to capture the correct bit sequence embedded in said processed DSSS signal;

a digital demodulator adapted to process output from said direct

‘ conversion module;

a Viterbi decoder operatively coupled to said digital demodulator and
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Application Serial No. 10/648,012 p

Supplemental After Final Response to Office Action of October 2, 2006
Attorney Docket No. W003-4000

generating a corresponding digital output;

a source decoder processing said digital output from said Viterbi-decoder

and being configured .to decode the digital .signal encoded by said first encoder;

a second analog low pass filter; and

a digital-to—analog converter (DAC) operatively coupled between said

source'decoder and said second analog low pass filter, said second analog low

pass filter generating an audio output corresponding to the decoded and

converted digital signal;

at least one module adapted to amplify said generated audio output; and

at least one module adapted to reproduce-said amplified audio output, said audio

output having been wirelessly transmitted from said at least one audio source to a user

without interference from other users or wireless devices.

31. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 30,

wherein said at least one audio amplifying module includes at least one power

amplifier, said at least one power amplifier being configured to provide a low distortion

audio signal output.

32. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim. 31,

wherein said at least one audio reproducing module includes at least one headphone

speaker, said at least one headphone speaker receiving said low distortion audio signal

output from said at least one power amplifier.
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Application Serial No. 10/648,012
Supplemental After Final Response to Office Action of October 2, 2006
Attorney Docket No. ‘W003-4000

33. (Previously Presented), A wireless digital audio system, comprising:

at least one audio source; I i

at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said at least one

audio source;

at least one audio receiver adapted for digital wireless communication with said

at least one audio transmitter, each-of said at least one digital audio transmitter and

receiver being configured for code division multiple access (CDMA) commimication;

and

at least one module adapted to audibly reproduce said processed CDMA signal,

said CDMA communication configuration providing a user with independent audio I

reproduction free of interference from other users or wireless devices.

34. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio system, comprising:

at least one audio source;

at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupledto said at least one

audio source;

at least one audio receiver adapted for digital wireless communication with said

at least one audio transmitter, each of said at least one digital audio transmitter and

receiver being configured for code division multiple access (CDMA)_communication;

at least one module adapted to amplify said processed CDMA signal; and

at least one module adapted to audibly reproduce said amplified signal, said
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Application Serial No. 10/648,012 .

Supplemental After Final Response to Office Action of October 2, 2006
Attorney Docket No. W003—4000

CDMA communication configuration providing a user 'w‘ith independent audio

reproductionfree of interference from other users or wireless devices. ,

Claims 35 - 36 (canceled).

37. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 33,‘

wherein said at least one audio source provides analog output in the approximate range

of 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

38. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 34,

wherein said at least one audio source provides analog output in the approximate range

of 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

Claims 39 - 4O (canceled).

41. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 33,.

wherein at least one of said digital audio transmitter and receiver is battery-powered.

42. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 34,

wherein at least one of said digital audio transmitter and receiver is battery-powered.

43. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio system, comprising:
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Application Serial No. 10/648,012
Supplemental After Final Response to Office Action of October 2, 2006

Attorney Docket No. W003-4000 v

at least one audio source;

at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to‘said at least one

audio source, said at least one audio transmitter comprising:

a first analog low pass filter receiving audio output from said at least one

audio source;

a digital low pass filter;

an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) operatively coupled between said

first analog and digital low passfilters;

a first encoder receiving output from said Idigital low pass filter and

being configured to reduce intersymbol interference (181);

a second channel encoder operatively coupled to saidfirst encoder and

adapted to reduce transmission errors;

a digital modulator operatively coupled to said second channel encoder;

and

a differential phase shift key (DPSK) module receiving output from said

digital modulator and being configured for direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS)

communication, said DPSK module transmitting a corresponding DSSS signal;

at least one audio receiver configured for digital wireless communication with

said at least one audio transmitter, said at least one audio receiver comprising:

a band pass filter (BPF) configured to process said transmitted DSSS

signal;

a direct conversion module receiving output from said BPF and being
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Application Serial No. 10/648,012

Supplemental After Final Response to Office Action of October 2, 2006
Attorney Docket No. W003—4000

configured to capture the correct bit sequence embedded in said processed DSSS signal;

a digital. demodulator adapted to process output from said direct

conversion module;

a Viterbi decoder operatively coupled to said digital demodulator and

generating a corresponding digital output;

a source decoder processing said digital output from said Viterbi decoder

and being configured to, decode the digital signal encoded by said first encoder;

a second analog low pass filter; and

a digital—to-analog converter- (DAC) operatiVely, coupled between said

source decoder‘an‘d said. second analog low pass filter, said second analog low

pass filter generating an audio output corresponding to the decoded and

converted digital signal; and

at least one module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, said audio

output having been wirelessly transmitted from said at least one audio source to a user

without interference from other users or wireless devices,

44. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio system, comprising:

at least one audio source;

at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said at least one

audio source, said at least one audio transmitter comprising:

a first analog low pass filter receiving audio output from said at least one

audio source;
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Application Serial No. 10l648,012
Supplemental After Final Response to Office Action of October 2, 2006
Attorney Docket No. W003-4000 '

a digital low pass filter; .

an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) operatively coupled between said

first analog and digital low pass filters;

a first encoder receiving output from said digital low 'pass filter and

being configured to reduce intersymbol interference (181);

a second channel encoder operatively coupled to said first encoder and

adapted to reduce transmission errors;

a digital modulator operatively coupled to said second channel encoder;

and

a differential phase shift key (DPSK) module receiving output from said

digital-modulator and being configured for direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS)

communication, said DPSK module transmitting a corresponding DSSS signal;

at least one audio receiver configured for digital wireless communication with

said at least one audio transmitter, said at least one audio receiver comprising:

a band pass filter (BPF) configured to process said transmitted DSSS

signal;

a direct conversion module receiving output from said BPF and being

configured to capture the correct bit sequence embedded in said processed DSSS signal;

a digital demOdulator adapted to process output from said direct

conversion module;

a Viterbi decoder operatively coupled to said digital demodulator and

generating a corresponding digital output;
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a source decoder processing said digital output from said Viterbi decoder

and being configured to-decode the digital signal encoded by said first encoder;

a second analog low pass filter; and

a digital—to-analog converter (DAC) operatively coupled between said

source decoder and said second analog low pass filter, said second analog low

pass filter generating an audio output. corresponding to the decoded and

converted digital signal; i

at least one module adapted to amplify said generated audio output; and

at least one module adapted to reproduce said amplified audio output, said audio

output having been wirelessly transmitted from said atleast one audio source to a user

without interference from other users or wireless devices.

45. (Previously Presented) The wirelessrdigital audio system of Claim 43,

wherein said at least one audio source provides analog output in the-approximate range

of 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

46. (Previously Presented)_ The wireless digital audio system of Claim 44,

wherein said at least one audio source provides analog output in the approximate range

of 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

47. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 43,

wherein at least one of said digital audio transmitter and receiver is battery-powered.
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48. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 44,

wherein at least one of said digital audio transmitter and receiver is battery-powered.

' 49. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 43,

wherein said at least one audio source is a portable music player.

'50. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 44,

wherein said at least one audio source is a portable music player.

51. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio transmitter, comprising:

a first analog low pass filter receiving audio output from at least one

audio source;

a digital low pass. filter;

an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) operatively coupled between said‘

first analog and digital low pass filters; V

a first encoder receiving output from said digital low pass filter and

being configured to reduce intersymbol interference (181).;

a second channel encoder operatively coupled to said first encoder and

adapted to reduce transmission errors;

a digital modulator operatively coupled to said second channel encoder;

and
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a differential phase shift key (DPSK) module receiving output from said

digital modulator and being configured for direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS)'

communication, said DPSK module transmitting a corresponding DSSS signal.

52. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio receiver, comprising:

a band pass filter (BPF) configured to process a transmitted DSSS signal;

a direct conversion module receiving output from said BPF and being

configured to capture the correct bit sequence embedded in said processed DSSS signal;

'a digital demodulator adapted to process output from said direct

conversion module;

a Viterbi decoder operatively coupled to said digital demodulator and

generating a corresponding digital output;

‘ a source decoder receiving said digital output from said Viterbi decoder

and being configuredto decode the digital signal encoded therein;

a second analog low pass filter; and

a digital-to-analogconverter (DAC) operatively coupled between said

source decoder and said second analog low pass filter, said second analog low

pass filter generating an audio output corresponding to the decoded and

converted digital signal, said audio output having been wirelessly transmitted to

a user without interference from other users or wireless devices.

'53. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio receiver utilizing embedded
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fuzzy logic to optimize digital signal processing, comprising:

a band pass filter (BPF) configured to process a transmitted DSSS signal;

a direct conversion module receiving output from said‘ BPF and being

configured to capture the correct bit sequence embedded in said processed DSSS signal;

a digital demodulator. adapted to process output from said direct

conversion module;

a Viterbi decoder operatively coupled to said digital demodulator and

generating a corresponding digital output;

a source decoder receiving said digital output from said. Viterbi decoder

and being configured to decode the digital signal encoded therein;

a second analog low pass filter; and

"a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) operatively coupled betvveen’ said

source decoder and said: second analog'low pass filter, said second analog low

pass filter generating an audio output corresponding to the decoded and

converted digital signal, said audio output having been wirelessly transmitted to

a user without interference from other users or wireless devices.
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REMARKS/ARGUMENTS

Applicant has reviewed the Office Action of October 2, 2006 and made

amendments to the claims, as indicated hereinabove, to overcome 'the Examiner’s

objections and place the application in condition for allowance. No new matter has been

added.

RESPONSE TO AFFIDAVITS:

. DECLARATION

Examiner indicates that-theiDeclaration filed by the Applicant on August 15,

2006, regarding the limited battery life under. 37 CFR 1.132, is insufficient to

overcome the rejection of the claims based upon the combination of Altstatt (U.S.

Patent 5,771,441) in view of schota et al (US. Patent 5,946,343). Since the Examiner

indicated that some of the documents and data sheets were unreadable, a complete copy

of the Declaration (“Declaration”) with Exhibits is forwarded once again, as EXHIBIT

_1. Applicant apologizes to the Examiner for any inconvenience this may have caused.

Nonetheless, in the interest of moving forward with the prosecution, Applicant

has canceled those claims rejected using the combination of Altstatt (US. Patent'

5,771,441) in View of Schotz et al (US. Patent 5,946,343). Specifically, Applicant

cancels Claims 1—18, 35-36 and 39-40 in this amendment without prejudice and without

acquiescing or agreeing to the grounds of rejection. Applicant will, however, prosecute

these claims in a continuation application.
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Accordingly, the issues raised in the Office Action directed to the Declaration

filed by the Applicant on August 15," 2006, no longer apply to the merits of pending

'claims 19-34, 37-38 and 41-53.

However, since claims 1-18, 35-36, and 39-40 will be included in Applicant’s

continuing application, Applicant wishes to preserve his rights regarding these claims.

SECOND DECLARATION "

Examiner indicates that the second declaration (“Second Declaration”) filed by

the Applicant on August 15, 2006, regarding FSK and FHSS under 37 CPR 1.132, is

insufficient to overcome the rejection of the new matter (See Exhibit 5 to August 15, ‘

2006 Response).

According to the Examiner, the CDMA ’ overview provided by

www.telecomspace.com discloses the following three ways to spread the bandwidth of

a signal in CDMA:

1) Frequency hopping (FHSS). The signal is rapidly switched between different

frequencies within the hopping bandwidth pseudo-randomly, and the receiver knows

before hand where to find the signal at any given time.

2) Time hopping (THSS). The signal is transmitted in short bursts pseudo-

randomly, and the receiver knows beforehand when to expect the burst.

3) Direct sequence (DHSS)._The digital data is directly coded at a much higher
frequency. The code is generated pseudo-randomly, the receiver knows how to generate

the same code, and correlates the 'reCeived signal with that code to extract the data.

Examiner asserts that the Applicant discussed the two ways to spread the

bandwidth (i.e. FHSS & DHSS) in the Second Declaration and since the website

discusses three, FHSS'and DHSS are not inherent features of CDMA.
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In this regard, Applicant hereby wishes to clarify that the same website indicates

that the CDMA was commercially introduced in 1995, became one of the world's

fastest-growing wireless technologies, and it is a form of Direct Sequence Spread

Spectrum communication. Applicant is not claiming that he invented FHSS, THSS, or

DSSS. Applicant simply relied on a book entitled “Spread Spectrum Systems with

Commercial Applications” by a well known author Robert C. Dixon’s (“Dixon”), and

the Applicant provided excerpts of some relevant pages to the Examiner to clarify the

issue. The fact that the website indicated by the Examiner discusses three approaches

to spread the bandwidth of the signal versus the two approaches pointed out by Dixon is

irrelevant, and even if relevant, the discrepancy by two known sources can be properly

explained. For example, on page 47, Dixon explains that “Simple time-hopping

modulation offers little in the way of interference rejection because a continuous carrier

at the signal center frequency can block communications effectively.” And, this may

be the reason why Dixon has not elaborated on‘TI-ISS. A copy of the relevant page(s)

from Dixon is attached hereto as EXHIBIT - II.

However, since Applicant has canceled the subject matter indicated in this

Office Action as being new matter related to FSK' and FHSS in paragraph [0010], the

issue raised by the Examiner with reference to Second Declaration is moot and no

longer applies to the merits of the pending claims 19-34, 37-38 and 41-53.

The Examiner points out‘the requirements set forth in MPEP Section 2112,

which are related to rejections based on inherency. The Applicant respectfully submits

that the arguments presented by the Examiner with reference to inherency appear to be
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out of context. The Federal Circuit in Kennecott Corp. v. Kyocera' Interni, Inc., 835

F.2d 1419,1422 (Fed.Cir.1987) held that the doctrine of inherency provides that "[b]y '

disclosing in a patent application a device that inherently performs a function, a

patent applicant necessarily discloses that function even though they sgy nothing

concemingtit. "(emphasis added) To rely on this doctrine, the patentee must show that

"the missing feature is necessarily present, and that it would be so recognized by

persons of ordinary skill in the relevant art." Telemac Cellular Corp. v. Topp Telecom,

Inc., 247 F.3d 1316, 1328 (Fed.Cir.2001). The same court further explained that to

apply the doctrine of inherency, the party relying on'the doctrine must prove that the

challenged circumstance "inevitably occurs when the process steps .t. are followed,"

Kooi v. DeWitt, 546 F.2d 403, 409 (Cust. & Pat.App.1976), or are "inevitable."

Application of Wilding, 535 F.2d 631, 636 (Gust. & Pat.App.1976); see also Kropa v.

Robie, 38 C.C.P.A. 858,187 F.2d 150, 7154-55 (Cust. & Pat.App.1951) ("Inherency'

does not mean» that a thing might happen one out of twenty. times... It must inevitably

happen for the doctrine to apply"). In sum, the doctrine of inherency is satisfied I

where the patent "inherently discloses the invention so that one skilled in the art

could produce the results claimed in the [patent] simply by practicing the [patent], i.e.,‘

the result flows naturally from the express disclosures" of the patent. Rosco, Inc. v.

Mirror Lite Co., 139 F.Supp.2d 287 (E.D.N.Y.2001).

As stated above, www.1elecomsgace.com website indicatesthat the CDMA was .

commercially introduced in 1995, became one of the world's fastest-growing wireless

technologies, and it is a form of Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum communications.
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The Applicant has disclosed CDMA and explained how his invention works utilizing a.

unique codeword that spreads the signal spectrum. Paragraph 0014 of the parent

 
application states that: “Modulation of the digital signal may be performed using direct

sequence spread spectrum communication technology. A 64—Ary modulator 42 may be

used for summation at summation element 46 with a transmitter code generator 44

signal to produce a high symbol rate, and a unigue COdeword that spreads the signal

spectrum.” (emphasis added). Paragraph 0016 of' the parent application states that.

“This code division multiple access (CDMA) may be used to provide each user
independent operation.”

Based on the prosecution history, it is abundantly clear that the Applicant has ,

disclosed the use of the CDMA technology to provideeach user independent operation.

The three ways to spread the‘bandwidth of the signal, as explained on the website, is

simply a method to spread the bandwidth of the signal generated under CDMA. These

methods are sub-sets of CDMA prOtocol. When the Applicant disclosed CDMA' and ‘

explained how his invention works utilizing a unique codeword that spreads the signal

spectrum, the Applicant, in essence, has disclosed all the three ways (i.e. FHSS,

THSS, and D888) that would be so recognized by persons of ordinary skill in the

relevant art. If Applicant’s invention utilizes CDMA protocol, as expressly disclosed in I

paragraph 0016 of the parent application, it is also apparent to one skilled in the art that

there are only three ways to spread the bandwidth of a signal under the CDMA (i.e.»

FHSS, THSS, and D888) and thereforethese three ways are inherent features of the

CDMA protocol. Without these methods for spreading bandwidth, CDMA protocol
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cannot be implemented and therefore these result (i.e. methods to spread the bandwidth)

flow naturally from the express disclosures of the ‘ patent application (i.e. . .

(CDMA) may be used to provide each user independent operation.” Paragraph 0016 of

the parent application)‘.

Based on the above, Applicant respectfully requests that the Examiner

withdraws his objections to the Second Declaration.

RESPONSE TO NEW MATTER REJECTIONS':

On page'6 of the Office Action, the Examiner alleges that “a unique hope

pattern for each individual user” is not supported by the specification. In the interest

of moving of moving forward with the prosecution, Applicant has canceled Claims 1,

4, 6, 7 and 10—13. Specifically, Applicant cancels Claims 1-18, 35-36-and 39-40 in this

amendment without prejudice and without acquiescing or agreeing to the grounds of

rejection. ' Applicant will, however, prosecute these claims in a continuation

application.

On page 6 of the Office Action, the Examiner alleges that the terms and

techniques disclosed in ‘-‘A frequency shift keying (FSK) modulation/detection

technique could be used given a frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) system

choice” sentence (FSK and FHSS) were not present in the parent disclosure or in the

current application’s disclosure and thus are new matter. _

Nonetheless, in the interest of moving forward with the prosecution, Applicant

has deleted the reference to FSK and FHSS from paragraph [0010] of the specification,
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_without prejudice and without acquiescing or agreeing to the grounds of objection.

Therefore Applicant respectfully requests that the new matter objection pertaining to the

sentence “ [A] frequency shift keying (FSK) modulation/detection technique could be

used given a frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) system choice” be withdrawn.

Since the above identified sentence has been canceled, the objection to the

amendment March 14, 2006, should be withdrawn.

Claim Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. §112

The rejection of Claims 1,4, 6, 10, 12 and 1.3 under 35 U.S.C. §112, first'

paragraph, as failing to comply with the written description requirement, is respectfully-

traversed.

As discussed above, in the interest of moving forward with the prosecution,

Applicant has canceled Claims 1, 4, 6, 10, 12 and 13 without prejudice.

Based on the above, Applicant respectfully requests that the 35 U.S.C. §112

rejection of Claims 1, 4, 6,10, ‘12 and 13 be withdrawn.
- The rejection of Claims 19-32,. 43-53 under 35 U.S.C. §112, first paragraph, as

failing to comply with the written description requirement, is respectfully traversed.

Examiner alleges that the Claims contain the limitations directed to DSSS,

which is not in the original specification nor inherent as alleged by Applicant. The

Applicant has disclosed CDMA and explained how his invention works utilizing a

unique codeword that spreads the signal spectrum. Paragraph 0014 of the parent

application states that: “Modulation of the digital signal may be performed using direct
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7,

sequence spread spectrum communication technology. Theldirect sequence spread

spectrum refers to DSSS. (emphasis added).

Based on the above, Applicant respectfully submits that Claims 19-32 and 43—

53, are definite and comply with the written description requirement and therefore

respectfully requests that the 35 U.S.C. §112_rejection of Claims 19-32, 43-53 be

withdrawn. -

In View of the above remarks, since Claims 19-32, 43-53 are not rejected under

any cited references, Claims 19-32am 43-53 are allowable. ‘

The rejection of Claims 14 and 15 under 35 U.S.C. §112, second paragraph, is

respectfully traversed. ' I

Applicant has canceled Claims 14 and‘15. Based on this, Applicant respectfully

requests that the 35 U.S.C. §112 rejection ofClaims 14 and 15 be withdrawn.

In View of the foregoing amendments and‘remarks, Applicant respectfully

requests withdrawal of the §112 claim rejections.

Claim Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. §102

. The rejection of Claims 33 and 34 under 35 U.S.C. §102(e) as being anticipated

by Lindemann (U .8. Patent Application 2004/0223622) is respectfully traversed.

Claim 33 recites

...at least one module adapted to audibly reproduce said processed

CDMA signal, said CDMA communication configuration providing a

user with independentaaudio reproduction tree at interference from
other users or wireless devices. (Emphasis added)
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The above emphasized claim language is not taught or suggested 'by Lindemann.

Lindemann does not address. reproduction that is interferenCe free. Furthermore,

Applicant observes that Lindemann does not mention interference or address the

problem identified by Applicant and thus Applicant’s solution-to provide a user (with

independent audio reproduction free of interference from other users or wireless

devices. Instead, Lindemann is directed to digital wireless loudspeaker system and the

delivery of signals to the speakers. Thus, Lindemann is not directed to a system

capable of (1) providing a user with independent audio reproduction; and (2)

reproduction free of interference from other users or wireless devices.

Claim 34 contains similar language. Thus, the remarks set forth above in

relation to Claim 33 equally apply to Claim 34.

Accordingly, Lindemann cannot anticipate Applicant’s Claims 33 and 34. For

at least this reason, Applicant respectfully requests withdrawal of the rejection of

Claims 33 and 34 by Lindemann under 35 U78.C. §102(e).

Dependent Claims 37 and 41 depend directly or indirectly from independent

Claim 33. Furthermore, dependent Claims 38 and 42 depend from independent Claim

34. These dependent claims contain all of the limitations of independent Claims 33 or

34, thus, any rejections under 35 U.S.C. §§102 or 103 should be withdrawn by virtue

of their dependency from independent Claims 33 or 34.
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Claim Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. j§103

As stated earlier, Claims 1-18 and 35-36 and 39—40 have been. canceled without

prejudice in this amendment and will be filed in a continuation appliCation. . Applicant

does not acquiesce or agree to the grounds of rejection of Claims 1-18; however,

because they have been cancelled, the basis of rejection of. these claims will not be

addressed.

The rejection of Claims 37 and 38 under 35 U.S.C. §IO3(a) as being

unpatentable by Lindemann (U.S. Patent Application 2004/0223622) in view of Schotz

‘343 is respectfully traversed.

Schotz ‘343 is relied upon for a teaching of an analog output ‘of 20 Hz to 20

KHz. However, Schotz ‘343 does not teach the deficiencies of Lindemann previously

described in relation to independent Claims 33 and 34. Hence, the combination of

Lindemann as modified Schotz ‘343 does not teach all the limitations of the base Claims

(33 and 34) from which Claims 37 and 38 depend.

In view of the above remarks, the rejection of Claims 37 and 38 under 35

U.S.C. §103(a) as being unpatentable by Lindemann in View of Schotz ‘343 should be

withdrawn. ' 4

The rejection of Claims 41 and 42 under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being I

unpatentable by Lindemann (U.S. Patent Application 2004/0223623) is respectfully

traversed. V

Lindemann as modified by the Examiner does not teach the deficiencies

described in relation to independent Claims 33'and 34. Hence, Lindemann as modified
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does not teach the claimed invention since Lindcmann as modified does not teach all the

limitation of the base Claims (33 and 34) from which Claims 41 and 42 depend.

In view of the above remarks, the rejection of Claims 41 and 42 under 35 U.S.C.

§103(a) as being unpatentable by Lindcmann should be withdrawn.

Interview Summary in Compliance with MPEP Section 713.04

' Applicant would like to thank Examiner Flanders for the courtesy extended

during the Interview of January 29, 2006. During the interview, Examiner Flanders

discussed the allowability of certain claims. Examiner Flanders decided to defer the

decision pending review of the Supplemental Response.
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Conclusion ~

No amendment made was related to the statutory requirements of patentability .

unless expressly stated herein, No new claims have been added. Applicant believes

that the application, as presently amended, is in condition for allowances If for any
reason the Examiner finds the application other than in condition for allowance,

Applicant respectfully requests the Examiner to call the undersigned attorney at the

telephone number listed herein-below to discuss any steps necessary for placing the

application in condition for allowance.

Respectfully submitted,

THE PATEL LAW FIRM, PC.

a ' -- WDate: January 2_7, 2007 £1
Natu J. Patel

USPTO Reg. No. 39,559
NJP/lv/ec '

Enclosure: -

THE PATEL LAW FIRM, RC.

2532 Dupont Drive

Irvine, California 92612—1524

Business: (949) 955-1077

Facsimile: (949) 955-1877

www.thepatellawfirm.com ‘
NPatel@thePatelLawFirm. com
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, JAN 2 9 2007

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of C. Earl Woolfork

Serial No. 10/648,012 : Group Art Unit: 2615

Confirm. No.: 3337 Examiner: Andrew C. Flanders

Filed: August 26, 2003

For: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO MUSIC SYSTEM

DECLARATION OF APPLICANT REGARDING LIMITED BATTERY LIFE
UNDER 35 USC Section 132

I, C. Earl Woolfork, being duly sworn, depose and declare as follows:

1. I am the Inventor of the above referenced patent application

(“Application”). I have personal knowledge of the following matter and if asked to i
testify, could and would testify competently, thereto. '

2. Daphne Burton, my then attorney, conducted the interview with Examiner
Flanders and Supervisory Patent Examiner Tran (collectively “Examiners”) on June 13,

2006 regarding the pending office action dated May 17, 2006. I participated in that
interview.

3. During the interview, among other things, we .discussed US. Patent No.
5,771,441 issued to Altstatt (“Alstatt” or “‘the 441 Patent”) and US. Patent No.

5,946,343 issued to Schotz (“Schotz” or “‘the 343 Patent”).

4. Examiners requested that I submit evidence in an affidavit under 35 USC

Section 132 explaining as to why the combination of Altstatt in View of Schotz is non-

operative due to limited battery life-

5. I am hereby submitting this affidavit and all the supporting documentation
to the Examiners for their consideration. '
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6. Altstatt’s invention is based on an analog technology and is operated by a
battery. Altstatt recites that the maximum value of V is fixed by the battery voltage of
1.5 or possibly 3 volts (Column 8, lines 22-24). .

7. Schotz’ invention is based on digital technology. Schotz’s digital wireless
speaker system requires 120VAC at 60Hz. Schotz further states . that “[b]oth the
transmitter 22 and the receiver 24 have respective power circuits (not shown) that convert
input power (e.g., 120VAC at 60 Hz) into proper Voltage levels for appropriate
transmitter and receiver operation.” Please refer to Column 14, lines 1—4. .

8. Exhibit A, attached hereto, lists the commercially available Integrated
Chip components (“1C Components”) that both Altstatt and Schotz identify in their
respective designs. Datasheets identifying electrical current requirements to operate the
IC Components are included in Exhibit B.

9. Alstatt cannot be combined with Schotz. However, even assuming such a
combination is possible, the Altstatt’s battery powered analog headphone system will
suffer from a significantly reduced playtime due to the power consumption of Schotz’s
numerous integrated circuit components, as articulated in the calculation spreadsheet
attached hereto as Exhibit C.

10. The “playtime” is defined as the time the invention can be operated
continuously before the battery must be changed or recharged. The playtime calculation
consists of simple unit conversions as defined in chapter one, problem 1.5 and solution
set of well known Theodore S. Rappaport‘s Wireless Communications Principles &

Practice textbook. The relevant pages from the textbook are attached herewith as Exhibit -
D.

According to Exhibit D, the formula for the playtime calculation is:

{((60minutes/1hour)x BmA-h)l[(60 minuteslhour x 24 hourlday)(sum of [C currents in mm x (Mhourlday)

where B is the battery current capacity.

11. As shown in Exhibit C Altstatt’s portable invention will yield a playtime

greater thanlO hours when operated with a small battery having a current capacity of

SOmA-h (50 milliamp—hours).

 

12. If we were to hypothetically apply the same SOmA-h battery capacity to
operate Schotz’s invention, Exhibit C further shows that the frequency hopping spread

spectrum (“FHSS”) system will operate for approximately six minutes, and the direct

sequence spread spectrum (“DSSS”) system will operate for approximately eleven
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US Patent Number:5,771,441 Issued to *Altstatt ‘

Com - - nent Descri- on Reference

-_ column 5. lines 34—37
— . Receiver,TA7766AF column 8, lines 54—58

_ Receiver,TA7792F column 8, lines 54-58

US Patent Number:5,946,343 Issued to Schotz

—_ column 14, lines 49-50
columnwnesu-lz
column 14, lines 47-48

-mcolumn 14, lines .4748
' Modulator.RF2422 column 10, lines 17-18

Power Amlifier.TQ9132 column 10, lines 31-32

Phase Locked Loo,MC12210 column 10,- lines 49-50

Volta e Controlled Oscillator.SMV2500 column 14, lines 51-53

Low Noise Amlifier.MGA86576 column 11, lines 16-18

Di ital Interface Tiansmitter,CSB402 column 11, lines 3 1—33

Di- ital to Anal - Converter.TDA1305T column 13, lines 57-59

Clock Recove & 11min .TRU-O50 column 12, lines 28-29

Demodulator,RF2703 column 12, lines 13-15

Micro-rooessor.PlC16C55 column 6, lines 63-66

DSSS Transmitter,CYLlNK SSTX column 16, lines 62-64

DSSS Receiver.CYLlNK ParWSPECTRE column 18, lines 4-5,
Mixer.lAM81008 column 11, lines 16-18

Channel Encoder/Decoder,SRT241203 ‘ column 9, lines' 25-26

19 lnterleaverlDe-interleaver.SRT-24INT column 9, lines 50-52 ,

20 O meal Di- ital ReceiVer,HK-3131-O1 column 7, lines 40—43

21 O-tical Di- ital Transmitter.HK—3131-03 column 13, lines 15-17

Volta- e Controlled Oscillator,M2 0300 column 8, lines 49—50
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12

 
 

A DJ

 

  
15

16

A
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, EXHIBIT B

US Patent Number:5,771,441 Issued to Altstatt

Item Number 1: Transmitter, BA14Q4
I . ' . , _ w -_.,,___- _

ROHH co LTD . Ian: 1) I 752591“! woman I: IRHH V
1—5'1'3'38 lc/Ics farAudloAppfleaflohs' ' ""' BA1404IBA1404F . 

o Tuva-f-f775A/Bbek mm . A f;17”.05.95 V

  
 

on-muxrmrucunttoummua

O fiflflfififi/Wndcd Opomung domiillana
mmm54.1,...»(ruazst)

“mam -mmm "m '
“*5 [El—IE!“ V

omwommammmmugha=m,vw=usw . ,
WW ‘ "mum Gm

We?“ ‘ “ml-II“ — 'MOE-3'11 “-mmn "PM“
mm mun—[El VIN-“h"
fwd-M‘s” “——uu VIN—05“"
murmur:- mm——m ””3“

mm“ 5 Hal—“Hm “I“
“WHEN! “-15!"— um
FPAMIW-W’ mun—El WT
mamas m—n—m‘WWINH
mm ‘ mm— -
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US Patentx‘Number:5,771,441 Issued to AIIStatt
Itéit? umber 2: Receiver, TA 7766AF

TOSHIBA

 

TA7766AF
 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISHCS (Unless otherwise specified. Ta = 25°C, vcc=1.5v, fm =1kHz)

 
 

  
 
 

  

 

 
  

  
  

  

  

   
 
 

tesr

CHARACTERISTIC SYMBOL char-r TEST CONDITION m TYP. m umc

supply current Ire-uAt lamp off lam-um
Input Resistance WH—flm—m

. _—fl—=-fl—m
M C mposite V (MAX) L+R=90%, P=10%, THD=5%ax' ° ‘" sw -)R =sokn. mV
signal Input Voltage (STEREO) swgalfie)" "“5

  
 

 

 

 
Vin = 100mVrms
SW1 *RLED = 5000.

L + R = 90mVrms, P = 10mm;
SW1-9RLED = SOkQ
SW5—9LPF ON
Vin = 100me5

SW1—>RLED = 500.0
Vin = 1oomVrms

SW1—>RLED = 5000

Pilot SW1—)R|_ED = SOKQ
input SW1-)RLED = 5000

L+R=sgmvrms III—
Separation $123} "3150“)m “—

sws—m’riom f =10kHz m—
THD

(MONAURAL)

Stereo THD(STEREO)

Voltage Gain GV

Channel Balance CB

Lamp 0N Sensitivity
Lamp OFF Sensitivity
Stereo Lamp

VH

Capture Range

Carrier Leak
(Note)

SCA Rejection Ratio SCA Rej

Signal To Noise Ratio SIN

(Note) Carrier leak of 38kHz is only carrier.

Total
Harmonic
Distortion

  
    

  

<
<'1

L (ON)
5

3<

to tum-off from turn-on

L + R = somvm,s
P = 10mes
SW1—>R|_ED = 50H"),

P = 10mVrms: L + R = 80mvm5
SCA = 10mVrm5, fSCA = 67kHz
SW1—)RLED = 50kn.

van = 100mVrms, R9 = 6200
SW1—)RLED :50!!!)

a

 
 

    

  
  

CL

\lO   

4 2001-06-25
__,.e _.
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US Pate _

TOSHIBA ‘ em Number 3: Receiver, TA 7792'?» TA7792P/F

 2

  
 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (Ta = 25"C)

CHARACTERISTIC SYMBOL RATING UNIT

supply vomge —-—
.. . TA7792P P Nmm D‘ “e’m“

Operating Temperature —25~75
Storage Temperature W-

(Note) Derated above Ta =25°C in the proportion of 6mWI°C for TA7792P. and of
2.8mW/°C for TA7792F.

  
  

 
  

  

 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Unless otherwise specified, Ta =25°C, VCC = 1.5V

FM : Vin = sodsgv EMF, r: 83MH2, fm =1kHz, M = : 22.5kHz
AM : Vin =60dByV EMF. f=1MHz, fm =1kHz, MOD=30%

 
  

 

 
         

TEST

CUIT

Supply Current I “Emu-“mmIilnmv-I._=oEIIIEI II
_W_=-D-fl
—_n——m=“
——II_—-EI—‘E-
—EI-_—-E=d3 V EMF
_-m_MOD=30% Emu“
[Imam-53m

-vI-n<-W Imm-
__n_mmm m
-—E_IIV'. =30dB V EMF III-Elm ...
-mmn—mmlnm
_mn_=m—n
Si-nal To Noise Ratio _n—Hm=mfi-
Os ' '

l—lmm-
- - FM Mil—EmuOutput Resistance Pm® -—m._.. mu..-

>Z< Vin : Open Display

4 2001-06-25
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 02 Specifications

Dc Electrical Characteristics

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

  

 
  

   
 

 

  
 

   

 Supply Voltage .

Input High Voltage
~EX1‘AL
-RESET

  

- All other inputs

Input Low Voltage
. E‘XI‘AL

 

 

. All other inputs

Input Leakage Current  

  
 
 

   
  

  

- In Wait mode2

0 In Stop modeZ 
 

 
 

  
 

- In Wait mode2

- In Stop mode2

 
 

~ MODA. MODB. MODC

- MODA. MODB. MODC

EXTAL, _RESET, MODA/_RQA, MODB/lR—QB.
MODC/NMI",T)_R, B—fi, W. CKP. PINlT. MCBC.
MCBCLR. MCCLK. DZOIN

Tri-state (Off-state) Input Current (@ 2.4 V/OA V)

Output High Voltage (10H =

Output Low Voltage “CL = 3.0 mA)
HREQ IOL = 6.7 rnA. 'I'XD IOL = 6.7 mA

Internal Supply Current at 40 MHz1

 
 1.4mm =-

V°" - “-
-— 105 mA

20
95

Internal Supply Current at 66 MHz1

Table 2-3 DC Elecn'ical Characteristics

   
 

 
 

 

 m-m um
Vcc “mm-

Vmc Vcc V
VIHR Vcc V
Vum Vcc V
VIH VCC V

<<
<FEE 55.5 01mm acorn ”a 

EEE-I
I—1to

loot
Icow ~ mA
Iccs * 2 HA

mA

Iccw 15 25 mA
Iccs 2 95 HA

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
  

 
 

  
  

 

 

 

PPS-”l".

Internal Supply Current at 80 MHz1 Icc1 115 160 mA
- In Wait mode2 [COW 18 30 rnA
' In Stop mode2 ICCS 2 95 11A

PLL Supply Current3
- 40 MHz 1.0 1.5 mA
- 66 MHz 1.1 1.5 rnA
- 80 MHz 1.2 1.8 rnA

CKOUT Supply Current“
- 40 MHz 14 mA
- 66 MHz 28 mA
- 80 MHz 34 mA

Input Capacitances -—lfl
Notes: 1 Section 4 Design Considerations describes how to calculate the extemal supply current.

In order to obtain these rsults all inputs must be terminated (i.e., not allowed to float).
Values are given for PLL enabled.
Values are given for CKOUT enabled.
Perioditzlly sampled and not 100% tested

 
 
 

 
  

 

MOTOROLA DSPSGOOZID, Rev. 3 2-3
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US Pate _t Number:5,946,343 Issuer: to scnorz
n.)

It Number 2: AID Converter. SAA736J

Philips Semiconductors Product specification

\.3 
 

 

Bitstream conversion ADC , SAA7360
for digital audio systems 

Table 1 Output data formats Reset

When pin RESET is held LOW the data outputs are set to
zero. The RESET pin operates as a Schmitt trigger.
enabling a power-on reset function by using an external
RC circuit

 

 
LIMITING VALUES

In accordance with the Absolute Maximum Rating System (IEC 134).

  

  
  
  
  

 

__mmmm

—M-
Ir-————ml
_——_vm+o.s
_————-
Isms—__mm
————-—
__——_-

euecuostaucnandnng _m-n
nae—mm

Notes

1. All Von and V53 pins must be extemally connected to the same power supply.

2. Equivalent to discharging a 100 pF capacitor via a 1.5 ILQ series resistor with a rise time of 15 ns.

3. Equivalent to discharging a 200 pF capacitor via a 2.5 pH series inductor.

CHARACTERISTICS

VDD = 5 V; Tamb = 25 “C; fm. = 25615: fS = 44.1 kHz; unless othenrvise specified.
SYMBOL PARAMETER

———me-
__—r_
———ma-
___E-
Ia- __re-

  
  

  

 

total power consumption

1995 Apr 24 7
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US Patent Number:5.946.343 Issued to scnorz
my .

ltem fifimber 3: Stereo Filter MPEG. SAA25-

Philips Semiconductors Preliminary specification______________________________———————-——-—

 

 

Stereo filter and codec for MPEG layer 1 SAA2520
audio applications 

LlMl11NG VALUES

In accordance with the Absolute Maximum System (IEC 134).

_W
arr-m  

  
 

 
 

 

 
 

_qu_—
_——m—_
___—_n_
___ra-m-
_m_—ar-_m-
__——:z-rz-
err-_—_—m-
_m—
_w
—_ms——am_rm-
——m-
Notes

1‘ Input voltage should not exceed 6.5 V unless otherwise specified

2. Equivalent to discharging a 100 pF capacitor through a 1.5 kg series resistor

3. Equivalent to discharging a 200 pF capacitor through a 0 (2 series resistor.

DC CHARACTERISTICS

Tamb = —40 to 85 "C; VDD = 3.8 to 5.5 V unless otherwise specified.

0.7V.JD

Tamb = 25 “C

+|. input current Vi = 5.5 V;
Tm = 25 °C

Inputs PWRDWN, LTENA

memevennpmvonage —
Lowuevennputvonage —

Vi = Von:
Tm = 25 ”C

 
August 1993 29
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US Patent Number:5,946,343 Issued to scnou

"item Number 4: MPEG, SAA2521 *
Philips Semiconductors Preliminary specification
 

Masking threshold procassor fol- MIDEG SAA2521
layer 1 audio compressuon applications I 

DC CHARACTERISTICS

VDD = 3.8 to 5.5 V; TM = —40 to 85 “C; unlm Otherwise specified.

  
3-state outputs

_OFF state current
Note

1. Maximum load current for LTDATA. LTCNT1 C. LTCNTOC. LTENC. LTCLKC.TEST1,TEST2. FDAC. FDAF = 2 mA:
' for LTDATAC = 3 mA.

August 1993 24
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US Patent umber:5,946,343 Issued to acnou

   
Absolute Maximum Ratings  

 

 
Amman-n ESD sensitive device.

 

  
  

  
 
 

Supply Voltage

lnputLOandRFLevels RFMhopemas‘mmmmbmmm' atthettrmofltlls ‘ maizRFlfiaoDevbesmuwrigmm
Operating AmbientTempeI-ature m him“! "mu . mm
Storage Tempelatl-lm mime rewordliily lhrlhinse owls rimmed MS)-

Parameter

T=25°C. vcc=5v

   
 

Carrier Input
Frequency Range
Power Level
input VSWR  
  

   
  
  
  
  

   
 

At 900MHz
At 1800MHz
At 2500 MHz

 
Modulation Input
Frequency Range
Reference Voltage (VREF)
Maximum Modulation (I&Q)
Gain Asymmetry
Quadrature Phase Error
lnput Resistance
Input Bias Current
RF Output
Output Power
Output Impedance
Output VSWR

MODULATORSAND UPCONVERTERS
 
 
  

 

   
 

 

 LO=ZGHZ and -5dBm, I&Q=2.0Vpp SSB 

 
  
 

  
 

At 900MHz
At 2000 MHz
At 2500MHZ 

  

  
 

 

Harmonic Output
Sideband Suppression
Can-tar Suppression
|M3 Suppression

 
 
  

 

   
 

  
  

 
 

lntermodulatlon of the (terrier and the
desired RF signal
lntermodulation of baseband signals
At 20MHz onset, Voc=5\l.
Tied to VREF: ISlG, QSIG. IREF. and QREF.
At 850 MHz
Al 1 900MHz

  
  

Broadband Noise Floor

 
 
  

 
 
 

 

 

Power Down
Turn OnIOff Time
PD Input Resistance
Power Control 'ON'
Power Control 'OFF"

Power Supply
Voltage

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
  
 

Threshold voltage
Threshold voltage

 
 
 

  
  

Specifiwtions
Operating Limits
Operating
Power Down

  

  
Current

53° Rev A5 010817 
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US Patent Number:5,946,343 Issued to SCI‘IOIZ

 

iiiQur'nt Q
SEMICONDUCTOR
WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS DMSION

T091328

 
Product Description

The T091323 amplifier is an 800-2500 MHz amplifier capable of providing moderate

output power (50 mW) for a wide variety of transmit and receive applications. The

amplifiers input and output are matched to 50 Q with internal circuitry, simplifying

interfaces to 50 9 systems. In addition. DC blocking capacitors are included on chip.

permitting direct connections to the input and output Its 8-pin surface mount

package and low cost are well suited to many wireless oommunimtions applications.

 

Electrical Specifications'

Paramemr Min Typ Max Units

Gain 13.5 16 dB

m
Input Retum Loss 12 dB

Output Return Loss 12 dB

W
Note 1: Testamfrtions Vm=50 V. Freq. = 2500 MHz, TF 25°C.
Note 2 . Mierax values 100% noducfim tested

For additional information and latest spedfimtiuns, see our website www.triquint.com

Item Number 6: Power Amplifi ’ 9132 

TQ91328
DATA SHEET

3V Cellular TOMA/AMPS

Power Amplifier IC

Features

- Single 3V- 6V supply

- Wide frequency range -.

- +17 dBm output power

- Input and output matched to 50 Q

- 808 surface mount plastic package

Applications

- PoncrAmp/ifierdn‘vers

- PCN Medium-power amplifiers

- Medium-power WLANs

- CDPD Modems

- Base Station receivers
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US Pate t Number:5.946.343 Issuea to acnou
M612210 Item Number» Phase Locked Loop, MC122T0  
 Condition

 

 
  

  

  
 
 
 

m
SuppIyCun'entfuerc _ lcc —

_
Supply Current for Vp

E EH5o ~I

_I w

EE 2;
'2"

la
0

|§ 5

Operating Frequency (OSCin)

Input Sensitivity :-z E

Vosc

Input HIGH Voltage cu<. DATA. LE, FC v.

Input Low Voltage CLK, DATA. us, FC vlL

Input HIGH Current (DATA and cuq

Input Low Current (DATA and CLK)
“

Input Current (oscm) -_ 130, . , —310

.1!!-Input HIGH Current (LE and FC)

E

El
Vcc = 5.5 v

VCC = 5.5 V

Vcc = 5.5 V

OSCin = Vcc
OSCin = Vcc — 2.2 VHHHHHH

 
Input LOW Current (LE and FC)

Charge Pump Output Current 'Sourpes m-u VDO = VpIZ: Vp = 2.7 V
Do and BISW

VBISW = Vpl2; Vp = 2.7 V

0.5< VDO < Vp - 0.5
0.5 < VBISW < Vp — 0.5

—-—
—-—    Output Low Vartage (LD, ¢R. th, fOUT)

Output HIGH Voltage (Ln. IR. ¢P. fOUT) VOH “—
“—
—

Vcc 30V

 Output HIGH Cunent (LD, ¢R, ¢P, fOUT)

Output LOW Current (U). ¢R. ¢P. fOUT)

1. VCC = 3.3 V, all outputs open. 4. Vp = 6.0 V. all outputs open.
2. Vcc = 5.5 V. all outputs open. 5. AC coupling, FIN measured with a 1000 pF wpau'tor.
3. Vp = 3.3 V. all outputs open. 6. Source cunentflowsoutofthe pin and sinkcurrentflows intothe pin.

 

Figure 8. Typical External Charge Pump Circuit Figure 9. Typiml Lock Detect Circuit

Vc

EXTERNAL CHARGE

PUMP OUTPUT LOCK censor
OUTPUT  
 

MOTOROLA RFIIF DEVICE DATA —WA

1 0
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gm" ‘4’ Item Numbéeé’VB: Voltage Controlled Oscillator, Si»r 500 SMVZ500L
" ‘ I‘I . 1, UZ:_;,-wug‘. ,,\. " , .,_i, .4»

d T3123:6:19:70!) FAX?619)621-2722 Rev E5

10K

Oscillation Frequency Range 2400 - 2484 MHz

Phase Noise @ 10 kHz offset (1 Hz BW, typ.) -37

Harmonic Suppression (2nd, typ.) -20

Tuning Voltage 0-3 Vdc

Tuning Sensitivity (avg) 105 MHzN

Power Output 9.251275 dBm

Load impedance 50 9

Input Capacitance (max) pF

Pushing MHzN

Pulling (14 dB Return Loss, Any Phase) MHz

Operating Temperature Range °C

3 Vdc

Supply Current (lcc, typ.) 19 MA

a.

. AN-100I1 : Mounting and Grounding ofC

. AN-102 : Proper Output Loading of VCOs

. Al\L107 : How to Solder Z—COMM VCOs

 
© Z-Communicalions. Inc Page 1 Aflghts reserved

11
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US Patent _umber:5,946,343 Issuedflto Schotz
EEG ”Ember 9: Low Noise Amplifier, MBA " 576

Absolute Maximum Ratings

mm mm".

Vd Device Voltage, RF output. V
to ground

   
 

Thermal Resistanceizlz

Notes:
LOperaflonoftll'Bdeviceabovealwone

 

  mawempem --E_

WWW I“ WWWmgr-0mm 2.Tc=25°C(Tcisdefinedmbethe

In cwnmwower m- mmmmwmeonmmsmadetothecircmtboard).
ch

Optimum Noise Figure
(Input tuned for lowest noise
figure)

Output Power at 1 dB Gain
Compression

Third Order Intercept Point 
6-229 x5

12
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 Item Numy' 10: Digital Interface Transmitter, 0% 02
-..--
l -u‘ l -- CS8401A CSB402A-1.-- n.-

 
'.Z_3.W.?_..;.2... 

Parameter

DC Power Supply

Input Cunent Any Pin Except Supply

Digital Input Voltage

Ambient Operating Temperature (power applied)

Storage Temperature

Notes: 1. Transient currents of up to 100 mA will not cause SCR latch-up.

 
WARNING: Operation at or beyond these limits may result in permanent damage to the device.

Normal operation is not guaranteed at these extremes.

RECOMMENDED OPERATINGCONDITIONS

(GND = 0V; all voltages with respect to ground)
Parameter

 
  

DC Voltage

Supply Cunent

 

 

Ambient Operating Temperature: CSB401I2A-CP or -CS Note 3
CSB401I2A-IP or -IS

Power Consumption

Notes: 2. Drivers open (unloaded). The majority of power is used in the load connected to the drivers.
3. The '-CP' and ‘-CS’ parts are specified to operate over 0 to 70 °C but are tested at 25 “C only.

The ‘-IP' and '-IS' parts are tested over the full -40 to 85 “C temperature range.

DIGITAL CHARACTERISTICS

(TA = 25 °c for suffixes ’CP' & ‘CS', TA = 40 to 85 ac for ’IP' & 'IS'; VD+ = 5v i 10%)
Parameter

High-Level Input Voltage

Low-Level Input Voltage

High-Level Output Voltage (Io = 200M)

  

 

 

Lowtevel Output Voltage (I0 = 3-2mA) 

Input Leakage Current  

Master Clock Frequency:

Master Clock Duty Cycle CSB401I2A

Notes: 4. MCK for the CSB401 must be 128. 192. 256. or 384x the input word rate based an M0 and M1 in control
register 2. MCK for the CSB402A must be 128x the input word rate. except in Transparent Mode where MCK is
256x the input word rate

  

 
Specifications are subject to change without notice.
 

2 DSGOF1
 

I3
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igital to Analog Converter, TDA1WJT_

Philips Semiconductors Preliminary specifiwfion

  Item Number 11‘?

 

- ‘ Stereo 1fs data input up—sampling filter with TDA1 305T
bitstream continuous dual DAC (BCC-DAC2)

QUICK REFERENCE DATA

  

  

 

 

-digital supply voltage
analog supply voltage

Voop

VDDO operational amplifier
supply voltage

digital supply current Vang = 5 V;
at code ODOOOH

analog supply current Vum = 5 V;at code OOOOOH

operating amplifier supply V990 = 5 V;
current at code OOOOOH

3.4

 

  ii  

 
  

 
   
  

 

 
  

 

 

VFS(rms) full—scale output voltage VDDD = VDDA = VDDO -'-' 5 V 1 575 V
(RMS value)

(THD + N)IS total harmonic distortion at 0 dB signal level —m_m
plus noise-lo—signal ratio _m0.009 m

5-1450 dB signal level -—_E_
_|:lE-I:l--%

“Manama“ —_-iii-
A-weismed —m-_

SIN signal—to—noise ratio at A-weighting;
bipolar zero at code OOOOOH

input bit rate at data inpui f5 = 48 kHz; normal speed —3.072
input bit rate at data input f3 = 48 kHz: double speed _- “mi

— a.system clock frequency

   O

ioo xi

+II
on

mA
WN

0

Note

1 . All V0.) and V55 pins must be connected to the same supply,

1995 Dec 08 3

 

l4
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US Patent Number:5,946343 Issued to Schotz
Item NuIm

 

 
 

  
1. rawmmmmmm

 

 

 

  

: I 1

: I i

i E E

i E
ammudackmymm : : :

WMMMmmmmem : = :
mm 8W . . . .

mlemm my WWWm=5-5V) : . : :
mmwmmmm —————-—-——45————-v—-—‘———I——"——“—_
mmwammmm m1" vmladsqu= ' V) E v : E i v. I

mmmammmewzmm WWW! : 9H : 25 : :
1W4 : Vat : - : 0.5 . v

2. ourzisabmymmamurm .. 4 , . : :
nmybeMIed. mum: 3 = : g

3 A ”mamamm‘ m Ia'semIe(a.5I/Ioz.5w : 1R : 0.5 : 5 : "S. . 5 3%. I I I

Fall Me (2.5 v Io 0.5 v; : fr i 0.5 1 5 E m
4. FWIMMMWFMZ S WWWS : : : E

mmwwwmum I : SYMI : 40 g 60 :
mmwmmmmm W = 5 1 : %
lhesepamasmspeaTmmdmal 00w? E SW = 45 3 55 E

RemvuedCIock - "cu: : 40 - 60 '
5. SymmetryislheONflM/PERIODin W:. . ..I I '

pmzmmvs=14vramwm1 Wm : v ; g :1 "Ir : m ' 2.0 : : v

a. Imummawmamma W m '9" 5 V 5 ; 08 ; v
Iogichighilmuamms" areWedal I low : It : : ' :
DMNNWZSGMWESASW ControlVotIageBaImI'Ih (-3dB.VC=Z.50V) I BW I 50 I I kHz

asanansilimmatmmwfis myewcwo : MM,; 1 SeeFIgureU : ppm/V

m m Ingr‘clow. lass arsw 1mm 5 : los : : E
7. Accuracy a! mum lempaam. 5:311:7in 011W 109’? ”59" 5 V0” E 2'5 E E V

wenanpaamis rypfmry ! 20mm. Ouw legit law 3 Val I 1 0.5 I V

Nmnina! om: Flequmcyon loss of Signal: 7 g 5 5 5
0mm 5 can 5 75mm 5 75ppm 5 ppmrmmroI

W2 i aura 5 75mm 5 75W" 5 WWW

"'35? 0919“” Gain i Kg 1 0 53 xData Dem : V/Iad

 
Veamn (mammal 267 Lowell Roam Hm. NH 03051 Tel: I-BEVICIRaN-I email: vectmné’vectmnmm
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QUADRATURE DEMODULATORS

US Pate Number:5,946,343 Issued to scnorz
‘» umber 13: Demodulator, RF270 ‘   

‘ 43.5 ‘o 7.0 .

:utpniitfiglaege 5:30 ACaufion! ESD sensitive devnce.
' ' em erature 40 to +85

Opemhng Amblenl T p 40 [0 +150 RF 5m Datum bet-m mslmmhooinb-mttmiscaflefl and amat the Iimn at this rating. WRF Mime Devices sewn the fist“ to
0131!: (image; 19 :35 woollen anthem mini. RF M‘crc Dav-cw dens N:I
5-4-"; mammary In! tho :50 of ms ascribed (70196.15;

 
 

 
  

  
  

 
 

Condition

T—S‘C. vcc=3.ov. IF=100MHZ.
LO=200MHL FMOD=5UOKHZ
For IF lrequencies below ~2.5MHz. the LO
should be a square wave. IF trequencies
lower than 100kHz are attainable it the L0 is
a square wave and sufficiently large DC
blocking capacitors are used.

  
  

0.1 lo 250

 
 

  

  
 

 

new so

1200 n 19F
Basebanrl Frequency Range
Input Impedance
LO
Frequency

 

 
Each input. single-ended

 
   
  
  

Twice (2x) the IF frequency. For IF frequen-
cies below ~2.5MHz. the LO should be a

square wave. IF frequencies lower than
100kHz are attainable if the L0 is a square
wave and sufficiently large 00 blocking
capacitors are used.  

   
 

 
  
 
 
 
 

Level 0.06 to 1.

1029} Impatience 500 ll 1pF -
Demodulator IFIN=28mvpp. Lo=200mvpp, ZLoAD=10kD
Configuration

 

  
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

. matched. =50”
no. Amplitude Balance ZLOAD

Output Impedance 50 [I 1pF Each output. iou‘r and Com
Maximum Output 1.4 Saturated

Voltage Gain 20 VCC=3.OV I
225 24 25.1 dB VCC=5.0V

Nurse Figure 24 (18 Single Sideband. IF Input of device reac-
tively matched

35 dB Single Sideband. 50ft shunt resistor at IF
, . Input

I langll’;tl;rd Order Intercept Pomt -22 dBm vcb=3.ov. IF Input of device reactively3

.11

-19 vcc=5,ov, IF Input of device reactivelymatched

‘ .a dBm VCC=5.OV. 5sz shunt resistor at IF Input
-28 dBm Vcc‘ 5.0V. IF Input of device reactivelyl

I

 

I
matched

dBm VCC=3.0V. 5093 shunt resistor at IF Input

I

i
Quadrature Phase Error d?
DC 0 I

“ 9'" mV vcc=a.0v. 10m and 00m to GND
_ V Vcc=5.ov, IOUT and QOUT to GND

“DC Offset mV IOUT ‘0 Qotrr “

7-24
Rev A3 971028
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US Patent

 

Modulator Configuration

Maximum Output

lnpul Voltage

I Voltage Gain

| HQ Amplilude Balance
1 Quadrature Phase Error
; Carrier Suppression

l
' Sideband Suppression

5 Power Supply
': \Jollage

} Currenll
l

Rev A3 9711028

‘Item Number 13: Demodulator. RF2703 continuedy E27631l

 
 

Schotz  
 

mberi§,946,343 Issued t
 

____’——

IF1N=28mVpp. LO=200mVpp
ZwAD=1200Q
Saturaled

Single Sideband. 1 dB Gain Compression.
Single Sideband

  
  

  
 
 

 
 
 

optimized further by adiusl'mg the DC offset
Unadjusled. Carrier Suppression may be I
level between the A and B inpuls. !

 
  
  
 

Operating limits
VCC 3 3 .0 V

7 1923.5;93___.,_____.__3

  

 QUADRATURE DEMODULATORS
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US Pate Number:5.946,343 Issued to Scnorz

— umber 14: Microprocessor. PlCtPIC16C5X It “a”  (D

  

12.1 DC Characteristics: PIC16054I55I56IST-RC. XT, 10, HS, LP (Commercial)
 

 PIC16¢54I§5I56I57—RC. XT. 10, HS, LP Standard Operating Conditions (unless otherwise specified)
(Commercial) Operating Temperature 0°C 3 TA-< +70°C for commercial

............... nun
0001 _Supply Voltage

PIC1 GC5X-RC
PlC1665X-XT
Plct6C5X-10
PlctSCSX-Hs
Plc1ec5X-LP

finial-mo... Retention vow-age") ——-0...... in SLEEP Mode
VPDR Von Start Voltage to ensure Vss V See Section 5.1 for details on

Power-on Reset Power-on Reset

0004 Von Rise Rate to ensure V/ms See Section 5.1 for details on
Power-on Reset Power-on Reset

  

   

 

     

   
  
  

   

    

  
  

  

 
  
  

  
  

 
 

  

0010 Supply Current“)
PIc1sc5x-Rcl3) 3.3 mA Fosc = 4 MHz, Vrm = 5.5V
PIC16C5X-XT 3.3 mA Fosc = 4 MHz. VDD = 5.5V
PICt6C5X-1O 10 mA Fosc = 10 MHZ. VDD = 5.5V
PlC16C5X-HS 10 mA Fosc = 10 MHz. Von: 5.5V
PIC16C5X+IS 20 mA Fosc = 20 MHz. VDD = 5.5V
PlC1605X—LP 32 uA Fosc = 32 kHz, VDD = 3.0V.

WDT disabled
 

0020 Power-down Current” 4O VDD = 3.0V, WDT enabled
0.6 VDD = 3.0V, WDT disabled

* These parameters are characterized but not tested.

T DataIn 'I’yp" columnIs based on characterization results at 25°C This dataIs for design guidance only andIs
not tested.

Note 1: ThisIs the limit to which VDD can be lowered in SLEEP mode without losing RAM data.
2: The supply current is mainly a function of the operating voltage and frequency. Other factors such as bus

loading, oscillator type. bus rate. internal code execution pattern and temperature also have an impact on
the current consumption.
a) The test conditions for all IDD measurements in active Operation mode are: 0801 = external square

wave. from rail-to-raI1; all IIO pins tristated. pulled to Vss. TOCKI= VDD. MCLR: Vno; WDT
enabled/disabled as specified.

b) For standby current measurements. the conditions are the same. except that the device is in SLEEP
mode. The power-down cunent in SLEEP mode does not depend on the oscillator type.

3: Does not include current through REXT. The current through the resistor an be estimated by the formula:
IR = VDp/ZREXT (mA) with REXT in k9.

 

 

DS30453D—page 68  © 2002 Microchip Technology Inc.
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US Patent Number:5,946,343 Issued to Schotz

Item Number 15: DSSS Transmitter, CYLINK SSTX '

NO DATASHEET
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US Patent Number:5,946,343 Issued to Schotz

Item Number 16: DSSS Receiver, CYLINK Par1# SPECTRE

NO DATASHEET

{r915 _
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US Patent Number:5,946,343 Issued to Schotz

Item Number 17: Mixer, lAM81008

NO DATASHEET
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US Patent Number:5,946,343 Issued to Schotz

Item Number 18: Channel Encoder/Decoder. SRT241203

NO DATASHEET
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US Patent Number:5,946,343 Issued to Schoiz

Item Number 19: lnterleaverlDe-interleaver, SRT—24INT‘

NO DATASHEET
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US Patent Number:5,946,343 Issued to Schotz

Item Number 20: Optical Digital Receiver, HK-3131—01

NO DATASHEET
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US Patent Number:5,946,343 Issued to Schotz

Item Number 21: Optical Digital Transmitter, HK-3131-03

NO DATASHEET
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US Patent Number:5,946,343 Issued to Schotz

Item Number 22: Voltage Controlled Oscillator, M2 D300

NO DATASHEET
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function of the ND converter

function of the ND converter
——
__

44—pin.

SMVZSOO - 0.28 x 0.28 VCO

—

‘£1“NaZ.4 :1O O.0ET :3O Q.NET 30w 3

 
.azrenuehc WHO 5

nutes)!I(60 minutes/hour x 24 hourlda ) 3
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P I‘me

Schlitz FHSS Rx

. . Note .

_—

MTuner stem

14+pin
0.78 X 0.78

- ——_
' __—

‘ ' --“-n 0.2mm

PLL

HK-3131-03

- ' 28-pin - '
1,5 1.20xo.20 n 0.55 x ass

' n—TDA1305T 0.70 x0.40

“-TRU-OSO - 0.80 x 0 30

--RF2703 0.34 x o 24

_

 

  
 

  

—- w"MC12210 10.2 0.39 x 0.24

—--SMV2500 19'. . 0.28x0.28 _
ta

1

SRT241203' no data
0

 

rec -_ 7
3mm

M81008 —_

ARx mfioninhours: = _—__
 60x50mA-nfinm1 60 minuteslhour x 24 hour/d3 ) 4.8mA) x (24hourld ' -

_———_
———_—_
S(Rxw ss nation in hours: .__—_

60x50mA—minum‘1 60 minutes/hour x 24 houdda sum of IC currents; in mA ) x 24hourl- .

(*) = Unable to locate datasheet fori - - rated chi - IC referenced b Schotz
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Note ‘

  

 
 

. A . 16+ . .
—--_- Txmnuousmfimfime

' ' ‘“‘°‘“
' 8 Tx w 35 . DSP56002 . 0.78 x 0.78 Schoiz 0353 TX

— __ >PLL -_ PLL located inside DSP56002
NIA -

 
 ———_ ckout located inside DSP5600214 _

---—- PIC16055 1.8 ' 15x0.50 MIcm-rooessor
‘ —--—- SAA7360 0.50x0.50 ‘ ' ND converter

—-—_— function of the ND converter
m“__ ”Emotion oftheND converter—

- I -—-' RF2422 0.39 x 0.24 Modulator

- ' u—-_MC12210 0.39 x 0.24 PLL '

- n—_-_ 0.28 x 0.28 VCO

—
_
_

 

  
 

 

 

 
  

 

  
  

CYLINK SSTS_—_ DSSS Transmitm *
HK-3131-01—_— O-ticalDlitachvr *

————m_
0.1 8

hours or

1 1 '

' minutes

__——_

——_—__
_-——_—
I__——_—

60x50mA-rninutes 60 minutes/hour x 24 hourlda sumof lC currents in mA 1 x 24hourlda

* = Unable to locate datasheet for inte rated chi - Ic referenced b Scholz
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D > f)

equence Spread Spectrum w=with mReceiverNOTE: A=Altsiatt s=Schorz Dsss=Directe

' Size . '‘SupplyCurrent
Part ' in mA (in inches) ' _ . ' ‘ Note  

 
 
  

 

AMIFM Tuner stem

E Rx continuous o - eraflon time

Scholz DSSS Rx

“—1“ PLL lowed Inside DSP56002
—mm--r--m_ ckout_located inside DSP56002

‘ PIC1‘6C55 1.8- 1.5'X0.50 ' Microrooessor‘ DSSS Receiver

DI Ital Interface Tx

 

  
 . DSP56002

o ‘14°°$x0'9N:0°,

 

  

 
 

—-fi!IIK-——"

MGA86576 16 0.20 x 0.07

—
|AM81008

——-—038402 1.5 1.20 x 0.20

-———TDA1305T I 42 0.70 X 0.40

-—-—MC12210 4 10.2 0.39 x 0.24

-——nSW2500 0.28 X 0.28

Emma——
o tical m - in} Tx

——
———
S Rxw SS - nation in hours ————

60x50mA-minutes 60 minutes/hourx 24 hourlda . sum of IC currents in mA x 24hourlda ‘

* = Unable t6 locate datasheet for‘inte- rated chi IC referenced b Schotz

' DAC

PLL .
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22 Ch. 1 - Innuendo: to Wireless Communication Systems

microcellular systems. However, satellite mobile systems offer tremendous
promise for paging, data collection, and emergency communications, as well as
for global roaming before lMT-ZOOO is deployed. In early 1990, the aerospace
industry demonstrated the first successful launch of a small satellite on a rocket
from a jet aircrafiz. This launch technique is more than an order of magnitude
less expensive than conventional ground-based launches and can be deployed
quickly, suggesting that a netWork of LEOs could be rapidly deployed for wire-
less communications around the globe. Already,_ several companies have pro-
posed systems and service concepts for worldwide paging, cellular: telephone, and
emergency navigation and notification [IEE91]. . _ _ '- .

In emerging nations, where existingtelephone service‘is almost nonexist-
ent, fixed cellular telephone systems are being installed at a rapid rate. This is
due to the fact that developing nations are fin ' it is quicker and more afford-
able to install cellular telephone systems for fixedhome use; rather thaninstall
wires in neighborhObds which have not yet received telephone connections to the
PSTN. -

_ The world is now in the early stages of a major telecommunications revolu-
tion . that will provide ubiquitous communication access to citizens, wherever
they are,.:[Kuc91],”[G0091L [ITU94]. This new field requiresenginee‘rs who can
design and develop new wireless systems, make meaningful comparisons of com-
peting-systems, and understand the engineering trade-offs that must be made in
any system. Such understanding can only. be achieved by mastering the fundae
mental" technical concepts of wireless personal communications. These concepts
are the subject of the remaining chapters of this. text. -

1.6 Problems

1.1 Why do paging systems need to provide low data rates? How does a low data
, rate lead to better coverage? '

1.2 Qualitatively describe how the power supply requirements differ between
mobile and portable cellular phones, as well as the difference between pocket

’ , pagers and cordless phones. How does coverage range impact battery life in a
mobile radio system? . .

1.3 In simulcasting paging systems there'usually is one dominant signal arriving
at the paging receiver. In most, but not all cases, the dominant signal arrives
from the transmitter closest to the paging receiver. Explain how the FMcap—
ture effect could help reception of the paging receiver. Could the 'FM Capture
efl‘ect help cellular radio systems? Explain how. ‘

1.4 Where would walkieetalkies fit in Tables 1.5 and 1.6? Carefully describe the
similarities and differences between walkie-talkies and cordless telephones.
Why would consumers expect a much higher grade of service for a cordless
telephone system?

1.5 Assume a l Amp-hour battery is used on a cellular telephone (ofien called a
cellular subscriber unit). Also assume that the phone‘s radio receiver draws 36
mA on receive and 250 mA during a call. How long would the phone work (i.e.
what is the battery life) if the user has one 3-minute call every day? every 6
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Problems ‘ 23

hours? every hour? What is the man'mum talk time available on the cellular
phone in this example? . .

1.6 Assume a CT2 subscriber unit has the same size battery as the phone-in Prob—
lem 1.5, but the. paging receiver draws 5 mA and the transmitter draws 80 mA
during a call. Recompute the battery life for the cases in Problem 1.5. Recom-
putethemaximumtalkfimefortheC'mhandset.

1.7 Why would one expect the CT2 handset in Problem 1.6 to have a smaller bat-
tery drain during transmission than a cellular telephone?

1.8 Why is FM, rather than AM, used in most mobile radio systems today? List as
many reasons as you can think of, and justify your responses. Consider issues
such as fidelity, power consumption, and noise. . . -

1.9 List the factors that led to the development of (a) the GSM system for Europe,
and (b) the US. digital cellular system. How important was it for both efi‘orts
to'(i) maintain compatibility with existing cellular phones? (ii) obtain spectral
efficiency? (iii) obtain new radio spectrum? .

1.10 Assume that a GSM, an 13-95, and a US. digital cellular base station transmit
the same power over the same distance. Which system will provide the best
SNR at a mobile receiver? How much is the improvement over the other two
systems? Assume a perfect receiver with only thermal noise is used for each of
the three systems. ' . " '1 V

1.11 Discuss the similarities and difi'erence hetv‘ve‘ena conventional cellular radio
system and a space-based cellular radio’system,'What are. the. advantages and
disadvantages of each system?_}Which system could support a larger number of
users for a given frequency allocation? How would this mpact the cost of ser:

. vice for each subscriber? 7"
1.12 Assume that wireless communication services can be classified as belonging to

one of the following four groups: ' '
High power, wide area systems (cellular)
Low power, local area systems (cordless telephone and’PCS)
Low speed, wide area systems (mobile data)
High speed, local area systems (wireless LANs)

Classify each of the wireless systems described in Chapter 1 using these four
groups. Justify your answers. Note that some systems may fit into more than
one group.

1.13 Discuss the importance of regional and international standards organizations
such as ITU-R, ETSI, and WARC. What competitive advantages are there in
using different wireless standards in different parts of the world? What disad-
vantages aiise when difl'erent standards and different frequencies are used in

, difi'eren‘t parts of the world? .
1.14 Based on the proliferation of Wireless standards throughout the world, discuss

how likely it is for IMT—2000 'to be adopted. Provide a detailed explanation,
MWWfi
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2.3 TIME HOPPING 47
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detector detector
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output

 
    

Figure 2.23 Simple time-hopping (pseudorandom pulse) System.

time-frequency hopping system might change frequency and/or amplitude
only at one/zero transitions in the code sequence. Figure 2.23 shows a
time-hopping system in block form. The simplicity of 'the modulator is
obvious. Any pulse-modulatable signal source capable of following code
waveforms is eligible as a time-hopping modulator. V

Time hopping may be used to aid in reducing interference between

systems in time—division multiplexing. However, stringent timing require—
ments must be placed on the overall system to ensure minimum overlap
between transmitters. Also, as in any other coded communications system,
the codes must be considered carefully from the standpoint of their cross-
correlation properties.

Simple time—hopping modulation offers little in the way of interference
rejection because a continuous carrier at the signal center frequency can
block communications effectively. The primary advantage offered is in the

reduced duty cycle; that is, to be really effective an interfering transmitter
would be forced to transmit continuously (assuming the coding used by the

time-hopper is unknown to the interferer). The power required of the
reduced-duty—cycle time-hopper would be less than that of the interfering
transmitter by a factor equal to the signal duty cycle.

Because of this relative vulnerability to interference, simple timehopping
transmissions should not be used for antijamming unless combined with

frequency hopping to prevent single frequency interferers from causing
significant losses. For ranging, multiple access, or other special uses time-

hopping may be especially useful, if only because of the simplicity of
generating the transmitted signal. 
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SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT, ATTORNEY, OR AGENT
Firm Name

The Patel Law Firm, Pc’
. 2 / -
_'.[7'4‘..—

Printed name

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSMISSION/MAILING

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being facsimile transmitted to the USPTO or deposited with the United States Postal Service with
sufficient postage as first class mail in an envelope addre ,— - . -mmissioner for Patents, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on
the date shown below: , ”I.\ _ 1

_-w."9"
Typed or printed name Natu J- Patel m 3/5/2007
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.5, The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to
process) an appiication. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and1.14i This collection is estimated to 2 hours to complete, including
gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual use. Any comments on the
amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Ofiicer, US. Patent and
Trademark Ofiice, US, Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND To: Commissioner for Patents, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

 

  
 

  
  

  

 

Ifyou need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO—9199 and select option 2
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Application No: : 10/648,012
Applicant: WOOLFORK, C. Earl

Filing Date: 08/26/2003 0

Title: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO MUSIC SYSTEM-

TC/A.U.: 2615

Confirmation No. 3337

Examiner: FLANDERS, Andrew C.

Docket No. W003-4000
 

Mail Stop AF
Commissioner for Patents

Post Office Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313—1450

REQUEST TO ENTER JANUARY 29, 2007

RESPONSE WITH THE PETITION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME -

Dear Sir:

Applicant filed the response to the Final Office Action of October 2, 2006 and ‘
Advisory Action of December 27, 2006, with the United States Patent & Trademark

Office on January 29:. 2007 (“Response”). Through an inadvertent error, the

Applicant did not include the Petition for Extension of Time and pay the reduired fee

with the Response. Applicant learnt about this error from Examiner Flanders on a

morning of March 5, 2007. Applicant immediately prepared this Petition and hereby _

respectfully requests the Commissioner to accept this Petition with fees and enter the

Response that was filed on or about January 29, 2007.

Page 1
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Application Serial No. 10/648,012
Attorney Docket No. W0034000

In the event that any additional fees are due, the Commissioner is hereby

authorized to charge any fees, which may be required by or to give'effect the to this

paper to Deposit Account #50-4010. A duplicate copy of this authorization is enclosed

herewith.

57"
Date: March , 2007

NJP/lv/ec

Enclosure:

THE PATEL LAW FIRM, PC.

2532 Dupont Drive

Irvine, California 92612—1524

Business: (949) 955—1077

Facsimile: (949) 955-1877

www.thepatellawf1rm.com

NPatel@thePatelLawFirm.com

Page 2 of 2

Respectfully submitted,

THE PATEL LAW FIRM, P.C.

WK‘
Natu J. Patel

USPTO Reg. No. 39,559
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' ‘ ’ Application Serial No. 10/648,012

 

 
 

 

Attorney Docket No. W003-4000

 CERTIFICA

I hereby certify that this paper (along with any paper referred to as being

attached or enclosed) is being deposited with the United States Postal Service on the

date shown below with sufficient postage via EXPRESS MAIL in an envelope

addressed as follows {EXPRESS MAIL LABEL NO.: EB 069229345 US )2

Mail Stop AF
Commissioner for Patents

Post Office Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313—1450

WK:
Natu J. Patel, USPTO Reg. No. 39,559 Date: March 5, 2007
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PTO/88422 (09-06)
Approved for use through 03/312007. OMB 0651 -0031

US. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARMENT OF COMMERCE

  

 

PETITION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME UNDER 37 CFR 1.136(3) DOCKE‘ Number (Optional)
FY 2008 woos - 4000Fees - rsuant to the ConsolidatedA - - - .

Application Number talb‘lY, Oll-

For c. EAM Noel-Forth

Art Unit 29K; Examiner AMFOUL) C. FiaMACP—S

This is a request under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a) to extend the period for filing a reply in the above identified
application.

 

 
 

 
 
   

The requested extension and fee are as follows (check time period desired and enter the appropriate fee below):

m Small Ent‘m Fee

B One month (37 CFR 1.17(a)(l)) $120 $60 S

 
 

$450 $225 Two months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(2))

  Three months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(3)) 
 

$1020 $510 

$795
 

   
  
  
  
 

  
  

  
  
 
  

$1590
 Four months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(4))

  Five months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(5))  $2160 $1080

IX Applicant claims small entity status, See 37 CFR 1.27.

E] A check in the amount of the fee is enclosed.

Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.

[I The Director has already been authorized to charge fees in this application to a Deposit Account.

E The Director is hereby authorized to charge any fees which may be required, or credit any overpayment, to
Deposit Account Number 90' 4N0 . l have enclosed a duplicate copy of this sheet.
WARNING: Information on this form may become public. Credit card information should not be included on this form.
Provide credit card information and authorization on PTO-2038.

I am the El applicant/inventor.

[:I assignee of record ofthe entire interest. See 37 CFR 3.71.Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is enclosed (Form PTO/SB/96).

[Zl attorney or agent of record. Registration Number 3 I], $9 ‘I

1:] attorney or agent under 37 CFR 1.34.Registration num ' cting under 37 CFR 1.34

34400]
Signature Date

New T. a e 3334;91011
Typed or printed name Telephone Number 

 NOTE: Signatures of all the inventors or assignees of record of the entire interest or their representative(s) are required. Submit multiple forms if more than one
signature is required, see below.

‘3 Total of forms are submitted.
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.136(a). The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the
USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 111 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 6 minutes to
complete, including gathering. preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form andlor sugestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer,
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, US. Department of Commerce, Po. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.0. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

Ifyou need assistance in ca'npletjng the farm, call 1-8WPT09199 and select option 2.

03/07/2007 Rl'lEBRitlIT 00000019 105-1801 2

01 “32253 510. 00 DP
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' RECEIVED
Application Serial No. 101648,0l2 CENTRAL FAX CENTER
Attorney Docket No. W003-4000 '

MAR 07 2007

EXPRESS MAIL LABEL N0.: EB 069229345 Us

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

 

 

Application No._: 10/648,012
Applicant: WOOLFORK, c. Earl

Filing Date: 08/26/2003 ‘ .

Title: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO MUSIC SYSTEM
TC/A.U.: 2615

Confirmation No. 3337

Examiner: FLANDERS, Andrew C.

Docket No. W003-4000
W

Mail Stop AF
Commissioner for Patents
Post Office Box 1450

Alexandria. Virginia 22313-1450

REQUEST TO ENTER JANUARY 29. 2007

RESPONSE WITH THE PETITION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME .

Dear Sir:

Applicant filed the response to the Final Office Action of October 2, 2006, and _
Advisory Action of December 27, 2006. with the United States Patent & Trademark

Office on Janm 29,1007 (“Response”). Through an inadvertent error, the

Applicant did not include the Petition for Extension of Time and pay the reciuired fee

with the Response. Applicant learnt about this error from Examiner Flanders on a

morning of March 5, 2007. Applicant immediately prepared this Petition and hereby .
respectfully requests the Commissioner to accept this Petition with fees and enter the

Response that was filed on or about January 29, 2007.

Page 1
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Application Serial No. 101648312
Attorney Docket No. W003-4000

In the event that any additional fees are due. the Commissioner is hereby

authorized to charge any fees, which may be required by or to give effect the to this

paper to Deposit Account #504010. A duplicate copy of this authorization is enclosed

herewith. '

Respectfully submitted,
THE PATEL LAW FIRM, P. C.

r~ 652.Date: March____5 2007 ____'@
Natu J. Patel

USPTO Reg No 39559
NJP/lv/ec

Enclosure:

THE PATEL LAW FIRM, RC.

2532 Dupont Drive
Irvine. California 92612—1524

Business: (949) 955—1077
Facsimile: (949) 955-1877

www.thepatellawfinn.com
NPatel@thePate1LawFirm.com

Page 2 of 2
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- Application Serial No. 101648.012
Attorney Docket No. W003-4000

CERTIFICATE OF EXPRESS MAILM

I hereby certify that this paper (along with any paper referred to as being

attached or enclosed) is being deposited with the United States Postal Service on the

date shown below with sufficient postage via EXPRESS MAIL in an envelope

addressed as follows (EPRFSS MAIL LABEL NO.: EB 069229345 US ):

Mail Stop AF
Commissioner for Patents

Post Office Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

WK: '
Natu I. Patel, USPTO Reg. No. 39,559 ‘ Date: March 5, 2007
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Mar- 07 2007 11:08FIM ' 949—955-1877 P~1

RECEIVED
CENTRAL FAX cam-en

ThiflifiLfiififlrm MAR 07 200/
  

2532 Dupont Drive
Irvine, Cafifomia 92612-1524

TeL- (949) 955-1077
Faxz.(949) 955-1877

FACSIMILE COVER SHEET

T“ 9mm Central Flam: Natu J. Patel

Fax: 571 —273-8300 - Pagesl 8 (including Cover Page) V

Phone: Date: March 7. 2007 ' I

Rn: Application No. 10648.012 ca
AflomeKDocfiastNo. wow-4000 '

El Urgent El For Review E] Please Comment D Please Reply D Phase Recycle
————-——___________—_____
I Comments:

Dear Sir or Madam:

The enclosed documents were forwarded to “Mail Stop AF" via US. Express
Mail on March 5, 2007. An additional copy is being faxed to the number above for
expedited processing, based on my telephone conversation today with Ms. JessieChilds.

Thank you for your pi'dfessional courtesy. Should you have any questions, please feelfree to contact me.

Very truly yours,

Natu J. Patel

The information contained hNew message is information prthed by attorneyciient and/or attorney work product privilege.
It is intended only forthe Individual named shave and the privileges are not waived byvlrtue or the having been sent by facsimile. If
the person actuaiiy reoeivingflilefamlmle or any other readercftheiacaimileis notthe named reorient ormeemployee oragent

‘ responsibie todeliverit to the named techienl. and use. dissemination. dishbuflon. or copying cfthe commuricalion is strictly
prohibimd. ll you have received this comnunicafion in error, please mmediately notify us by tdephone and remrn the originalmessage no us at the above aodmm via US. Posial Service.
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RECEIVED ,

CENTRAL FAX camera

MAR 07 2007 PTO/8M1 (07-06)
Approved ior use tholgh 0mm. 0MB 0651-0331

 

 
  
  

 
 

  
 

TRANSMITTAL

FORM First Named lnvermr Woollork. c. Eon

- ‘ _~mmm
Attorney DockatNam

'—_-_

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

melng(3)

Lioerrahg—reiated Papers 
 D Alter Allowance Commmleatlon to ToFee Transmittal Form

  
  

 

Appeal Communication to Bord
of Appeals and Interference:

Cl

El

:1 Appeal Communication to To

E]

III

B Fee Attached
Petition
Petition lo Convert to a
Provisional Application
Power of Attorney, Revocation
Change of Correspondence Address

 Amend mam/Reply

After Final

D Affidavmldeclamtlonm

(Appeal Notice Brief, Replyflllefl

Proprietary lnfomratlon 

 

 

  
  
 

 Stem Letter

  

  
 

DUDED
 

 

other EmlosuMs) (please Identify
Extension of‘nmo Request Terminal Disclaimer [:1 below):

' Card P ymenl
Express Abandonment Request [:1 Requw for Raw mm a FarmRequat to Enter 01/2907 Ream

 
 

Information Disclosure Statement B CD. anber 0fCD(S)

D Lardsoape Table on CD  

 
 

 eemned Copy or Priority
Douknonus)

Reply to Missing Perta/
incomplete Application

Reply to Missing Porto
mder37 CFR 1.52 or 1.53

 
  EXPRESS MAR. LABEL N0; EB W45 U8

  

  
 
 

 
SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT, ATTORNEY, OR AGENT

3W “1, .
> a , ‘

-uv;-A_4,.

GER'flFIOATE OF TRANSMISSIONIMAILING

I hereby certify that this correspondence is belng facsimile transmitted tolhe UBPTO or deposited withlhc United States Poml Service with
sulllelem postage as first class mall in an envelope a ... - to: Garrrnlssloner for Patents. Po. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on
the date shown below: \ 1 ,

-'L!ZH’_
weuormmmm- Nam-m

Tris catectlon dirtormadnn is required by 37 CFR 1.5. The Information is reqdred to obtain or remin a benefit wthe Mic which ism tile (and by the U§7T0m
process) an applicafion Medium isglwened by 35 U,S.C. 122 and 37 CPR 1.11 and1.14. This collection is saw-rated to 2 hours to compkte, including
whiting. preparing. and worritlng the completed animation form to the USPTQ Time will vary depemivg upon the mural ease. Any commoner on the
amt of lime you require to couplets Via form and/or suggestions for reduclrg this human stuuld be alert to lhe Grief information Oficer, us. Patent andTrademark Office, U.S. Department d cameras. HO. Box 1450, Alexandria. VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS To This
ADDRESS SEND To: Commissioner for Patents. PO. Box 1450, Alexandria. VA 22318-1460.

 
  

  
   
  
 

 

 

lfyod need assistance In completing the farm. call r-mpmgrss and select option 2.
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Mar 07 2007 11:OSHH 948-955-1877

RECEIVED

CENTRAL FAX CENTER

MAR 07 2007 Pro/smwsos)
1 Wed formal-1mm M12007. OMB 0651-6131U. 5. Patent anddeer-ark Office; U.S. DEPARNENT OF COMMERCE

Unrhr the paperwork Reduction Act M1 895, no pawns are required Io respond to aeollewon atrium-W1 mines 'rt' deploy: a valid OMB control runner.

PETITION FOR EXTENSION or TIME UNDER 37 cm 1.13m) Dower Nurmmcpuomn

. Wooa— 4000

Anvicafion Number to ”‘19 0'1- .

For C. Gum-l wooI'FoP—IL

Examiner AMM 6- Finder‘s

This Is a request under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a) to extend the period for filing a reply in the above identified
application.

The remasted extension and fee are as follows (checktime period desired and enter the appropriate fee below);

Egg all n Fee

[:1 Onemonth (37 CFR 1.17(a)(1)) $120 $30

[:1 Two mums (37 CFR 1.17(a)(2)) $450 $225
Three months (37 OFR 1 .17(a)(3)) $1020

Four months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(4)) $1590

Five months (37 CFR 1.17(8X5)) $2160

Applicantdalmesmall entity stems. See 37 CFR 1.27.

D Acheck in the amount of the fee is endosed.

Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 Is attached.

D The Director has already been authorized to charge fees in this application to 3 Deposit Account.

8 The Director is hereby authorized to charge any fees which may be required, or credit any overpayment, toDeposit Account Number ‘30- 4Oi0 . I have enclosed a duplicate copy of this sheet.
WARNING: Information on this form may become public. Credit card information should natbe included on this term.
Provide credit carci lnfon'nation and authorization on PTO-2m.

lam the I: applicant/Inventor.

|:| assignee of record of the entire interest. See 37 CFR 3.71.Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is enclosed (Form PTOISBIQS).

IE attorney or agent of record. Reglstratlon Number 33, 953

El attorney or agent under 37 CFR 1.34.Registration nu etlrg under 37 CFR 1.34

Signature

flaw T. Entgl
Typed or printed name Telephone Number

NOTE: Signmes at all the inlernors or zesty-Ices of record at the entire intaest or thelr mpresenmtlvqs) are requecl Sum-it multiple fume "more than one
sigma is requlred, see below.

D Total of forms are submitted.
The callectbn of "formation is required by 37 CFR 1.138(9). The intomntlon Is requ‘redto obtain or retain a benefit bythe publio mails to file (and by the
USPTO tom] anappiloafien. Corfrder‘lialty is governed by 35U.S.C 1'22 and37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. Thiseolledlon l5 estimated to take 8 minutes to
complete, mun-u gathering. preparing, and submitting the cow-bed application form to the uspro Time will vary aerating upon the inclvidmt case. Any
comments on the amourt a time you require to corruete this form endlbr signature for reduclng this bin-den, should be with the Order Information Officer.
U.S. Pater! and Trademark OTICB. US. Department ofCumma’ce. RO. Box 1550, Almanon'a. VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THISADD‘RESS. SEND TO: Comnisslon-r for Pol-nu. ED. Box 1450. Memndria. VA 2313-1450.

"you need assistance in canpbtfng the form. can 1—800-9TD-9199 WWW10" 2-
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RECEIVED

CENTRAL FAX CENT'Efi

MAR 07 2w: ”WM
Approved for use through 03/31/2007. one 0661-41131

us. Pam and Trademark own»; us. DEPARMENT OF COMMERCE
Unoor the paperwonr Reduction Act 011995. no person: are required to respond to e ooilediond Information uniess I! display- avaiid OMB comet mama.

PETITION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME UNDER 37 CFR 1.136(a) Docket Number (Optional)
FY 2005

”mfmmalnloflmdn . .

WWW w m on- F..._
For a. gain-i wad-Pony.

5...... «m» «2. am:
This Is a request under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a) to extend the period forfiilng a repiy in the above mnfified
application.

The requested extension and fee are as foilowa (check time period desired and enter the appropriate fee below):
Ego, Smali En ' Fee

C] One month (37 CFR 1.17(a)(t)) $120 560

Two months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(2)) $450 5225

Three mamas (37 CFR 1.17(a)(3)) 31020 $510

Four months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(4)) 51590 $795

Fwe months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(5)) $2160 51080

‘3 Applicant claims small entity stems. See 37 CFR 1.27.

E] A check in the amount ofthe fee is enclosed.

K} Payment by credt card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.

D The Director has already been authorized to charge fees in this application to a Deposit Account.

E The Diredor is hereby authorized to charge any fees which may be requlred, or credit any overpayment, to
Deposit Account Number 90—- 4DIO . I have endosed a duplicate copy of this sheet.
WARNING: Intonation on this form may become public. Credit can! Infomtion should not be inducted on this term.
Provide credit card Information and authorization on ”04038.

lamthe D appllmni'finventor.

D assignee of record of the entire interest. See 37 CFR 3.71.Statement under 37 CFR 3-7303) is enclosed (Form PTOISBISB).

{Z} attorney or agent of record. Registration Number 33 , $53

El attorney or agent under 37 CFR 1.34.Registration nu under 37 CFR 1 34

3—9—2001
_ Signature Date

flmhi TEAL-cl jflfl—jSS-lojj
Typed or printed name Telephone Number

NOTE: SWea or an the Inventors or essigneee of record of the amine hierast or their represermtiveto) one rqured. Eubrn‘t muriple fours II me than one
slgnature Is rewind. see bola».

D Total of forms are submitted.
This attention or Incarnation la required by 37 CPR 1.136(3). The information Is required to obtain orreiain a benefit by the public whlmis to Me (and DI the
USPTO in process) an amoaflsm Corlidenttaiity In governed DISCS u.s.c.1:n andB‘I CFR 1.11 and 1.14. Thiseoilecaon ls esttmetm lotakefl minim to
compiatza. Inquiry gathering, preparing. and Bibi-hitting the eon-plated nwfica’tion form to the USPTO. Time will varydepmding upon the individuai me. Awcommons on the amount oftime you requn to oorrpieta Ihls term and/or suggestions for rodmhg In): burden. should bosom to the Chief Imorrmtton Glitter.
US. Patent md Tmmarkafiee. US. Department «Commerce, PO. Box 1450; Alexandria. VA 22313-1450. 60 NOTSEND FEES a? COMPLETE)
FORMS TOTHIS ADDRESS. SEND 1'0: Commissions for Patents. PD. Box 1450. Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

Ifyou need au'isianoe In completing the fam. as" 1-8m-PTO—91998rdser‘sct option 2
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DETAILED ACTION

Response to Arguments

Applicant’s arguments, filed 07 March 2007, with respect to claims 19 — 32 and

43 — 53 have been fully considered and are persuasive. The previous rejection under' 23

U.S.C. 112 has been withdrawn and prosecution is hereby reopened.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

The following is a quotation of the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112':

The specification shall contain a written description of the invention. and of the manner and process of
making and using it, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable any person skilled in the
art to which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to make and use the same and shall
set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor of carrying out his invention.

' The following is a quotation of the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C..112:

The specification shall contain a written description of the invention, and of the manner and process of
making and using it, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable any person skilled in_ the
art to which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to make and use the same and shall
set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor of carrying out his invention.

Claims 19, 30 and 53 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, first paragraph, as failing

' to comply with the enablement requirement. The claim(s) contains subject matter which

was not described in thespecification in such a way as to enable one skilled in the art to

which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to make and/or use the
recon/w

invention. Claim 19 recites'that the reeiver uses embedded fuzzy logic to optimize digital '3

signal processing. However, Applicant’s Fig. 1, shows a fuzzy logic detector (61) inside _

of the receiver unit (50). Receiver unit 50 is fully disclosed in Fig. 3, however, neither
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the specification, nor the drawings provide detail as to how any fuzzy logic is used

within the components of Fig. 3 to optimize digital signal processing.

Claims 20 — 29 and 31 - 32 are rejected as being dependent upon claims 19 and

30.

Claim Rejections - 35 usc § 102

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section-made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by
another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent
granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the
applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under the treaty defined in section!
351(a) shall have the effects for purposes of this subsection of an application filed in the United States
only if the international application designated the United States and was published under Article 21(2)
of such treaty in the English language.

«at 31-3 8’

Claims 33 and-34, are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by *0"

Lindemann (US. Patent Application 2004/0223622).

Regarding Claim 33, Lindemann discloses:

A wireless digitalaudio system (Fig. 15Band Fig 17), comprising:

at least one audio source (Fig. 158, 133, 134', 135);
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at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said at least one

audio source (Fig. 158 131);

at least one audio receiver adapted for digital wireless communication with said

at least one audio transmitter (Fig. 158, 130 and Fig. 17 300)

each of said at least one digital audio transmitter and receiver being Configured

for code division multiple access (CDMA) communication (para 0075); and

at least one module adapted to audibly reproduce said processed CDMA signal,

said CDMA communication configuration providing a user with independent audio

reproduction free of interference from other users or wireless devices (Fig. 15A; the

speakers reproduce, which receive the audio without interference from the other

speakers).

Regarding Claim 34. in addition to the elements stated in the rejection of claim

33, Lindemann further discloses: '

At least one module adapted to amplify said processed CDMA signals (Fig. 17'

element 301).

Regarding Claims 37 and 38,1-

WUndemann fUrther discloses:

audio source provides analOg output in the approximate range of 20 Hz to 20 kHz

 

(i.e. audible range produced by the tweeters and woofers in Fig. 1; provided by the

audio source input)
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and

the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

Claims 19 - 32 and 43 - 53 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Lindemann (US. Patent AppliCation 2004/0223622) in view of Sato

(US. Patent 4,970,637) in further view of'Benthin (US. Patent 5,790,595)

Regarding Claim 19, Lindemann discloses: '

A wireless digital audio system (abstract) comprising:

at least one audio source (Fig. 5 digital audio sample data);

at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said at least one

audio source (Figs. 4 and 5).11

Lindemann fails to explicitly‘disclose that the digital audio transmitter comprises:

a first analog low pass filter receiving audio input from said at least one audio ,

source;

a digital low paSs filter; '

an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) operatively coupled between said first

analogand digital low pass filters.
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However, Lindemann does disclose inputting a digital audio signal. This signal

must have been converted from the analog domain at some point in time. Further,

Lindemann discloses a loudspeaker system for a stereo, stereo’s are well known to

include inputs such as microphones which input an analog audio signal. Filtering and

converting from analog to digital and filtering again is notoriously well known in the art.

For example, see Sato Fig.1.

Modifying Lindemann’s transmitter to accept an analog input signal and convert it

for transmission in the digital domain as taught by Sato discloses:

a first analog low pass filter receiving audio input from said at least one audio

source ‘(Sato Fig. 1which receives an analog input);

a digital low pass filter (Fig. 1 element 3; Max filter 3 operates on a digital signal
and thus can be, considered a ‘digital low pass filter');

an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) operatively coupled between said first

analog and digital low pass filters (Sato element 2).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to modify Lindemann

to accept an analog signal from a device such as a microphone and use a well known

method such as the method taught by Sato. One Would have been motivated to'use the

conversion technique to reduce noise and other errors. V

a first encoder configured to reduce intersymbol interference (ISI) (Fig. 5 element

502 which is a Reed Solomon Encoder and lnterleaver; it is known in the art to

configure Reed Solomon encoding/interleaving to reduce ISI as is shown by Roberts

6,418,558. Reducing ISI is a desirable feature to any digital transmission);
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a second channel encoder operatively coupled to said first encoder and adapted

to reduce transmission errors(Fig. 5 element 500; para 35 which indicates 500 is used

for error correction);

a digital modulator operatively coupled to said second channel encoder (Fig. 4

element 405 which includes a ‘modulator’ and ‘D888 spreader’ which indicates these

are two separate elements);

a phase shift key a module receiving output from said digital modulator and being

configured for direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS)cornmunication, said PSK

module transmitting a corresponding DSSS signal (Fig. 4 element 405, DSSS spreader

using DQPSK orDBPSK).

, Lindemann does not explicitly disclose DPSK as claimed, hoWever, DPSK is a

notoriously well known alternative for DQPSK. When desiging a transmitter, one must

balance many various factors and depending on the characteristics desired (number of

bits transferred, complexity and arrangement of the constellation), one may decide to

implement a DPSK method in place of a DQPSK or DBPSK method.

The combination further discloses:

at least one audio receiver configured for digital wireless communication with

said at least one audio transmitter (Fig. 3).

The combination does not explicitly disclose that the receiver utilizes embedded

fuzzy logic to optimize digital signal processing. However, it is well known to use a

fuzzy logic detection system in a receiver such as Lindemann‘s. Benthin disloses a

receiver that determines soft data bits (Figure i, function of Figure 2) for additional
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decoding performance in communication with the received, demodulated signal (output

of ll) from a spread spectrum demodulator (ll) (col. 2, lines 6-31 col..5, lines 10—25).

Applying this to the receiver of the combination meets the limitation of the

receiver utilizing embedded fuzzy logic to optimize‘digital signal processing.

To one of ordinary skill in the art at the time theinvention was made, it would

have been obvious to implement the soft decision relevant components of Benethin as

part of the encoding and signal reception parts of the system of the combination. The

motivation behind such a modification would'have been that the soft bit determining

circuitry would have improved the reliability of the decision relating to the hard data bit

equivalents of the received information, as is taught by Benthin.
The combination further discloses:

said at least one audio receiver comprising:

a band pass filter (BPF) configured to process said transmitted DSSS signal

(BPF not shown in Fig. 3, para 57 of Lindemann); ..

a direct conversion module receiving output from said BPF and being configured
to capture the correct bit sequence embedded in said processed DSSS signal (Fig. 3

301-304; directly converts the received signal to be ready for despreading);

a digitaldemodulator adapted to process output from said direct conversion

module (Fig. 3 element 305);

a Viterbi decoder operatively coupled to said digital demodulator and generating

a corresponding digital output (Fig. 8, 800);
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a source decoder processing said digital output from said Viterbi decoder and

being configured to decode the digital signal encoded by said first encoder (Fig. 8, 802).

The combination fails to explicitly disclose a second analog lowpass filter.

However, it would have been obvious to provide an analog filter for the desired purpose

of smoothing the analog output after a digital to analog conversion. Low pass filtering

after a WA is notoriously well known in the art, see Schotz 5,946,343 Fig. 7B element

218. ‘

. The combination further discloses:

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) operatively coupled between said source

decoder and said second analog low pass filter (Fig. 10 element 1005; the analog filter

of Schotz being provided after the D/A); and

at least one module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, said

audio output having been wirelessly transmitted from said at least one audio source to a

user without interference form other users or wireless devices (Fig. 1, the speakers,

which receive the audio without interference from the other speakers).

Regarding Claim 20, in addition to the elements stated above regarding claim

19, the combination further discloses: .

wherein said BPF is a wideband BPF (i.e. the band pass filter left out of Fig. 3;

para 53; wideband being met by any band that could be considered ‘wide’; i.e. a variety

of well known configurations and choices available)
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Regarding Claim 21, in addition to the elements stated above regarding claim

19, the combination further discloses:
wherein said modulator is a 64-Ary modulator (para 36, the modulator uses M-

‘ Ary, it is notoriously well known that M can be a variety of numbers depending on the

transmission scheme, 64 being one possible obvious choice).

Regarding Claim 22, in addition to the elements stated above regarding claim

19, the combination further discloses:

wherein said modulator is a164'-Ary modulator (para 36, the modulator uses M".

Ary, it is notoriously well known that M can be-a variety of numbers depending on the

transmission scheme, 64 being one possible obvious choice; thus the demodulator must

operate accordingly) . ,

Regarding Claim 23, in addition to the elements stated above regarding claim

19, the combination further discloses:

wherein said generated audio output is in the approximate range of 20Hz to. ‘

20kHz (i.e. audible range produced by the tweeters and woofers in Fig. 1).'

Regarding Claim 24, in addition to the elements stated. above regarding claim

19, the combination further discloses: ‘
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wherein said spread spectrum signal is transmitted at about 2.4GHz via an omni

directional antennal (para 89; omni directional antenna being one of many well known

and obvious choices for an annenta such as the one used by Fig. 1).

Regarding Claim 25, in addition to the elements stated above regarding claim

19, the combination fails to explicitly disclose the tramission power. However, it is

notoriously well known to adjust .the transmission power in order to achieve a desired

transmission distance. It is well known and obvious that in some

modifications/variations, a given distance for Lindmann may only require 100 milliwatts.

Regarding Claim 26, in addition to the elements stated above regarding claim

19. the combination further discloses:

Wherein said ADC is a 4-bit analog-to-digital converter (the number of bits in the

Lidnemenn system is adjustable as is indicated by para 36-48; 4 being one possible

obvious variation/modificatidn).

Regarding Claim 27, in addition to the elements stated above regarding claim

19, the combination fails to explicitly disclose wherein said at least one audio source is

a portable player. However, Examiner takes official notice that-portable audio players,

such as CD or MP3 players that produce an analog audio output are notoriously well

known in the art. It would have been obvious to add one to the combination to be able
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to play portable'media on a home entertainment center such as the one in the

combination.

Regarding Claim 28, in addition to the elements stated above regarding claim

19, the combination fails to explicitly disclose wherein said at least one audio

reproducing module includes at least one headphone speaker. However, the device

does include a transducer/speaker. It is notoriously well known in the art that it is

obvious to substitute a headphone/earphone device in place of a speaker in the field of

audio reproduction. This is typically done for a variety of reasons, including minimizing

disturbance caused to others.

Regarding Claim 29, in addition to the elements stated above regarding claim

19, the combination fUrther discloses:

wherein said BPF is operatively coupled to at least one antenna configured to

receive said transmitted DSSS signal (BPF not shown in Fig. 3, para 57 of Lindemann).

Regarding Claim 30, in addition to the elements stated above regarding claim-

19, the combination further discloses:

at least one module adapted to amplify said generated audio output (Fig. 10,

1007 and 1008).
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Regarding Claim 31, in addition to the elements stated above regarding claim

30, the combination further discloses: ‘

wherein said at least one audio amplifying module includes at least one power

amplifier, said at least one power amplifier being configured to provide a low distortion

audio signal output (Fig. 10, 1007 and 1008; para 73).

Regarding Claim 32,1in addition to the elements stated above regarding claim

31, the combination further discloses:

wherein said at least one audio reproducing module‘includes at least one

speaker, said at least one speaker receiving said low distortion audio signal output from

said at least one power amplifier (Fig. 1, woofer and tweeter).

The combination fails to explicitly disclose that thevspeaker is a headphone

speaker. However, it is notoriously well known in the art that it is obvious to substitute a

headphone/earphone device in place of a speaker in the field of audio reproduction. '

This is typically done for a variety of reasons, including minimizing disturbance caused

to others.

Regarding Claims 43, 44 and 49 - 53, claims 43, 44 and 49 - 53. are met by the

rejections of claims 19, 27 and 30 as stated above.

Regarding Claims 45_ and 46, in addition to the elements stated above regarding

claims 43 and 44, Lindemann further discloses:
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audio source provides analog outputin the approximate range of 20 Hz to 20 kHz

(i.e. audible range produced by the tweeters and woofers in Fig. 1; provided by the

audio source input)

Regarding Claims 47 and 48, in addition to the elements stated above regarding

claims 43 and 44, Lindemann does not disclose wherein at least one of said digital'

audio transmitter and receiver is battery powered. However, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to make the speaker

reception portion of Lindemann battery powered. One would have been motivated to do

so to be able to place and use the speakers in an area where standard power supplies

are unavailable (i.e. outdoors).

. Claims 41 and 42 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Lindemann (US. Patent Application Publication 2004/0223622).

_ Regarding Claims 41 and 42, in addition to the elements stated above regarding

claims 33 and 34, Lindemann does not disclose wherein at least one of said digital '

audio transmitter and receiver is battery powered. However, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to make the speaker

reception portion of Lindemann battery powered. One would have been motivated to do
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so to be able to place-and use the speakers in an area where standard power supplies

are unavailable (i.e. outdoors).

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Andrew C. Flanders whose telephone number is (571)

272-7516. The examiner can normally be reached on M-F 8:30- 5:00.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, SinhTran can be reached on (571) 272-7546. The fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished‘applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto'.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.
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RECEIVED

Attorney DOCKEI NO. W003~4KXJO .

MAR 07 2007

EXPRESS MAIL LABEL N0.: EB 069229345 US

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE ,“M

Application No.’ : 10/648.012
Applicant: WOOLFORK. C. Earl
Filing Date: 08/26/2003 ‘ -

Title: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO MUSIC SYSTEM
TC/A.U.: 2615

Confirmation No. 3337

Examiner: FLANDERS, Andrew C.
Docket No. woos-4000 ‘ ' ‘
m

' Mail Stop AF
Commissioner for Patents
Post Office Box 1450

Alexandria. Virginia 22313-1450

REQUEST TO ENTER JANUARY 2a. 3007 .

RESPONSE WITH THE PE'I1TION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME 0W

Dear Sir:

Applicant filed the response to the Final Office Action of October 2,' 2006. and .
Advisory Action of December 27, 2006. with the United States Patent & Trademark

(Office on Jam 29,1007 (“Response”). Through an inadvertent‘err'or, the

Applicant did not include [lie Petition for Extension of Time and pay the reduired fee

with the Response. Applicant learnt about this error from Examiner Flanders on a
morning of March 5, 2007. Applicant immediately prepared this Petition and hereby _
respectfully requests the Commissioner to accept this Petition with fees and enter the

Response that was filed on or about January 29, 2007.
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‘ Afiplication Serial No.10/648012. ' W - .. 3 ‘ ~ ‘ . - . V , RECEIVED
Response to Office Action of March 30,- 2007 r s _- . ' , _ _ CENTRAL FAX CENTER
Attorney Docket No W003-4000 v '- ' ' s . s ‘

, JUN 1' 1 2007

CERTIFICATE ¢1‘- FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION
 

_ I hereby Certify that miS'ph'perr'G-ilong with any paper referred to as being

4 attached or enclosed) is being facSimile‘tran'sixfitted 10:

Mail Stop Amendment
. Commissioner for Parents . _

i V , Post office Box 1450
’ Alexandria, Virginia22313-I450

 
  Nam J. Panel, USPTO'_Regfl.'.N6...39,559"
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- ‘ ' ‘ - ' > RECEIVED
_ Application Serial ‘NO. 101648.012 -> ‘ . . CENTRAL FAX CENTER

Response to Office Action of March 30, 2007 ‘ A _
Attorney Docket NO. woos-4000 . ' , 2 . JUN M 2m]

 mm, UNITED STAT'ES~VPA'I'ENT'AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicatiofi No.: 10/648 .012

Applicant: .WOOLFORK, C; Earl

Filing Date: 08/26/2003 ‘ 1 . . ,
' Title: ' - . "WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO MUSIC SYSTEM

TC/A.U.: 2615

7 Confirmation NO. , . 3337
Examiner: FLANDERS, 'Andxew C.

Docket No. , . W003—4000

Mail Stop Amendment’
Commissioner for Patents

Post Office Box 1450

Alexandxia, Virginia 22313-1450

RESPONSE TO OFFICE ACTION
Dear Sir: - . I I

In response to the Office Action (0A) orMarch 30, 2007, please amend Without

prejfidice the above-identified patent application as folloWs:

Amendments to the (.2‘lair‘ris~ are reflemed in the listing of claimS, which begins on page

2 of this paper. ' I

_ Rematk‘slArguments begin On‘pagc 16 of this paper.
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Application Serial No. 101648,012
ReSpoxne to Office Action of March 30 2007
Attorney Docket No. woos-4000

AMENDMENT TO CLAIMS:

. This listing of claims willlr'eplace all prior versions, and listings, of claims-in

- g the appliéaTion. Six new claims, 54-59 have been added.

mof Claims: . . g

Claims 1 — 18 (canceled);

19- (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio system, comprising:

at least one audio source to produce an audio output representative of music;

at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said at least one .

audio source said at least one audio transmitter comprising:

a first analog low pass filter receiving th_e audio output from said at least
one audio source; _

a digital 10w paSs filters

an analog—to—digital converter (ADC) operatively coupled between said

first analog and digital low pass filters; ' .
a first encoder receiving output from said digital low pass filter and

being configured to reduce intersymbol interference (ISI); ‘
a second channel encoder operatively coupled to said first encoder and

adapted to reduce transmission errors;

a digital modulator operatively coupled to said Second channel encoder;

and . I ' i

_ a differential phase 'shift key (DPSK) module receiving output fromsaid

digital medulator and a unigue user Code bit sgume and being configured for direct

sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) communication, said DPSK module transmitting a

corresponding DSSS signal having said audio output representative of the music and the
unigue user code bit seguence; ‘

at least one audio receiver configured for digital wireless communication with

said at least one audio transmitter ..: = .='. ' 1:: ,. == - , .

W,said at least one audio receiver comprising:
 

_Page2 onA
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Response to Office Action of March 30. 2007 _
Attorney Docket No. W003-4000 ' ' ' .

‘a band pass filter (BPF) configured to process said transmitted osss

' signal; 7 i h ' I

‘ I a direct conversion module receiving output frOm said BPF and being
' configured to capture the comet unigue user code bit sequence embedded in said

processed DSSS signal;
a digital demodulator adapted to process

conversion module;

output from said direct

a Viterbi decoder operatiVely coupled to said digital demodulator and
generating a cor-responding digital output;

a 510ch decoder processing said digital output from said Vitcrbi decoder
and being configured to decode the digital signal encoded by said first encoder;

I a second analoglovv pass filter; and ‘

a digitaleto-an'alo‘g converter (DAC) operatively coupled between said

source decoder and said scotind analog low pass 'filter. said second analog low.

pass filter generating an r E audio: output r22.resentative of the music
 

at least one module adapted to rcproduce said generated audio output

rgpres’entative of said music, if the ,unigue';,u5er codebit sguence is recognized,

said audio Output having been wireles'sly transmitted from said at least one audio .

source to a user for private audio reproduction of said music without

interference from other users 01' virireleSs devices. ‘

20. (Previously Presented) The wireless” digital audio system of Claim 19,
wherein said BPF13 a wideband BPF.

21. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 19,
wherein said modulator is a 64-Ary modulator.

22; (Previously Presented)~ The wireless digital audio system of Claim 19,
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wherein said demodulator is 'a 647Ary demodulator.

W W~a
23 (Previously Prlésented)”"The wireless digitalaudio system of Claim19',

wherein said generated audio output is in the approximaterange of 20 Hz to 20 kHz

‘ 24. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim} 19,
. wherein said spread spectrum signal is transmitted at- about 2.4 6112 via an omni-

directional antenna. ’

'25. (PreviouSly Presented) The wireless digital 1 audio sy‘Ste‘m of Claim 24,

wherein said spread spectrum signalis transmitted at a power Of about lOOTmilliwatts or .
'leos. I - 7 ‘

26. (Previously Presentedf'l‘he wireless digital audio system of Claim .19,

wherein said ADC is a 4-bit analog—to—digital conirerter.

27. (Previously Presented) The Wireless digital audio system of_ Claim 19,

'wher'ein'said at least one audio source is a portable audio player.

28. (Pr'eViously fiesentedi'l‘he wireless. digital audio system of Claim 19,

'wherein said at least om: audio reproducing module includes at last one headphone '_

speaker.

29. (Previously Presentedflhe wireless} digital audio system of Claim 19.

wherein said BPF is operatively Coupled to at least one antenna configured. to receive

said transmitted DSSS signal.

30.‘(Currently Amended)- A wireless‘digital audio system, comprising:
at least one audio smirce; E i ’
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at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said at least one

audio source said at least one audio transmitter cemprising: 
    a first 7 ' “log low pass filter receiving audio output from said at least one

audio source;

a digital lbw pass filter;

_ an analog-todigital converter (ADC) operatiVely coupled betWeen said
I V firSt analog and digital low pass filters;

11 first encoder receiving output from said digital low pass filter and

being configured to reduce intersymbol interference (ISI); ,
a second channel encoder operatively coupled to said first encoder and '

adapted to'reduce transmission errors; a _ . _ I
a digital modulator operatively coupled to Said second channel encoder; '

‘ a differential phase shift key (DPSK) module receiving output from said
digital modulator and a unigue user code and being configured for direct sequence
spread spectrum (DSSS) communication, said DPSK module transmitting a

corresponding DSSS signal; _ '

at least one audio receiver configured ifoi' digital wireless communication with
said at least one audio transmitter and utilizing embedded fuzzy logic W

digital—signal-pt—eeessi-ngto enhance detection of the unigue user code1n said transmitted

DSSS signal,said at least one audio receiver comprising:
a band pass filter (BPF) configured to process said transmitted DSSS V

signal; ' . ‘ i

i a direct conversion module reCe‘iving output ftom said BPF and being

I configured to capture the correct bit sequence embedded in said processed DSSS signal;
a digital demodulator adapted to process output from said direct - ‘

conversion module; . , . .

a Viterbi decoder operatively coupled to said digital demodulator and
generating a cormspon'ding digital output;-2:
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a source decoder processing said digital Output from said Viterbi decoder

and being configured to decode the digital signal encoded by said first encoder;
a second analoglowpass filter; and W”‘ i  

a digital—to-analog'converter (DAC) operatively coupled bemeen said
source decoder and said second analog low pass filter, said second analOg low ‘
paSs filter generating~an the audio output . ' '

at least one module adapted to amplify said generawd audio Oiltput; and .

 

at least one module adapted to reproduce said amplified audio output,if

the unigue user code is recoggg'ed,‘ said audio output having been wirelessly

transmitted from said at least one. audio source to a user 2'rivatelg without

interference ‘from other users 'or wireless devices.

31. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 30,

wherein said at least one audio amplifying module includes at least one power

amplifier, said at least one pop/er amplifier being configured to provide a low distortion

audio signal output. '

(32. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 31,

wherein said at least one audio reproducing module'includes at least one headphone

speaker, said at least one headphone speaker receiving said low distortion audio signal

output from said at least one power amplifier. '

33. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio system, comprising:

at least one audio source; I : I

at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said at least one

audio source; V 7 _

at least one audio receiVer adapted for digital wireless communication with said
at least one audio transmitter, each of said at least one digital audio transmitter and
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p receiver being configured for code division multiple access (CDMA) communication;

at least one module adaptedm‘fiWflmmm CDMA signal,
said CDMA communication configuration providing a user with independent audio

reproduction free of interference from other users or wireless devices.

34. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio system, comprising:

at least one audio source; . 4 '

at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said at least one
audio source:

at least one audio receiver adapted for digital wireless communication with said

at least one audio transmitter, each-of said at least one digital audio transmitter and

receiver being configured'for code division multiple access (CDMA) communication;

I at least one module adapted to amplify said processed CDMA signal; and
at least one module adapted to audibly reproduce said amplified signal, said

CDMA communication configura'tlon providing a user with independent audio

reproduction free of interferencefrom other users or wireless devices.

Claims 35 - 36 (canceled). .

37. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim ‘33,

wherein said at least one audio source provides analog output in the approximate range

of 20 Hz to 20 kHz. '

_ 38. (Previously Presented) _ The Wireless digital audio system of Claim 34,

wherein said at least onea‘udio {source provides analog Output in the approximate range

:of 20 Hz to 20 kHz. ‘ ‘ '

Claims 59 - 4o (canceled),

' Page 7 of 24
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41. (Previously Presented) The 'wireless digitalaudio system of Claim 33,

wherein at least one of said digital audio transmitter and receiver is battery-pawered.

42. (Previously Presented) The Wireless digital ‘ audio system of Claim 34,
. wherein at least one of said digital audio transmitter and receiver is battery-powered.

43. (currently Amended) A wireless digital audio system, comprising:

'at least one audio source; . ‘

at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said at least one
audio source, said at least one audio transmitter comprising:

a first analog low pass filter reeeiving audio output representative of
‘ music from said at least One audio source;
 

a digital low pass filter;

an analog-to—digital converter (ADC) Operatively coupled between said
first analog and digital low pass filters; _

a first encoder receiving 'Output :from said digital low pass filter and
being configured to reduce intersy‘tnbol interferedce (151);

' i a second channel encoder operatively coupled to Said first encoder and

. adapted to reduce transmission errors; ‘

a digital modulator operatively coupled to said second channel encoder;

' a differential phase shift key ,(DPZSiK) module receiving Output from said

digital modulator and a‘ unigue user code bit segngjonce and being configured for direct
sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) commiuucation, said DPSK module transmitting a
corresponding DSSS signal; '

at least one audio receiver configured for digital wireless communication with‘

. said at learnone audio transmitter, said at least one audio receiver comprising:

p a band pass filter (BPF) configured to process said transmitted DSSS
' signalj ' ' '

.Page8ofid
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a direct-conversion module” receiving output from said BPF and being

configured to capture the eefr'eet the unigge user code bit sequence embedded in said
prOcessed DSSS signal; ' ‘ H’ p

a digital demodulator. adapted to process output, from said direct

conversion module; _ _ 1

a ‘Viterbi decoder OperatiVelycoupled to 'said digital demodulator and

generating a corresPOnding digital output

a source decoder processing saiddigital output from said Viterbi decoder
and being configured to decode the digital signal encoded by said firSt encoder; I

a second anaIOg l0w pass filter; and

a digitalato—analog conVerter (DAC) o'petatively coupled between said

source decoder and Said second analog low pass filter, .said second analog low

pass filter generating an tie . audio output 122‘resentative of said music

 

at least one module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output. i_f

' the unig-ue user code bit seg‘name is meow"' ,‘said audio output representative

of said music having been wirelessly transmitted from said at least one audio 
3 __ . . . . .

source to a user privately without interference from other users or Wireless

devices .

44. (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio system, comprising:

at least one audio source; > I

at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupled- to said at least one

: audio source. said at least one audio transmitter ‘cbrnprising: ‘

a first analog low paSs filter receiving audio output representative of
 

‘ music fiom said at least one audio sbuice; '

a digital low pass filter; '

an analog-to—digitul converter (ADC) operatively coupled between said
first analog and digital low pass filters; .

Page 901' 24
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“W :M-‘Jfi:

a first encoder receiving output from said digital low pass filter and
being configured to reduce inters'yrnbol interference (ISI);

21 second C11533elencoder operatiVely'_ coupled to said first wonder and
- adapted to reduce transmission errors;

a digital modulator operatively coupled to said second channel encoder;
.and

a differential phase shift key (DPSK) module receiving output from said

. digital modulator and a. unig‘ue user code and being wnfigured for direct sequence

spread spectrum (DSSS)_ communication,- said DPSK module transmitting a.

V corresponding DSSS signali
at least One audio? receiver configured for digital wireless communication with

said at least one audio transmitter, said at least one audio receiver comprising:

a band pass filter '(BPF) configured to process said transmitted DSSS

signal; I I i ' . - I '

a direct conversion modulereceiving output from said BPF and being
configured to capture the eerreet—brt—sequenee unig1'1e user. code embedded in said

processedDSSS signal; ‘ ‘
a digital demodulator adapted to process output fr'Om said direct .

conversion module;

a Viticrbi decoder operatively coupled to said digital demodulator and I
generating a corresponding digital output;

a source decoder processing said digital output from said Viterbi decoder _
and being configured to decode the digital signal encoded by said first encoder;

a second analog low pass filter; and

a digital—toenalog converter (DAC) operatively coupled between said

source decoder and said secOnd analog low‘ pass filter, said second analog low

pass filter generating an E; audio 11th representative of the music

 

at least one module adapted to amplify said generated audio output; and ’

' Page 10 of24 ‘ '
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at least one module adapted to reproduce saidramplified audio output. if

the unigue user code is retoggigedl‘. said audio output having been wirelessly

’ transmitted from Said at least one audio source to a user Qrivately without

 

45. (Previously Hesented) The wireless digital audio syst- of Claim 43,

wherein said at least one audio Source provides analog output in the approximate range

of 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

1 - 46. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 44,

wherein said at least 0116 audio source provides analog output in the approximate range

ofmnubzokm.‘ ' ‘

47. (Previously, Presented)" The. wireless digital audio system of Claim 43,
wherein at least one of said digital audio transmitter and receiver is battery-powered. .

48.- (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 44,

wherein at least one of said digital'audio transmitter and receiver is battery-powered.

49. (Previously PreSented)" The wireless digital audio system of Claim 43,

Wherein said at least one audio source is a portable musie player.

50. (Previously Presented) .. The wireless digital audio system of Claim 44,

wherein said at least one audio source is a portable music player.

51. (Currently Arnended) A wireless digital audio transmitter, comprising:

. a first analog low pass filter receiving audio output rggresentative of
I music from at least one audio source;
 

a digital, low pass filter;
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. an analog-to-digital conVerter (ADC) operatively coupled between said
first analog and digital low pass filters; '

a first encodemceivmg output from said‘digitaliIowa’passfilter and
being configured to reduce intersymbol interference (181);

a second channel encoder operativ'elyl coupled to said first encoder and
- adapted to reduce transmission errors; ' ‘

a digital modulator operatiVely coupled to said second channel cnmder;
acode generatOr to adda unigue user code to a modulator output, the

modulator outpgt including the audio ougp’ut representative of said music; and

' . a differential phase shift key (DPSK) module receiving the modulator

output from said digital modulator andrthe'unigg'e user code and being configured for

direct sequence ’ spread spectrum (DSSS) conununication, said DPSK module

transmitting a corresponding DSSS signal.

52. (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio receiver, comprising:
a band pass filter (BPF) configured to process a transmitted DSSS signal;

a direct cOnversion module receiving output from 'said BPF and being'

. configured to capture the—eeereet a uniguge user code bit sequence embedded in said '
processed DSSS signal

a digital demodulator adapted to process output from said direct

conversion module; 4 ' ,

a Viterbi decoder operatively coupled to said digital demodulator and

generating a corresponding digital output;
a source decoder receiving said digital output from said Viterbi decoder‘

and being configured to decode the digital signal encoded therein;
a second analog low pass filter; and

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) operatively coupled between said -
source decoder and said second‘analog low pass filter, said second analog low pass
filter generating an audio output representativedofinusicg if the um'gue user code bit.
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seguence is recognized, corresponding to the decoded and converted digital signal, said

audio output having. been Vi'ireleSSIy transmitted to a user for private listening of high

I fidelityfl audio Vrnus'ic‘vvithmt interference from other users or wireless devices.
 

53. (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio receiver-WW

1 ~'.-._, campr'ising: 

a band pass filter (BPF) configured to praise“ a transmitted DSSS signal;

a direct conversion module receiving output from said BPF and being

configured to tnptm’edae—sesreet a‘ 11:1ng user code bit sequence embedded in said

processed DSSS signal;

a fit—221 logic detector to enhance detection of the unigue user code bit
se uence ‘

a digital demodulatdr adapted to process output from said direct

conversion module; 0 .

a Viterbi decoder operatively-coupled to said digital demodulator and

generating a corresponding digital output; I
a source decoder receiving said digital output from said Viterbi decoder

and being configured to decode me digital signal encoded therein;

a second analOg low pass filter; and

a digital-to—analog converter (DAC) operatively coupled between said

source decoder and said secondanalog low pass filter, Said second analog low

pass filter generating an audio outputI if the unigue user code bit sgucnce is

recognized, corresponding to the decoded and converted digital signal, said

audio output havingvbeen wirelessly transmitted to a user privatelz without
interference from other users or Wireless devices.

54. (New) A wireless digital audio system, comprising:

an ‘audio source to provide an audio signal representative of music having an

existing analog headphone plug; ' I
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a battery-powered transmitter coupled to said at least one audio source via said'

- analog headphone plug and operative to transmit a code division multiple access"'"’“VJsr‘?

‘ (CDMA) communication signal having said audio signal representative of saidrnuauc 

and an added unique user code;

a battery-powered audio receiVer headphone set operative to receive the CDMA
cemr‘nunication signal and audibly reproduce said audio signal representative of said

music, if the unique user code is recognized, to provide a particular user with private

, .audio' reproduction free of interference from other users of other wireless digital audio

‘ . 1 music systems in a shared space.

55. (New) A wireless digital audio System; comprising:

an audio source to provide an audio signal representative of music having an

existing analog headphone plug; .

a battery-pov‘vered transmitter coupled to said at least one audio source via said '
analog headphone plug and operative to transmit a code division multiple access
(CDMA) communication signal having a differential phase shift keying (DPSK)

modulated signal of said audio signal representative of said music and an added unique.

user code; I I

an audio receiver headphone set operative to receive the CDMA communication .

signal and audibly reproduce said audio signal. if? the unique user code is recognized, to

provide a user with private audio reproduction of said music free of interference from

other users of other wireless digital audio music systems in a shared space.

56. (New) The System (51’ claim 55, said audio receiver headphone further ‘

‘ comprising a fuzzy logic detector to enhance detection of the unique user code.

57. (New) A wireless digital audio headset receiver. comprising:

a direct convérsidn'mOdule'COnfigtired to receive a wirelessly transmitted code

division multiple access (CDMA) signal having an audio signal representative of audio

' ' '- .rage14ofzs- I

It.
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music and a unique user code; and
’ headset speakers for privately reproducing said audio music to a user if the

unique user code is recognized,.andwfreeof interference from other users of Other

wireless digital audio music systemsin a‘shared space.

i 58(New) . The receiver of- claim 57 further comprising a fuzzy logic
detector to enhance detection of the unique user odde.

59. (New) A code division multiple access (CDMA) battery-poWered
transmitter comprising:

’ a jack to connect to an existing analog headphone plug of an audio sourcc;
means for receivingan audio output representative of music from the audio

music source; . '

means for generating a unique user code; and

means for Wirelessly transmitting a CDMA communication signal having said ‘

audio output representative of said music and:,said unique user code to a wireless: '
headphone receiver.
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REMARKS/ARGUMENTS

Applicant has reviewed the Ofliee'ACtion (0A) of March 3c. 2007 and made

aniendments to the claims,_ as indicated hereinabove, to OVercome’ the Examiner’s
rejections and place the applitation in condition'forrallowance. No new matter has

been added. . I ‘ _ . I
3 g ' , Status of Claims .

Claims 19434, 37, as, 41—53mm 54-59 are pending in this application.

Claims 19, 30,43, 44, 51, 52, and 53 have been amended.
, Claims 5459 haveb'een added. '

Claim Reiections Under 35 U.s.C.' 5112 ‘

The rejection of Claims 19,.30, and Slander35 U. S. C. §112, first paragraph,

as failing to comply with the embleme‘nt requirement, is respectfully traversed

In the interest of moving forward with the prosecution, Applicant has Omitted
- “to optimize digital signal processing” frOtn the claims, suah as Claim 19- In some

instance, the Omitted language has been changed to "to enhance detection of a unique

.user code... ”as in Claim 30 The applicant has also deleted “utilizing embedded fuzzy
logic to optimize digital signal processing” language from the preamble of Claim 53.

‘In Claim 53, a “fuzzy logic detector to enhance detection. '” has been added to the
claim. Support for the amendn‘mnts can be found in paragraph para. [0005] of the
Response dated August 15 2006.

Based on the above, Applicant respectfiilly requests that the rejection under 35
'U.S.C. §ll2, first paragraph of Claims 19,30 and 53 be withdrawn.

‘ The rejection of Claims 19-32 and 53 under 35 U.S.C §112, first paragraph as
failing to comply with the writteng‘description requirement, is respectfully traversed.
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Claim Kg'iections Under 35 U.s.C. §102 ,

The rejection of Claims 33; 34 and 37-38 under 35 U.S.C. §102(e) as being

" anticipated by Linde'm'ann, (U.S'.I Patent_' Application 2004/0223622) is respectfully

."traVersed. ‘ V '
(Claim 33 recites . '

tum least one'module adapted to 'a‘udz‘bty reproduce said processed
CDAIA signal, said CDMA communicazion configurationpro'vidinga

user with indegndent audio mmduction tree of integtefience from

other users or wireless devices. (Emphasis added)

The above emphasized claim language is not taught or suggested by Lindemann. -

‘Lindemann does not address reprdductio'n that is interference fre‘e. Furthermore,
Applicant observes that Linde‘mann does not mention interference or address the

~ problem identified by Applicant andrthus-Applican‘t’s solution to prOvide a user with

‘ independent audio reproduction free of interferenbe from other users or wireless
devices. Instead, Lindeman‘n is directed to digital wireless loudspeakersystem and the

delivery of signals to the speakers Thus, Lindernann is not directed to a system
capable of (1) providing a user with independent audio reproduction: and. (2)

1 reproduction fee of interference from other users or wireless devices. By contrast,
Lindemann simply provides a “loudspeaker system” where anyone can listen.

The rejection relies 011 FIG. 15A for a teaching that the “speakers reproduce, .

I which receive the audio withoht interference from the other speakers.” (See page 4 of

the 0A.) A quick search of the patent application publication reveals that there is no
mention of the term “interference” in Lindemann. It is well known by those skilled in

lg the art that radio frequency (RF) interference originates from a source (is. , transmitter)

external to a RF'signal path and producesnndesired mines in the RF signal.

' 'Linder'nann dOes not address ‘spe'aker receiver interference due to many same' I
transmitters» sharing the , same 'space '[Lindernan‘n 20040223622 paragraph 0011

“...signal generated by the single RF transmitter in the audio transmission device;” and ,
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’ paragraph 0058 “...Signal generated by the single RF Transmitter.”]. Based on the
foregoing, Applicant“ respectfully requests that'FIG. 15A does not provide any evidence

that the speakers“receivetheaudio3Lwithout interference.”
Claim 34 contains similar language. Thus, the remarks setforth above in

relation to Claim 33 equally apply to Claim 34. ‘ _

Aceordingly, Linder‘n'ann cannot anticipate Applicant”5 Claims 33 and 34. For
at least this reason, Applicant respectfully requests withdrawal of the rejection of

Claims 33 and 34 by Lindcmar'm under 35 U.S.C. §102(e). V

‘ Dependent Claims 37 and 41 depend directly or‘indirectly from independent ,

Claim 33. Furthermore, dependent Claims 38_ and 42 depend from independent Claim

34. These dependent claifm contain all of the-limitations of independent Claims 33 or

34, thus, any rejections under '35 U.S.C. §§102 or 103 should be withdrawn by virtue ,

of their dependency frorn independent Claims 33 or 34. ' .

V * Applicant believes that the dependent claims 37. 38, 41- and 42 recite other
'feat‘mes that are clearly lacking from the applied referenee(s), and do not acquiesce to ,-

any of the rejections. '

Claim Rejections Under 35 U.S.C._.§103

The rejection of clainis 19-32 and 43-53 under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being

unpatentable hy Lindemann et 21. (US. Patent Application 2004/0223622) in view of

Sato (U.5. Patent 4970,637) in further view of Benthin (U.3. Patent 5H790 595) is
. respectfully traversed. Claims 19,30 43,’ 44 52 and 53 have been amended to' better

_ clarify applicant‘ 5 invention '
Applicant would like to mention that in addition to Lindemann, Sato and . ‘

Benthin, therejection of Claim 19 alsorelies upon Roberts. et al. (US. Patent'

6,415,558), and seller: (us. Went-5,946,343); Furthermore, the rejection of Claim

~ 19 relies on numerous statements that various claimed elements in Claim 19 are
notorious. - - I V
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In regards to amended Claim 19, in addition to the remarks set forth above in

relation to claims 33 and 34, neither Lindemann, 8310 not Benthin teach “‘for private .
audio reproduction of said music” or “reproduce said audio output representative of
Said music, zfthe unique user code bit sequence is recognized.” Hence any combination

of Lindemann, Sato and.Be1'1thin would not produce applicant's invention. There is -

nothing in ‘Lindemann, theprimary reference, to provide-a user with private audio ’-
I reproduction, such as via headphones, and without interference from other users. By

contrasn Lindemann simply provides a “loudspeaker system" where anyone can listen;-

Lindemann does 'not' address interference a'nerhere. The. word “private” ‘does not
appear anywhere in Lindemann, Sato 'or-Benthin.. Furthermore, “private” does not
appear in Schotz ‘343 or Roberts ‘558. ‘ l V

In Lindemann, the system cities not transmit “music” with a “unique user code

bit sequence.” At‘best, Linder‘nann sends different signals to different speakers and

doesnot require “a unique user code bit sequence.” I ‘
Furthermore, the Wireless digital audio mimic system of the Applicant utilizes

. 'Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) to allow multiple wireless digital audio music

system users to simultaneously share a’finite amount of radio frequency spectrum. _

: Lindemann utilizes CDMA‘ to multiplex the audio spectrum [Lindemann 20040223622 ‘
paragraph 0075 “This, corresponds to a Code Division .Multiple Access (CDMA)
method of multiplexing the multiple audio channels.”]. Moreover, Schotz does not

mention CDMA anywhere;_ Therefore, any COmbinatiOti of Lindemann, Sato. Benthin,

Schotz or Roberts would not produce the applicant’s invention.
I In view of the foregoing amendments and remarks. the rejection of Claim 19
under 35 U. S.C. §103(_a) as being unpatentable by Lindemann in view of Sam in

_ further view of Benthin, Schotz and/or Roberts, as well as the numerous assertions by

the Examiner that claimed elements are notorious, is respectfully traversed Thus, the
rejection of Claim 19 under 35 U.S. C. §103(a) should be withdrawn.

Dependent Claims 20-29 depend directly or indirectly from independent Claim 3
19. These dependent claims contain all of the limitations of independent Claim 19,

Page 19 of 24
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Amended Claims 43 and 44 contain similar language as Claim 19. Thus, the

: remarks set forth above in relation to Claim 19 equally apply. 
' In View oftheforegoing amendmans and remarks the rejection of Claims 43» ‘

_ and 44 under 35 U.S.C.~ §103(a) as being unpate'nt'able by Lindemann'to View of Sato in
’ further view of Benthin, Schotz andior Roberts, as Well as, the numerous assertions by

the Examiner that clairned elements are notorious, is resPectfully traversed. Thus, the

rejection of Claims 43 and '44 under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) should be withdrawn.

Dependent Clain’rs .,45 47 and 49depend directly or indirectly from '
independent Claim 43. Dependent Claims 46, 48 and 50 depend directly or indirectly

from independent Claim 44. These dependent claims contain all of the limitations of

their corresponding independent Claim 43 or 44, Ethus, any rejections under 35 U.S.C. ‘ '

§103 should be withdrawn by virtueof their dependency therefrom. .
Applicant believes that marry of the dependent Claims 45-50 recite other features

that are clearly lacking from the applied references, and do not acquiesce to any of the

‘ rejections. ' i " '
Claim 51 has been amended to positively recite “a code generator to add a

_ unique user code to a modulaio‘r output, thelmodulator'louzpux including the audio

output reprvesentativevof said music,‘ in Combination with the other ‘claimed elements.
. As remarked previously; Lindema'nn, the primary reference, does not require a “unique .

i _ user code” or adds “the unique user code to a Modulator output including the audio
output represenzmiveofsold r'nusic.” ‘ ‘

Neither Lindemann, Sato, Benth'tn‘, Schotz nOr Roberts, adds “the unique user

code to a modulaxor output including the audio'output representative of saidmusic.”

I Hence any combination of these references still Would not produce applicant’s claimed

invention. - ‘ r _
In View of the foregoing'amendments and remarks, the rejection of Claim 51 ,

under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being 'nnpatentableby Lindemann in view of Sato in

further View of Benthin, Schotz and/or Roberts,‘as well as, the numerous assertions by

Page 2tof2i4
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- thus. any rejections under 35 U.S.C. §103 should be withdrawn by virtue of their I

dependency from independent Claim 19 .
Applicant believes“thatmany of the dependeZO-29reciteotherMfeatures

"that are clearly lacking from the applied references, and do not acquiesce to any of the

rejectiOns. I ' r , '7 I
As to amended Claim 30, Claim 30 includes similar amendments described

above in relation to Claim. 19. Thus, the remarks above equally apply to Claim 30.

Claim 30 also includes “fiuzy logic to enhance detection‘af the unique user code.”

Since Lindeman‘n does not rcquire a “unique useii‘tOde,” there is no need or motivation . ‘-
to place “fuzzy logic to enhance deteczion o'f'thef unique user code,” in the receiver of
Lindemann. I ~ I. '

Applicant observes that Benthin is relied upon for soft decisions in a receiver or
during demodulation of a signal. =(See page 7 oflithe 0A. ) HoweVer, Benthin does not
teach "fuzzy logic to enhance detection of the tongue user Code,” in the receiver Thus, "

any combination of Lindemann in View of Sato and Benthin still would not prdduce .l.

applicant' 5 claimed invention. ' . ' ' :
In view of the foregoing amendments and remarks, the rejection of Claim 30

under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being unpaténtab1e by Lindeman‘n in view of Sato in

V .further View of Benthin, Schotz and/or Robertsj?as well as, the numerous assertions by

the Examiner that claimed elements are notoriotis. is respectfully traversed. Thus, the
rejection of Claim 30 under 35 U.SC. §103(a)l shouldbe withdrawn.

Dependent Claims 31 and 32 depend directly or indirectly from independent

Claim 30. These dependent claims contain all or the limitations of independent Claim '

30, thUs, any rejections" under 35 US.C. §103=:lihould be withdrawn by virtue of their
" dependency from independent Claim 30.. 3‘

Applicant belieVes that many of the dependent Claims 3132 recite other features

‘ that are clearly lacking from the applied referetfices, and do not acquiesce to any of the
rejections.
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I the Examiner that claimed elements are notorious. is respectfully traversed. Thus, the.

rejection of Claim 51 under 35, U.S."C; §103(a) should be withdrawn.
Amended Claim 52 includes a positive recitation ofa “unique user cod??? 

sequence” and “for prime [Evening of high fidelity-audio mic.” The remarks set
forth above‘in relation to Claim .19 equally apply to‘ claim 52. '

.In vievi of the—foregoing amendments aM~Aranarks,' the rejection of Claim 52-

‘under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being .unp'at'entahle by Lindemaml in View of Sato in
I filrther view of Benthin. 'Schotz and/or Roberts. as well as, the numerous assertions by

the Enammer that claimed elements are notorious, is respectfully traversed. Thus, the
rejection of Claim 52 under 35 fU.'s.c.A §103(a) should be withdraWI'l. ’ _ '

Amended Claim 53 includes a positive recitation of a “unique user code bit
sequence" and “a fuzzy logic detector to enhance demotion of the-unique user code bit
sequence. " The remarks set forth above in relation toClaim 30 equally apply to Claim It

' ~ 53. ' ‘ . ll

. . . In view of the foregoing anten'dmcnts and remarks, therejection of Claim 53--
under 35 U.S.C. §1os(a) as being unpatentahlehy Lindemannin view of Sato in.

- . further view of Benthin, SchOtz 'an'dlor Roberts,_as well as, the numerous assertions by
the Examiner that claimed elements are notorious, is respectfully traversed. Thus, the

rejection of Claim 53 under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) should be withdrawn.

The rejection of Claims 41 and 42 under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being,

unpatentable by Lindem'ann ‘(U.S. Yatent Applicaticbn 2004/0223622) is respectfufly
.. traversed. . V l ' _ .

_ Lindcmar'ln as modified by the Examiner does not teach the deficiencies
_ described in relatic'm to independent Claims 33 and 34. HenceiLindcmann as modified

' does not teach the claimed invention since Lindemann as modified does not teach all the

- limitation of the baa Clair'rm (33 and 34) from which Claims 41 and 42 depend.
‘ In View of the aboveremarks, the rejection of Claims 41 and 42 under 35 "
U.S.C. §103(a) as being unpatentable by Lindema'rm should be withdrawn.

New Claims 54 and 55 are directed to a wireless digital audio system which

. fage 22 of 24
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includes among other things “an ‘ added unique user code.” “private audio

reproduction” at'“an audio receiver headphone set” mine of which is taught by the
prior art references‘of record} 'New CIWSWits dependency, contains all

of the limitations of- Independent Claim 55. and therefore allowable. Additionally, it

recites features that are clearly lacking from the prior art references of record.

New Claim 57 is directed to‘ a wireless headset receiver receiving a wirelessly

transmitted CDMA sign‘al‘with an audio signal and a unique user code. The receiver
also has “headset speakers fin- privately reproducing said audio music to a user, if the

unique user code is recognized” Which is not taught by the prior art references of

record._ New Claim 58, by virtue of its dependency. containsall of the limitations of

independent Claim 57, and therefore a110wab1e. Additionally, it recites features that

are clearly lacking from. the prior art references of record. .
New Claim 59' is'directed to a com: transmitter that connects to an existing

analog headphone plug to receiye an audio output and adds a “unique user code.” The . '
I ' _ prior art references of record do nor heath or suggest ‘a CDMA transmitter that sends

both an audio output and a unique user code to a wireless headphone receiver.

,COnclusion ‘ .

No amendment made was related to the statutory requirements of patentability
unless eXpressly stated herein. Six (6) new claims have been added. Applicant believes

‘ that the application, as presently amended, is in condition for allowance. If for any.
reason the Examiner finds the application other than in condition for allowance,
Applicant respectfully requests the Examiner to call. the undersigned attorney at the

telephone'rmmbe'r listed herein below to discth any steps necessary for placing the

' application in condition for allowance.

III

III
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Response to Office Action of March 30, 2007 EH
Attorney Docket No. WW34000 mFAX GENT

JUN 1 l 2007

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

 

Application No.: 10/648,012

Applicant: WOOLFORK, C. 'Earl

Filing Date: . 08/26/2003 -

Title: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO MUSIC SYSTEM

TC/A.U.: . 2615

Confirmation No. 3337

Examiner: FLANDERS, Andrew C.
Docket No. W003—4000 

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents
Post Office Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

RESPONSE TO OFFICE ACTION

Dear Sir:

In response to the Office Action (0A) of March 30, 2007, please amend without

prejudice the above-identified patent application as fOHOWS:

Amendments to the Claims are reflected in the listing of claims, which begins on page

'2 of this paper.

Remarks/Argmnents begin on page 16 of this paper.
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ANIENDMEN’I‘ T0 CLAIMS:

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings of claims in
the application Six new claims, 54—59 have been addedV ‘ ‘ ' ‘

Listing of Claims:

» Claims 1 — 18 (canceled).

 

19. (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio system, comprising:

at least one audio source to produce an audio outppt representative of musi ;

at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said at least one

audio source, said at least one audio transmitter comprising:

a first analog low pass filter receiving Q audio output from said at least

one audio source;

a digital low pass filter;

an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) operatively coupled between said

first analog and digital low pass filters;

a first encoder receiving output from said digital low pass filter and
being configured to reduce intersymbol interference (ISI); '

a second channel encoder operatively coupled to said first encoder and

adapted to reduce transmission errors; A

a digital modulator operatively coupled to said second channel encoder;

and

a differential phase shift key (DPSK) module receiving output from said

digital modulator and a u'nigue user code bit seguence and being configured for direct

sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) communication, said DPSK module transmitting a

corresponding DSSS signal bav‘gg said audio output representative of the music and the

unique user. code bit fluenee;

_ at least one audio receiver configured. for digital wireless communication with

said atleast one audio trammitter . .: .. '.

signal-processing, said at least one audio receiver comprising :’
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DETAILED ACTION

Response to Arguments

Applicant's arguments filed 10 June 2007 have been fully considered but they are

not persuasive.

' Applicant alleges:

Claim 33 recites:

..at least one module adapted to audibly reproduce .said

processed CDMA signal, said CDMA communication configuration
providing a user with independent audio reproduction free of interference

from other users Or wireless devices. (Emphasis added).

The above emphasized claim language is not taught or suggested

by Lindemann. Lindemannwdges not address reprOductioh thatIs
interference free. ° e, Applicant observes that Lindemann does W
not mention interference or address the problem identified by Applicant
and thus Applicant's solution to provide a user with independent audio
reproduction free of interference from other users or wireless devices.

Instead, Lindemann is directed to digital wireless loudspeaker system and
the delivery of signals to the speakers. Thus, Lindemann is not directed to

a system capable of (1) providing a user with independent audio

reproduction; and (2) reproduction free of interference from-other users Or

wireless devices. By contrast, Lindemann simply provides a "loudspeaker
system" where anyone can listen.

Examiner respectfully disagrees. As stated in the rejection, the speakers

reproduce audio independently without interference from other speakers. This is more

clearly shown in paragraph 66 of Lindemann which states that certain groups of
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speakers can be selected and independently operated using Status messages

embedded in the audio packet headers and Status decode logic;

The remaining arguments regarding the claims are moot in view of the new

rejections necessitated by Applicants amendment.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

The following is a quotation of the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112:

The specification shall contain a written description of the invention, and of the manner and process of
making and using it, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable any person skilled in the
art to which it pertains. or with which it is most nearly connected, to make and use the same and shall
set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor of carrying out his invention.

Claims30, 53, 56 and 58 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, first paragraph, as

failing to comply with the enablement requirement. The claim(s) contains subject matter

which was not described in the specification in such a way as to enable one skilled in

the art to which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly' connected, to make'and/or use

the invention. Claim 30 recites that the receiver uses-embedded fuzzy logic to enhance

detection of the unique user code in said transmitted D838 signal. However,

Applicant's Fig. 1, shows a-fuzzy logic detector (61) inside of the reCeiver unit (50).

Receiver unit 50 is fully disclosed in Fig. 3, however, neither the specification, nor the

drawings provide any detail as to how any fuizy logic is used within the components of

Fig. 3 to enhance detection of the unique user- code.
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless — .

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent. published under section 122(b), by
another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent
granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the
applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under the treaty defined in section
351(a) shall have the effects for purposes of this subsection of an application filed in the United States
only if the international application designated the United States and was published under Article 21(2)
of such treaty in the English language.

. M 37/32
Claims 33 and 34lare rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by /

Lindemann (U.S. PatentApplication 2004/0223622).

Regarding Claim 33, Lindemann discloses:

A wireless digital audio system (Fig. 158 and Fig 17), comprising:

at least one audio source (Fig. 153, 133, 134, 1135);.

at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said at least one

audio source (Fig. 158131);

at least one audio receiver adapted for digital wireless communication with said

at least one audio transmitter (Fig. 158, 130 and Fig. 17 300)

each of said at least one digital audio transmitter and receiver being configured

for code division multiple access (CDMA) communication (para 0075); and
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at least one module-adapted to audibly reproduce said processed CDMA signal,

said CDMA communication configuration providing a user with independent audio

reproduction free of interference from other users or wireless devices (Fig. 15A; the

speakers reproduce, which receive the audio without interference from the other

speakers).

Regarding Claim 34, in addition to the elements stated in the rejection of claim

33, Lindemann further discloses:

At least one module adapted to amplify said processed CDMA signals (Fig. 17,

element 301).

Regarding Claims 37 and 38, in addition to the elements stated above regarding

claims 16 and 17, Lindemann further discloses:

audio source provides analog output in the approximate range of 20 Hz to 20 kHz

(i.e. audible range produced by the tweeters and woofers in Fig. 1; provided by the '

audio source input)

' Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not belobtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
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invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

v Claims 19 — 29 and 43 — 52 arerejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Lindemann (U-.S. .Patent Application 2004/0223622) in view of Sato

(Us. Patent 4,970,637).

Regarding Claim 19, Lindemann discloses:

A wireless digital audio system (abstract) comprising:

at least one audio source to produce an audio output representative of music

(Fig. 5 digital audio sampledata);

' at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said at least one

audio source (Figs. 4 and 5).11 '

I Lindemann fails to explicitly disclose that the digital audio transmitter comprises:

a first analog low pass filter receiving audio input from said at least one audio

source;

a digital low pass filter;

an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) operatively coupled between said first

analog and digital low pass filters.

However, Lindemann does disclose inputting a digital audio signal. This signal

must have been converted from the analog domain at some point in time. Further,

Lindemann discloses a loudspeaker system for a stereo, stereo's are well known to

include inputs such as microphones which input an analog audio signal. Filtering and
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converting from analog to digital and filtering again is notoriously well known in the art.

- For example, see Sato Fig.1.

Modifying Lindemann’s transmitter to accept an analog input signal and convert it

for transmission in the digital domain as taught by Sato discloses:

a first analog low pass filter receiving audio input from said at least one audio

source (Sato Fig. 1which receives an analog input);

a digital low pass filter (Fig. 1 element 3; Max filter'3 operates on a digital signal '

and thus can be considered a ‘digital low pass filter’); I

an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) operatively coupled between said first

analog and digital low pass filters (Sato element 2).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to modify Lindemann

to accept an analog signal from a device such as a microphone and use a well known

method such as the method taught by Sato. One would have been motivated to use the

conversion technique to redUce noise and other errors.

The combination further

a first encoder configured to reduce intersymbol interference (ISI) (Fig. 5 element

502 which is a Reed Solomon Encoder and Interleaver; it is known in the art to

configure Reed Solomon encoding/interleaving to reduce ISI as is shown by Roberts

6,418,558. Reducing ISI is a desirable feature to any digital transmission);

a second channel encoder operatively coupled to said first encoder and adapted

to reduce transmission errors(Fig. 5 element 500; para 35 which indicates 500 is used

for error correction);
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a digital modulator operatively Coupled to said second channel encoder (Fig. 4 '

element 405 which includes a ‘modulator’ and ‘DSSS spreader’ which indicates these

are two separate elements);

a phase shift key a module receiving output from said digital modulator and a

unique user code bit sequence (i.e. status messages are included in the transmission

frames to control speaker attributes such as speaker group; para 11; and also see -

paras 64 on discussing channel selection) and being configured for direct sequence

spread spectrum (DSSS)communication, said PSK module transmitting a corresponding

DSSS signal having said audio output representative of the music and the unique user

code bit sequence (Fig. 4 element 405, DSSS spreader using DQPSK or DBPSK; which

outputs the music stream along with the status messages).

Lindemann does not explicitly disclose DPSK as claimed, however, DPSK is a.

notoriously well known alternative for DQPSK. When designing a transmitter, one must

balance many various factors and depending on the characteristics desired (number of

bits transferred, complexity and arrangement of the constellation), one may decide to

implement a DPSK method in place of a DQPSK or DBPSK method.

The combination further discloses: A

at least one audio receiver configured for digital wireless communication with

said at least one audio transmitter (Fig. 3),

said at least one audio receiver comprising:

a band pass filter (BPF) configured to process said transmitted DSSS signal

(BPF not shown in Fig. 3, para 57 of Lindemann);
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a direct conversion module receiving output from said BPF and being configured

to capture the unique user. code bit sequence embedded in said processed DSSS signal

(Fig. 3 301-304; directly converts the received signal to be ready for despreading);

a digital demodulator adapted to process output from said direct conversion

module (Fig. 3 element 305); -

a Viterbi decoder operatively coupled to said digital demodulator and generating

a corresponding digital output (Fig. 8, 800);

a source decoder processing said digital output from said Viterbi decoder and

being configured to decode the digital signal encoded by said first encoder (Fig. 8, 802).

The combination fails to explicitly disclose a second analog lowpass filter.

However, it would have been obvious to provide an analog filter for the desired purpose

of smoothing the analog output after a digital to analog'conver'sion. Low pass filtering

after a D/A is notoriously well known in the art, see Schotz 5,946,343 Fig. 7B element

218. I 0

The combination further discloses:

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) operatively coupled between said source

decoder and said second analog low pass filter (Fig. 10 element 1005; the analog filter

of Schotz being provided after the D/A),.said second analog lowpass filter generating

the audio output representative of the music (i.e. see the above discussion of the

second low pass filter); and

at least one module adapted to reproduce said audio output, said audio output

representative of said music, if the unique user code bit sequence is recognized (i.e.
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enabling a specific group of speakers; para 66) having been wirelessly transmitted from

said at least one audio source to a user forprivate audio reproduction of said music

without interference form other users or wireless devices (Fig. 1, the speakers, which _

receive the audio without interference from the other speakers; further certain groups

can be enabled as shown in para 66 and thus. can be enjoyed without interference from

other speakers and thus can be considered to be private).

Regarding Claim .20, in addition to the elements stated above regarding claim

19, the combination further discloses:

wherein said BPF is a wideband BPF (is. the band pass filter left out of Fig. 3;.

para 53; wideband being met by any band that could be considered V‘wide'; Le. a variety

of well known configurations and choices available)

Regarding Claim 21, in addition to the elements stated above regarding claim

19, the combination further discloses:

wherein said modulator is a 64-Ary modulator-(para 36, the modulator uses M-

Ary, it is notoriously well known that M can be avariety of numbers depending on the

transmission scheme, 64 being one possible obvious choice).

Regarding Claim 22, in additionto the elements stated above regarding claim

19, the combination further discloses:
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wherein said modulator is a 64-Ary modulator (para 36, the modulator uses M-

Ary, it is notoriously well known that M can be a variety of numbersdepending on the

transmission scheme, 64 being one possible obvious choice; thus the demodulator must

operate accordingly)

Regarding Claim 23, in addition to the elements stated above regarding claim

19, the combination further discloses:

wherein said generated audio output is in the approximate range of 20Hz to

20kHz (i.e. audible range produced by the tweeters and woofers in Fig. 1).

Regarding Claim 24, in addition to the elements-stated above regarding claim

19. the combination further discloses:

wherein'said spread spectrum signal is transmitted at about 2.4GHz via an omni

directional antennal (para 89; omni directional antenna being one of many well known

and obvious choices for an annenta such as the one used by Fig. 1).

Regarding Claim 25, in addition to the elements stated above regarding claim

19, the combination fails to explicitly disclose the tramission power. However, it is

notoriously well known to adjust the transmission power in order to achieve a desired

transmission distance. It is well known and obvious that in some

modifications/variations, a given distance for Lindmann may only require 100 milliwatts.
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Regarding Claim 26, in addition to the elements stated above regarding claim

19, the combination further discloses:

Wherein said ADC is a'4-bit analog-to-digital converter (the number of bits in the

Lidnemenn system is adjustable as is. indicated by para 36-48; 4 being one possible

obvious variation/modification).

Regarding Claim 27, in addition to the elements stated above regarding claim

19, the combination fails to explicitly disclose wherein said at least one audio source is

a portable player. However, Examiner takes official notice that portable audio players,

such as CD or MP3 players that produce an analog audio output are notoriously well

known in the art. It would have been obvious to add one to the combination to be able

' to play portable media on a home entertainment center such as the one in the

combination.

Regarding Claim 28, in addition to the elements stated above regarding claim

19, the combination fails to explicitly diSclose wherein said at least one audio

reproducing module includes at least one headphone speaker. However, the device

does include a transducer/speaker; It is notoriously Well known in the art that it is

obvious to substitute a headphone/earphone device in place of a speaker in the field of

audio reproduction. This is typically done for a variety of reasons, including minimizing

disturbance caused to others.
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Regarding Claim 29, in addition to the elements stated above regarding claim

19, the combination further discloses:

wherein said BPF is operatively coupled to at least one antenna configured to

receive said transmitted DSSS signal (BPF not shown in Fig. 3, para 57 of Lindemann).

Regarding Claims 43, 44 and 49 — 52, claims 43,44 and 49 - 52 are met by the

rejections of claims 19, 27 and 30 as stated above.

Regarding Claims 45 and 4.6, in addition to the elements stated above regarding

claims 43 and 44, Lindemann further discloses:

audio source provides analog output in the approximate range of 20 Hz to 20 kHz

(i.e. audible range produced by the tweeters and woofers in Fig. 1; provided by the

audio source input).

Regarding Claims 47 and 48, in addition to the elements stated above regarding

claims 43 and 44, Lindemann does not disclose wherein at least one of said digital

audio transmitter and'receiver is battery powered. However, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to make the speaker

. reception portion of Lindemann battery powered. One would have been motivated to do

so to be able to place and use the speakers in an area where standard power supplies .

are unavailable (i.e. outdoors). \
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Claims 30 — 32 and 53 are rejected under _35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Lindemann (US. Patent Application 2004/0223622) in view of Sato

(US. Patent 4,970,637) in further view of Benthin (US. Patent 5,790,595)

Regarding Claim 30, in addition to the elements stated above regarding claim

19, the combination further discloses:

at least one module adapted to amplify said generated audio output (Fig. 10,1

’ 1007 and 1008).

The combination does not explicitly disclose that the receiver utilizes embedded

fuzzy logic to enhance detection of the unique user code in 'said transmitted DSSS . ‘

signal. However, it is well known to use a fuzzy logic detection system in-a receiver

such as Lindemann's. Benthin disloses a receiver that determines soft data bits (Figure

i, function of Figure 2) for additional decoding performance in communication with the

received, demodulated signal (output of II) from a spread spectrum demodulator (ll)

(col. 2, lines 6-31 col. 5, lines 10-25). I

Applying this to the receiver of the combination meets the limitation of the

receiver utilizing embedded fuzzy logic to enhance detection of the unique user code in

said transmitted DSSS signal.

To one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made, it would

have been obvious to implement the soft decision relevant components of Benethin as

part of the encoding and signal reception parts of, the system. of the combination. The

motivation behind such a modification would have been that the soft bit determining
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circuitry would have improved the reliability of the decision relating to the hard data bit

equivalents of the received information, as is taught by Benethin.

Regarding Claim 31, in addition to the elements Stated above regarding claim

30, the combination further discloses:

wherein said at least one audio amplifying module includes at least one power

amplifier, said at least one power amplifier being configured to provide a low distortion

audio signal output (Fig. 10, 1007 and 1008; para 73).

Regarding Claim 32, in addition to the elements stated above regarding claim

31, the combination further discloses:

wherein said at least one audio reproducing module includes at least one

speaker, said at least one speaker receivingsaid low distortion audio signal output from

said at least one power amplifier (Fig. 1, woofer and tweeter).

The combination fails to explicitly disclose that the speaker is a headphone

speaker.~ However, it is notoriously well known in the art that it is obvious to substitute a

headphone/earphone device in place of a speaker in the field of audio reproduction. I

This is typically done for a variety of reasons, including minimizing disturbance caused

to others.
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Regarding Claims 53, claim 53 is met by the rejection of claim 30 as stated'

above.

Claims 41 and 42 are reje‘cted'under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Lindemann (US. Patent Application Publication 2004/0223622).

Regarding Claims 41 and 42, in addition to the elements stated above regarding

claims 33 and 34, Lindemann‘does not disclose wherein at least one of said digital _

audio transmitter and receiver is battery powered. However, it would have been

obvious toone of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the-invention to make the speaker

reception portidnof Lindemann battery powered. One would have been motivated to do

so to be able to place and use the speakers in an area where standard power supplies

are unavailable (i.e. outdoors).

Claims 54 and.55,are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable '

over Lavelle (US. Patent 6,678,892).

Regarding Claim 54, Lavelle discloses:

A wireless digital audio system (Fig. 18), comprising:

an audio source to provide an audio signal representative of music (i.e. various

inputs; col. 4 lines 30 — 40);
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a batter powered transmitter (i.e. 510‘, while not clearly stated. either the

entertainment device contains integrated batteries or a vehicle requires a battery to

power the various electronic components) coupled to said at least one audio source and

' operative to transmit ‘a code division multiple access (CDMA) communication signal

having said audio signal representative of said music and an added unique user code

(i.e. transmitter 510 is connected to the various audio sources in Fig. 18; it uses CDMA

techonology as shown in col. 7; the audio data is superimposed onto a carrier frequency

and then tuned into using the deivce via'separate selection; this frequency is considered

to read upon the unique user code, as it is unique and can allow use by one headphone

as desired);

a battery powered'audio receiver headphone set opearative to receive the CDMA

communication signal and audibily reproduce said ausio dignal representative of said

music (headphones 152 and 154), if the unique user code is recognized (i.e. the device

is tuned to the specific carrier frequency), to provide a user with prive audio

reproduction free of interference form other users of other wireless digital audio music ‘

systems in a shared space (col. 7 lines 25 -— 33).

Lavelle does not explicitly disclose the audio source coming from an existing

analog headphone plug. However, audio sources with headphone plugs are notoriously

. well known in the art (i.e. iPods etc). Lavelle discloses that other devices may be

employed in accordancewith the invention; col. 4 lines 35 — 40. It would have been

obvious to allow an input for various devices suCh as iPods and other analog head

phone devices. One would have been motivated to do so to make the device
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compatible with a widely used portable interface thus allowing user to enjoy their

devices within their automobile.

Regarding Claim 55, in addition to the elements stated above regarding claim 54

, Lavelle does not explicitly disclose the transmitter having a differential phase shitft

keying modulated signal. However, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill

in the art at the time of the invention to use DPSK in Lavelle. Lavelle discusses that one
of ordinary skill in the art will contemplate the various elements required to implement

CDMA in an entertainment system according to the invention. When designing a

, transmitter, one must balance many various factors and depending on the

characteristics desired (number of bits transferred, complexity and arrangement of the

constellation), one may decide to implement a DPSK method‘to achieve a certain

balance.

Regarding Claims 57 and 59, claims 57 and 59 are met by the rejections of

claims54 and 55 as stated above.

Claims 56 and 58 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Lavelle (US. Patent 6,678,892) in view of Benthin (US. Patent 5,790,595) ,
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Regarding Claims 56 and 58, in addition to the elements stated above regarding

claims 55 and 57:

The Combination does not explicitly disclose that the receiver-utilizes embedded

fuzzy logic to enhance detection of the unique user code in said transmitted DSSS

signal. However, it is well known to use a fuzzy logic detection system in a receiver

such as Lavelle's. Benthin disloses a receiverthat determines soft data bits (Figure i,

function of Figure 2) for additional decoding performance in communication with the

received, demodulated signal (output of II) from a spread spectrum demodulator (II)

(col. 2, lines 6-31 col. 5, lines 10-25).

Applying this to the receiver of the combination meets the limitation of the

receiver utilizing embedded fuzzy logic to enhance detection of the unique user code.

To one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made, it would

have been obvious to implement the soft decision relevant components of Benethin as

part of the encoding and signal reception parts of the system of the combination. Lavelle

discusses that one of ordinary skill in the art will contemplate the various elements

required to implement CDMA in an entertainment system according to the invention The

motivation behind such a modification would have been that the soft bit determining

circuitry would have improved the reliabilityvof the decision relating to the hard data bit

equivalents of the received information, as is taught by Benethin.

Conclusion
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Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presented in

this Office action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP

§ 706.07(a). Applicant is reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37

CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within

TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any

extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of

the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory period fer reply expire later

than SIX MONTHS from the date of this final action.

Any inquiry concerning. this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Andrew C. Flanders whose telephone number is (571)

272-7516. The examiner can normally be reached on M-F 8:30 - 5:00.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner‘s

supervisor, Sinh Tran can be reached on (571) 272-7546. The fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

1 Patent Application information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only. -

For more information aboutthe PAIR system, see httpz/lpair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you'would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786—9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.
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Application Serial No. 10/648,012
Response to Office Action of July 23, 2007
Attorney Docket No. W003—4000

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

  

Application No.: 10/648,012

Applicant: WOOLFORK, C. Earl

Filing Date: 08/26/2003

Title: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO MUSIC SYSTEM

TC/A.U.: 2615

Confirmation No. 3337

Examiner: FLANDERS, Andrew C.

Docket No. W003~4000

Mail Stop AF
Commissioner for Patents

Post Office Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

RESPONSE TO FINAL OFFICE ACTION

Dear Sir:

In response to the Final Office Action (FOA) of July 23, 2007, Applicant

requests reconsideration of the patent application as follows:

Claims are reflected in the listing of claims, which begins on page 2 of this paper.

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 16 of this paper.

Page 1
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AMENDMENT TO CLAIMS:

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in

the application.

Listing of Claims:

Claims 1 - 18 (canceled).

19. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio system, comprising:

at least one audio source to produce an audio output representative of music;

at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said at least one

audio source, said at least one audio transmitter comprising:

a first analog low pass filter receiving the audio output from said at least

one audio source;

a digital low pass filter;

an analog-to—digital converter (ADC) operatively coupled between said

first analog and digital low pass filters;

a first encoder receiving output from said digital low pass filter and

being configured to reduce intersymbol interference (ISI);

a second channel encoder operatively coupled to said first encoder and

adapted to reduce transmission errors;

a digital modulator operatively coupled to said second channel encoder;

and

a differential phase shift key (DPSK) module receiving output from said

digital modulator and a unique user code bit sequence and being configured for direct

sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) communication, said DPSK module transmitting a

corresponding DSSS signal having said audio output representative of the music and the

unique user code bit sequence;

at least one audio receiver configured for digital wireless communication with

said at least one audio transmitter, said at least one audio receiver comprising:
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a band pass filter (BPF) configured to process said transmitted DSSS

signal;

a direct: conversion module receiving output from said BPF and being

configured to capture the unique user code bit sequence embedded in said processed

DSSS signal;

a digital demodulator adapted to process an output from said direct

conversion module;

a Viterbi decoder operatively coupled to said digital demodulator and

generating a corresponding digital output;

a source decoder processing said digital output from said Viterbi decoder

and being configured to decode the digital signal encoded by said first encoder;

a second analog low pass filter; and

a digital-to—analog converter (DAC) operatively coupled between said

source decoder and said second analog low pass filter, said second analog low

pass filter generating the audio output representative of the music; and

at least one module adapted to reproduce said audio output representative

of said music, if the unique user code bit sequence is recognized, said audio

output having been wirelessly transmitted from said at least one audio source to

a user for private audio reproduction of said music without interference from

other users or wireless devices.

20. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 19,

wherein said BPF is a wideband BPF.

21. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim ,19,

wherein said modulator is a 64—Ary modulator.

22. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 19,
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wherein said demodulator is a 64-Ary demodulator.

23. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 19,

wherein said generated audio output is in the approximate range of 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

24. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 19,

wherein said spread spectrum signal is transmitted at about 2.4 GHz Via an omni—

directional antenna.

25. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 24,

wherein said spread spectrum signal is transmitted at a power of about 100 milliwatts or

less.

26. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 19,

wherein said ADC is a 4—bit analog—to-digital converter.

27. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 19,

wherein said at least one audio source is a portable audio player.

28. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 19,

wherein said at least one audio reproducing module includes at least one headphone

speaker.

29. (Previously Presented)The wireless digital audio system of Claim 19,

wherein said BPF is operatively coupled to at least one antenna configured to receive

said transmitted DSSS signal.

30. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio system, comprising:
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at least one audio source;

at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said at least one

audio source, said at least one audio transmitter comprising:

a first analog low pass filter receiving audio output from said at least one

audio source;

a digital low pass filter;

an analog—to-digital converter (ADC) operatively coupled between said

first analog and digital low pass filters;

a first encoder receiving output from said digital low pass filter and

being configured to reduce intersymbol interference (181);

a second channel encoder operatively coupled to said first encoder and

adapted to reduce transmission errors;

a digital modulator operatively coupled to said second channel encoder;

and

a differential phase shift key (DPSK) module receiving output from said

digital modulator and a unique user code and being configured for direct sequence

spread spectrum (DSSS) communication, said DPSK module transmitting a

corresponding DSSS signal;

at least one audio receiver configured for digital wireless communication with

said at least one audio transmitter and utilizing embedded fuzzy logic to enhance

detection of the unique user code in said transmitted DSSS signal, said at least one

audio receiver comprising:

a band pass filter (BPF) configured to process said transmitted DSSS

signal;

a direct conversion module receiving output from said BPF and being

configured to capture the correct bit sequence embedded in said processed DSSS signal;

a digital demodulator adapted to process output from said direct

conversion module;
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a Viterbi decoder operatively coupled to said digital demodulator and

generating a corresponding digital output;

a source decoder processing said digital output from said Viterbi decoder

and being configured to decode the digital signal encoded by said first encoder;

a second analog low pass filter; and

a digital~to—analog converter (DAC) operatively coupled between said

source decoder and said second analog low pass filter, said second analog low

pass filter generating the audio output;

at least one module adapted to amplify said generated audio output; and

at least one module adapted to reproduce said amplified audio output, if

the unique user code is recognized, said audio output having been wirelessly

transmitted from said at least one audio source to a user privately without

interference from other users or wireless devices.

31. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 30,

wherein said at least: one audio amplifying module includes at least one power

amplifier, said at least one power amplifier being configured to provide a low distortion

audio signal output.

32. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 31,

wherein said at least one audio reproducing module includes at least one headphone

speaker, said at least one headphone speaker receiving said low distortion audio signal

output from said at least one power amplifier.

33. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio system, comprising:

at least one audio source;

at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said at least one

audio source;
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at least one audio receiver adapted for digital wireless communication with said

at least one audio transmitter, each of said at least one digital audio transmitter and

receiver being configured for code division multiple access (CDMA) communication;
and

at least one module adapted to audibly reproduce said processed CDMA signal,

said CDMA communication configuration providing a user with independent audio

reproduction free of interference from other users or wireless devices.

34. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio system, comprising:

at least one audio source;

at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said at least one

audio source;

at least one audio receiver adapted for digital wireless communication with said

at least one audio transmitter, each of said at least one digital audio transmitter and

receiver being configured for code division multiple access (CDMA) communication;

at least one module adapted to amplify said processed CDMA signal; and

at least one module adapted to audibly reproduce said amplified signal, said

CDMA communication configuration providing a user with independent audio

reproduction free of interference from other users or wireless devices.

Claims 35 - 36 (canceled).

37. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 33,

wherein said at least one audio source provides analog output in the approximate range
of 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

38. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 34,

wherein said at least one audio source provides analog output in the approximate range
of 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
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Claims 39 — 40 (canceled).

41. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 33,

wherein at least one of said digital audio transmitter and receiver is battery—powered.

42. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 34,

wherein at least one of said digital audio transmitter and receiver is battery—powered.

43. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio system, comprising:

at least one audio source;

at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said at least one

audio source, said at least one audio transmitter comprising:

a first analog low pass filter receiving audio output representative of

music from said at least one audio source;

a digital low pass filter;

an analog—to-digital converter (ADC) operatively coupled between said

first analog and digital low pass filters;

a first encoder receiving output from said digital low pass filter and

being configured to reduce intersymbol interference (181);

a second channel encoder operatively coupled to said first encoder and

adapted to reduce transmission errors;

a digital modulator operatively coupled to said second channel encoder;
and

a differential phase shift key (DPSK) module receiving output from said

digital modulator and a unique user code bit sequence and being configured for direct

sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) communication, said DPSK module transmitting a

corresponding DSSS signal;
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at least one audio receiver configured for digital wireless communication with

said at least one audio transmitter, said at least one audio receiver comprising:

a band pass filter (BPF) configured to process said transmitted DSSS

signal;

a direct conversion module receiving output from said BPF and being

configured to capture the the unique user code bit sequence embedded in said processed

DSSS signal;

a digital demodulator adapted to process output from said direct

conversion module;

a Viterbi decoder operatively coupled to said digital demodulator and

generating a corresponding digital output;

a source decoder processing said digital output from said Viterbi decoder

and being configured to decode the digital signal encoded by said first encoder;

a second analog low pass filter; and

a digital—to~analog converter (DAC) operatively coupled between said

source decoder and said second analog low pass filter, said second analog low

pass filter generating the audio output representative of said music; and

at least one module adapted to reproduce said audio output, if the unique

user code bit sequence is recognized, said audio output representative of said

music having been wirelessly transmitted from said at least one audio source to

a user privately without interference from other users or wireless devices.

44. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio system, comprising:

at least one audio source;

at least one digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said at least one

audio source, said at least one audio transmitter comprising:

a first analog low pass filter receiving audio output representative of

music from said at least one audio source;
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a digital low pass filter;

an analog—to—digital converter (ADC) operatively coupled between said

first analog and digital low pass filters;

a first encoder receiving output from said digital low pass filter and

being configured to reduce intersymbol interference (181);

a second channel encoder operatively coupled to said first encoder and

adapted to reduce transmission errors;

a digital modulator operatively coupled to said second channel encoder;

and

a differential phase shift key (DPSK) module receiving output from said

digital modulator and a unique user code and being configured for direct sequence

spread spectrum (D’SSS) communication, said DPSK module transmitting a

corresponding DSSS signal;

at least one audio receiver configured for digital wireless communication with

said at least one audio transmitter, said at least one audio receiver comprising:

a band pass filter (BPF) configured to process said transmitted DSSS

signal;

a direct conversion module receiving output from said BPF and being

configured to capture the unique user code embedded in said processed DSSS signal;

a digital demodulator adapted to process output from said direct

conversion module;

a Viterbi decoder operatively coupled to said digital demodulator and

generating a corresponding digital output;

a source decoder processing said digital output from said Viterbi decoder

and being configured to decode the digital signal encoded by said first encoder;

a second analog low pass filter; and

a digita’l-to-analog converter (DAC) operatively coupled between said

source decoder and said second analog low pass filter, said second analog low
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pass filter generating the audio output representative of the music;

at least one module adapted to amplify said generated audio output; and

at least one module adapted to reproduce said amplified audio output, if

the unique user code is recognized, said audio output having been Wirelessly

transmitted from said at least one audio source to a user privately.

45. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 43,

wherein said at least one audio source provides analog output in the approximate range
of 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

46. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 44,

wherein said at least one audio source provides analog output in the approximate range
of 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

47. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 43,

wherein at least one of said digital audio transmitter and receiver is battery-powered.

48. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 44,

wherein at least one of said digital audio transmitter and receiver is battery-powered.

49. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 43,

wherein said at least one audio source is a portable music player.

50. (Previously Presented) The wireless digital audio system of Claim 44,

wherein said at least one audio source is a portable music player.

51. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio transmitter, comprising:

a first analog low pass filter receiving audio output representative of
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music from at least one audio source;

a digital low pass filter;

an analog-to—digital converter (ADC) operatively coupled between said

first analog and digital low pass filters;

a first encoder receiving output from said digital low pass filter and

being configured to reduce intersymbol interference (181);

a second channel encoder operatively coupled to said first encoder and

adapted to reduce transmission errors;

a digital modulator operatively coupled to said second channel encoder;

a code generator to add a unique user code to a modulator output, the

modulator output including the audio output representative of said music; and

a differential phase shift key (DPSK) module receiving the modulator

output from said digital modulator and the unique user code and being configured for

direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) communication, said DPSK module

transmitting a corresponding DSSS signal.

52. (Previously Presented) A Wireless digital audio receiver, comprising:

a band pass filter (BPF) configured to process a transmitted DSSS signal;

a direct conversion module receiving output from said BPF and being

configured to capture a unique user code bit sequence embedded in said processed

DSSS signal;

a digital demodulator adapted to process output from said direct

conversion module;

a Viterbi decoder operatively coupled to said digital demodulator and

generating a corresponding digital output;

a source decoder receiving said digital output from said Viterbi decoder

and being configured to decode the digital signal encoded therein;

a second analog low pass filter; and
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a digital-to—analog converter (DAC) operatively coupled between said

source decoder and said second analog low pass filter, said second analog low pass

filter generating an audio output representative of music, if the unique user code bit

sequence is recognized, corresponding to the decoded and converted digital signal, said

audio output having been wirelessly transmitted to a user for private listening of high

fidelity audio music without interference from other users or wireless devices.

53. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio receiver, comprising:

a band pass filter (BPF) configured to process a transmitted DSSS signal;

a direct conversion module receiving output from said BPF and being

configured to capture a unique user code bit sequence embedded in said processed

DSSS signal;

a fuzzy logic detector to enhance detection of the unique user code bit

sequence;

a digital demodulator adapted to process output from said direct

conversion module;

a Viterbi decoder operatively coupled to said digital demodulator and

generating a corresponding digital output;

a source decoder receiving said digital output from said Viterbi decoder

and being configured to decode the digital signal encoded therein;

a second analog low pass filter; and

a digitall-to—analog converter (DAC) operatively coupled between said

source decoder and said second analog low pass filter, said second analog low

pass filter generating an audio output, if the unique user code bit sequence is

recognized, corresponding to the decoded and converted digital signal, said

audio output having been wirelessly transmitted to a user privately without

interference from other users or wireless devices.
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54. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio system, comprising:

an audio source to provide an audio signal representative of music having an

existing analog headphone plug;

a battery—powered transmitter coupled to said at least one audio source via said

analog headphone plug and operative to transmit a code division multiple access

(CDMA) communication signal having said audio signal representative of said music

and an added unique user code;

a battery-powered audio receiver headphone set operative to receive the CDMA

communication signal and audibly reproduce said audio signal representative of said

music, if the unique user code is recognized, to provide a particular user with private

audio reproduction free of interference from other users of other wireless digital audio

music systems in a shared space.

55. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio system, comprising:

an audio source to provide an audio signal representative of music having an

existing analog headphone plug;

a battery~powered transmitter coupled to said at least one audio source via said

analog headphone plug and operative to transmit a code division multiple access

(CDMA) communication signal having a differential phase shift keying (DPSK)

modulated signal of said audio signal representative of said music and an added unique

user code;

an audio receiver headphone set operative to receive the CDMA communication

signal and audibly reproduce said audio signal, if the unique user code is recognized, to

provide a user with private audio reproduction of said music free of interference from

other users of other wireless digital audio music systems in a shared space.

56.(New) The system of claim 55, said audio receiver headphone further

comprising a fuzzy logic detector to enhance detection of the unique user code.
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57. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio headset receiver,

comprising:

a direct conversion module configured to receive a wirelessly transmitted code

division multiple access (CDMA) signal having an audio signal representative of audio

music and a unique user code; and

headset speakers for privately reproducing said audio music to a user, if the

unique user code is recognized, and free of interference from other users of other

wireless digital audio music systems in a shared space.

58.( Previously Presented) The receiver of claim 57, further comprising a

fuzzy logic detector to enhance detection of the unique user code.

59. (Previously Presented) A code division multiple access (CDMA) battery-

powered transmitter comprising:

a jack to connect to an existing analog headphone plug of an audio source;

means for receiving an audio output representative of music from the audio

music source;

means for generating a unique user code; and

means for wirelessly transmitting a CDMA communication signal having said

audio output representative of said music and said unique user code to a wireless

headphone receiver.
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REMARKS/ARGUMENTS

Applicant has reviewed the Office Action (OA) of July 23, 2007 and request

reconsideration of the application for the reasons described below.

Status of Claims

Claims 19—34, 37, 38, 41-59 are pending in this application.

Claim Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. §112

The rejection of Claims 30, 53, 56 and 58 under 35 U.S.C. §112, first

paragraph, as failing to comply with the enablement requirement, is respectfully
traversed.

The final office action (“FOA”) states that:

Claim 30 recites that the receiver uses embedded fuzzy logic to enhance
detection of the unique user code in said transmitted DSSS signal.
However, Applicant’s FIG. I, shows a fuzzy logic detector (6]) inside of
the receiver unit (50). Receiver unit 50 is fully disclosed in FIG. 3,

however, neither the specification, nor the drawings provide any detail
as to how any Egg logic is used within the components of FIG. 3 to
enhance detection of the unique user code. (Emphasis added)

 

First, there are multiple paragraphs directed to fuzzy logic detection embedded

in receiver 50. The Applicant directs the Examiner’s attention to the entire

specification but specifically to paragraphs [0010], [0013] and [0014] for detailed

support of the fuzzy logic detection. Fuzzy logic is software that employs a set of

rules. For example, in paragraph [0013], the specification states “fuzzy logic detection

sub-system 61 may use a set of if—then rules.” In paragraph [0014], the specification

states “fuzzy logic detection sub—system 61 in receiver 50 utilizes the if—then fuzzy

set to map the received user code bits ...” Paragraph [0014] provides explicit details

related. to the “rules” and the evaluation of such “rules.” More importantly, FIG. 4 is

provided to graphically illustrate features of the fuzzy logic detection and the basis of
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the evaluation of the rules. In fact, FIG. 4 is described as “graph showing utilization of

an embedded fitzzy logic coding algorithm.”

The fuzzy logic detection sub—system 61 is shown in FIG. 1 and described as

being associated with receiver 50. As acknowledged in the FDA, the rejection states

“receiver unit 50 is fully disclosed in FIG. 3.” Hence, in View of the disclosure and

drawings, Applicant has described the fuzzy logic detection sub—system 61 and how it is

used to enhance detection of the unique user code.

Based on the above, Applicant respectfully requests that the rejection of

Claims 30, 53, 56 and 58 under 35 U.S.C. §112, first paragraph, as failing to comply

with the written description requirement, be withdrawn.
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:Claim Reiections Under 35 U.S.C. §1021eg
Lindemann et al. 1!].S. Patent Application 2004/02236222
 

The rejection of Claims 33, 34 and 37-38 under 35 U.S.C. §102(e) as being

anticipated by Lindemann (US. Patent Application 2004/0223622) is respectfully
traversed.

Claim 33 recites

...at least one module adapted to audibly reproduce said processed
CDMA signal, said CDMA communication configuration providing a
user with independent audio reproduction f_ree of interference from
other users or wireless devices. (Emphasis added)

The above emphasized claim language is not taught or suggested by Lindemann.

Lindemann does not address reproduction that is interference free. Furthermore,

Applicant observes that Lindemann does not mention interference or address the

problem identified by Applicant and thus Applicant’s solution to provide a user with

independent audio reproduction free of interference from other users or wireless

devices. Instead, Lindemann is directed to digital wireless loudspeaker system and the

delivery of signals to the speakers. Thus, Lindemann is not directed to a system

capable of (1) providing a user with independent audio reproduction; and (2)

reproduction free of interference from other users or wireless devices. By contrast,

Lindemann simply provides a “loudspeaker system” Where anyone can listen.

The Examiner states on page 2 0f the FDA that the “. . . speakers reproduce

audio independently without interference from other speakers. This is more clearly

shown in paragraph 66 of Lindemann which states that certain groups of speakers can

be selected and independently operated using Status messages embedded in the audio

packet headers and Status decode logic.” Applicant has provided the text from

Lindemann beginning from the paragraph 0064 through paragraph 0066 below which
states 1'
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[0064] The output of the Channel Selection Interface 1000 determines
which audio channel the individual loudspeaker is assigned to in a
surround sound or stereo system, which mix mode to use (described
later), and digital crossover filter EQ information (also described later).
FIG. 18 shows one embodiment of the Channel Selection Interface. A
Channel Selection Switch 1801 located on the speaker cabinet allows the
user to specify what role an individual speaker is assigned to in a
surround sound system. leg front, center fiont, right fiont, up read,
right rear. In the case of subwoofer the speaker itself is sufi‘iciently
distinctive that know switch is necessary The output of the Channel
Selection Switch is input to the Channel Selection Register and Status
Decode Logic 1802. The output of the Channel Selection Register and
Status Decode Logic 1802 is the output of the Channel Selection

Interface 1000 andIS sent to the remaining fitnctional units of the Digital
to Speaker Input Conversion and Channel Selector. A special
N0_CHANNE1. output code from the Channel Selection Interface
specifies that the speaker is disabled and should respond to no channel

selection. Also comprised in the Channel Selection Interface is a Group
Selection Switch 1800. Many homes and otfices have multiple groups of
loudspeakers--e. g. a group of loudspeakers in the living room and
another group in the kitchen. The Group Selection Switch allowsa

loudspeaker to be assigned to one of many groups of loudspeakers.
(Emphasis added)

[0065] Status information from the Framing and Error Protection
Decoder and Sample Clock Generator 106,116,126 of FIG. 1) is also
received by the Channel Selection Interface 1000 and input to the
Channel Selection Register and Status Decode Logic 1802. Among other
messages, the status information contains commands to enable or disable

a particular group of speakers. When the group to which the current

loudspeaker is assigned is disabled, the Channel Selection Register and
Status Decoder Logic 1802 is set to output the special N0_CHANNEL
output code.

[0066] Another status message determines enabling of different speaker
modes according to speaker group. For example, "enable only leg and
right front channels [or stereo speaker Group A ". Another usefll status
message is "enable up and right fiont channels of speaker Group B to
mix down the received six channel surround data to two channel stereo ".

This would be appropriate if there were only two stereo speakers in
speaker Group B. This mix information appears at the output of the
Channel Selection Register and Status Decode Logic 1802, and is input
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to the Channel Selector and Mixer and Volume Control (1003 of FIG.
10). At the same time another status message can be sent saying "enable
full six channel decade on Group B". This would be appropriate if
Speaker Group A consists of a all complement of six surround sound
speakers. Again the mix information is used in this case. (Emphasis
added)

First, Applicant observes that the term “independent” or “independently”

cannot be found anywhere in Lindemann.

Second, Applicant fails to see how the Examiner’s characterization of paragraph

66 in Lindemann teaches (1) providing a user with independent audio reproduction
 

(i.e., an individual using the transmitter and receiver headphone of the wireless digital

audio music system); and (2) reproduction free of interference from other users (i.e.,

multiple individuals, each using their own transmitter and receiver headphone of the

wireless digital audio music system) or wireless devices. Instead, according to

Lindemann the loudspeaker system includes “multiple groups of loudspeakers—e g. a

group of loudspeakers in the living room and another group in the kitchen. The Group

Selection Switch allows a loudspeaker to be assigned to one of many groups of5

loudspeakers.’ Applicant fails to see the nexus of the Examiner’s characterization of

paragraph 66 with the explicit claim language in claim 33.

More specifically, Lindemann is directed to a “Digital wireless loudspeaker

system” (Abstract). Applicant acknowledges that the speakers of Lindemann produces

an audio output and may be selectively enabled and disabled. However, the speakers

are not “independent” or “independently” operated. Instead, the speakers are part of

Lindeman’s system.

Even assuming that the operation of the speakers in Lindemann is independent,

there is no teaching that such independent operation of speakers provides “a user with

independent audio reproduction free of interference.”

Returning again to the FDA, the rejection again relies on FIG. 15A for a

teaching that the “the speakers reproduce, which receive the audio without interference
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from the other speakers.” (See page 5 of the FDA.) A quick search of the patent

application publication reveals that there is no mention of the term “interference” in

Lindemann. It is well known by those skilled in the art that radio frequency (RF)

interference originates from a source (i.e., transmitter) external to a RF signal path and

produces undesired artifacts in the RF signal. Lindemann does not address speaker

receiver interference due to many same transmitters sharing the same space [Lindemann

20040223622 paragraph 0011 “...signal generated by the single RF transmitter in the

audio transmission device;” and paragraph 0058 “...Signal generated by the single RF

Transmitter.”]. Based on the foregoing, Applicant respectfully submits that FIG. 15A

does not provide any evidence that the speakers “receive the audio without

interference. ”

Claim 34 contains similar language. Thus, the remarks set forth above in

relation to Claim 33 equally apply to Claim 34.

Accordingly, Lindemann cannot anticipate Applicant’s Claims 33 and 34. For

at least this reason, Applicant respectfully requests withdrawal of the rejection of

Claims 33 and 34 by Lindemann under 35 U.S.C. §102(e).

Dependent Claims 37 and 41 depend directly or indirectly from independent

Claim 33. Furthermore, dependent Claims 38 and 42 depend from independent Claim

34. These dependent claims contain all of the limitations of independent Claims 33 or

34, thus, any rejections under 35 U.S.C. §§102 or 103 should be withdrawn by virtue

of their dependency from independent Claims 33 or 34.

Additionally, Applicant believes that the dependent claims 37, 38, 41 and 42

recite other features that are clearly lacking from the applied reference(s), and do not

acquiesce to any of the rejections.
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Claim Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. §103

Lindemann et a1. {9.8. Patent Application 2004/0223622!
in view of Sato (9.8.. Patent 4,970,637!

The rejection of claims 19—29 and 43-52 under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being

unpatentable by Lindemann et a1. (U.S. Patent Application 2004/0223622) in view of

Sato (U.S. Patent 4,970,637) is respectfully traversed.

 

Applicant would like to mention that in addition to Lindemann and Sato, the

rejection of Claim 19 also relies upon Roberts, et a1. (U.S. Patent 6,418,558), and

Schotz (U.S. Patent 5,946,343). Furthermore, the rejection of Claim 19 relies on

numerous statements that various claimed elements in Claim 19 are notorious.

In regards to Claim 19, in addition to the remarks set forth above in relation to

claims 33 and 34, neither Lindemann nor Sato teach “for private audio reproduction of

said music” or “reproduce said audio output representative of said music, if the unique

user code bit sequence is recognized.” Hence any combination of Lindemann and Sato

would not produce applicant’s invention. There is nothing in Lindemann, the primary

reference, to provide a user with private audio reproduction, such as via headphones,

and without interference from other users or wireless devices. By contrast, Lindemann

simply provides a “loudspeaker system” where anyone can listen; Lindemann does not

address interference anywhere. The word “private” does not appear anywhere in

Lindemann or Sato. Furthermore, “private” does not appear in Schotz ‘343 or Roberts

‘558.

In Lindemann, the system does not transmit “music” with a “unique user code

bit sequence.” At best, Lindemann sends different channels (for stereo or surround

sound) to different speakers and does not require “a unique user code bit sequence.”

Furthermore, the wireless digital audio music system of the Applicant utilizes

Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) to allow multiple wireless digital audio music

system users to simultaneously share a finite amount of radio frequency spectrum.

Lindemann utilizes ClDMA to multiplex the audio spectrum [Lindemann 20040223622
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paragraph 0075 “This corresponds to a Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA)

method of multiplexing the multiple audio channels.”]. Moreover, Schotz does not

mention CDMA anywhere. Therefore, any combination of Lindemann, Sato, Schotz or

Roberts would not produce the applicant’s invention.

On page 8 of the FOA, the Examiner appears to be equating “unique user code

bit sequence,” as claimed by Applicant, to “status messages in the transmission

frames to control speaker attributes such as speaker group.” The FOA also directs

Applicant to paragraphs 0011 and 0064. However, Lindemann provides channel

selection for various combinations of speakers or groups of speakers such as to provide,

in one embodiment, a “full complement of six surround sound speakers.” Lindemann

is essentially silent with regard to the use of or the need for a “unique user code bit

sequence.”

In view of the foregoing remarks, the rejection of Claim 19 under 35 U.S.C.

§103(a) as being unpatentable by Lindemann in View of Sato (Schotz and/or Roberts),

as well as, the numerous assertions by the Examiner that claimed elements are

notorious, is respectfully traversed. Thus, the rejection of Claim 19 under 35 U.S.C.

§lO3(a) should be withdrawn.

Dependent Claims 20—29 depend directly or indirectly from independent Claim

19. These dependent claims contain all of the limitations of independent Claim 19,

thus, any rejections under 35 U.S.C. §103 should be withdrawn by virtue of their

dependency from independent Claim 19.

Additionally, the Applicant believes that many of the dependent claims 20—29

recite other features that are clearly lacking from the applied references, and do not

acquiesce to any of the rejections.

As to claim 28, Lindemann is directed to a “digital wireless loudspeaker

system” with surround sound capability. Thus, modifying Lindemann to incorporate

the teachings of Lindemann as modified by Sato (Schotz and/or Roberts) into a

headphone set is using applicant’s own disclosure. Furthermore, such a modification
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destroys the intended operation of Lindemann, the primary reference, to disperse

multiple speakers with speaker groups in different rooms as well as provide a “full

complement of six surround sound speakers.”

Claims 43 and 44 contain similar language as Claim 19. Thus, the remarks set

forth above in relation. to Claim 19 equally apply.

In view of the foregoing remarks related to Claim 19, the rejection of Claims 43

and 44 under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being unpatentable by Lindemann in view of Sato

(Schotz and/or Roberts), as well as, the numerous assertions by the Examiner that

claimed elements are notorious, is respectfully traversed. Thus, the rejection of Claims

43 and 44 under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) should be withdrawn.

Dependent Claims 45, 47, and 49 depend directly or indirectly from

independent Claim 43. Dependent Claims 46, 48, and 50 depend directly or indirectly

from independent Claim 44. These dependent claims contain all of the limitations of

their corresponding independent Claim 43 or 44, thus, any rejections under 35 U.S.C.

§103 should be withdrawn by virtue of their dependency therefrom.

Applicant further believes that many of the dependent Claims 45—50 recite other

features that are clearly lacking from the applied references, and do not acquiesce to

any of the rejections.

Claim 51 positively recites “a code generator to add a unique user code to a

modulator output, the modulator output including the audio output representative of

said music. ”. As remarked previously, Lindemann, the primary reference, does not

require a “unique user code” or add “the unique user code to a modulator output

including the audio output representative of said music.” Hence, Lindemann does not

have a “code generator to add a unique user code.”

Moreover, neither Lindemann, nor Sato, adds “the unique user code to a

modulator output including the audio output representative of said music.” Hence

any combination of these references still would not produce applicant’s claimed

invention.
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In view of the foregoing amendments and remarks, the rejection of Claim 51

under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being unpatentable by Lindemann in View of Sato (Schotz

and/or Roberts), as well as, the numerous assertions by the Examiner that claimed

elements are notorious, is respectfully traversed. Thus, the rejection of Claim 51 under

35 U.S.C. §103(a) should be withdrawn.

Claim 52 includes a positive recitation of a “unique user code bit sequence” and

“for private listening of high fidelity audio music.” The remarks set forth above in

relation to Claim 19 equally apply to Claim 52.

In view of the foregoing remarks, the rejection of Claim 52 under 35 U.S.C.

§103(a) as being unpatentable by Lindemann in View of Sato (Schotz and/or Roberts),

as well as, the numerous assertions by the Examiner that claimed elements are

notorious, is respectfully traversed. Thus, the rejection of Claim 52 under 35 U.S.C.

§103(a) should be withdrawn.

On page 13 of the FDA, when rejecting claims 43, 44 and 49—52, the Examiner

relies on the rejections provided for 19, 27 and 30. However, Claim 30 is not rejected

under Lindemann in View of Sato (Schotz and/or Roberts).

Claim Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. §103

Lindemann et al. in View of Sato and in further View of

Benthin “LS. Patent 5,790,595)

The rejection of Claims 30-32 and 53 under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being

 

unpatentable by Lindemann et al. (US Patent Application 2004/0223622) in View of

Sato (US. Patent 4,970,637) in further View of Benthin (US. Patent 5,790,595) is

respectfully traversed.

As to Claim 30, Claim 30 includes similar claim limitations as claim 19. Thus,

the remarks set forth above in relation to Lindemann, Sato and the combination of

Lindemann and Sato, as applied to Claim 19 equally apply.
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The FOA acknowledges that Lindemann as modified by Sato does not “disclose

that the receiver utilizes embedded fuzzy logic.” Thus, the rejection relies on Benthin.

First, Claim 30 includes “fuzzy logic to enhance detection of the unique user5,

code. Since Lindemann does not require a “unique user code,” there is no need or

motivation to place “fuzzy logic to enhance detection of the unique user code,” in the

receiver of Lindemann.

Applicant observes that Benthin is relied upon for soft decisions in a receiver or

during demodulation of a signal. (See page 14 of the FDA.) However, Benthin does

not teach “fuzzy logic to enhance detection of the unique user code,” in the receiver.

Thus, any combination of Lindemann in View of Sato and Benthin still would not

produce applicant’s claimed invention.

In View of the foregoing remarks, the rejection of Claim 30 under 35 U.S.C.

§103(a) as being unpatentable by Lindemann in View of Sato in further View of Benthin,

Schotz and/or Roberts, as well as, the numerous assertions by the Examiner that

claimed elements are notorious, is respectfully traversed. Thus, the rejection of Claim

30 under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) should be withdrawn.

Dependent Claims 31 and 32 depend directly or indirectly from independent

Claim 30. These dependent claims contain all of the limitations of independent Claim

30, thus, any rejections under 35 U.S.C. §103 should be withdrawn by virtue of their

dependency from independent Claim 30.

Applicant believes that many of the dependent Claims 31—32 recite other features

that are clearly lacking from the applied references, and do not acquiesce to any of the

rejections.

As to Claim 32, Lindemann is directed to a “digital wireless loudspeaker

system” with surround sound capability. Thus, modifying Lindemann to incorporate

the teachings of Lindemann as modified by Sato (Schotz and/or Roberts) into a

headphone set is using applicant’s own disclosure. Furthermore, such a modification

destroys the intended operation of Lindemann, the primary reference, to disperse
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multiple speakers with speaker groups in different rooms as well as provide a “full

complement of six surround sound speakers.”

Claim 53 includes a positive recitation of a “unique user code bit sequence” and

“a fuzzy logic detector to enhance detection of the unique user code bit sequence.” The

remarks set forth above in relation to Claim 30 equally apply to Claim 53.

In view of the foregoing amendments and remarks, the rejection of Claim 53

under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being unpatentable by Lindemann in view of Sato in

further view of Benthin (Schotz and/or Roberts), as well as, the numerous assertions by

the Examiner that claimed elements are notorious, is respectfully traversed. Thus, the

rejection of Claim 53 under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) should be withdrawn.

Claim Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. §103

Lindemann et al. (US. Patent Application 2004/0223622)

The rejection of Claims 41 and 42 under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being

unpatentable by Lindemann (US. Patent Application 2004/0223622) is respectfully

traversed.

Lindemann as modified by the Examiner does not teach the deficiencies

described in relation to independent Claims 33 and 34. Hence, Lindemann as modified

does not teach the claimed invention since Lindemann as modified does not teach all the

limitation of the base Claims (33 and 34) from which Claims 41 and 42 depend.

In view of the above remarks, the rejection of Claims 41 and 42 under 35

U.S.C. §103(a) as being unpatentable by Lindemann should be withdrawn.

Claim Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. §1031a)
‘ Lavelle .8. Patent 6 678 892)

The rejection of Claims 54, 55, 57 and 59 under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being

unpatentable by Lavelle (US. Patent 6,678,892) is respectfully traversed.

Claim 54 recites
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....an audio source to provide an audio signal representative of
music having an existing analog headphone plug;

a battery—powered transmitter coupled to via said analog
headphone Qlu g. .. (Emphasis added)

The FDA relies on the wireless transmitter 510 in FIG. 1B for the battery

powered transmitter of Applicant’s claim. The Examiner acknowledges in the FDA

that Lavelle does not include headphone plugs. However, the Examiner states that

“headphone plugs are notoriously well known in the art.” The Examiner provides

Applicant with an example of an iPod.

First, in Applicant’s claim, both a headphone plug and a transmitter coupled to

an audio source via the headphone plug is positively recited. Applicant observes that

the transmitter and receiver of Lavelle are intended to be installed in a vehicle and

would generally be permanent fixtures in the vehicle. The transmitter 510 is arranged

to communicate with wireless headphone sets via CDMA. Hence, there is neither an

“M analog headphone plug, ” as claimed, nor a need for one. More importantly,

Lavelle has no need for a headphone plug since the original configuration of the

primary reference (Lavelle) seeks to provide wireless communications in a vehicle

(obviating the need for a headphone plug to connect the headphone).

Nonetheless, even assuming that Lavelle may be modified with a headphone

plug, there is no teaching in Lavelle to further remove the transmitter 510 from the

vehicle and couple this “transmitter” via a headphone plug (which is not even present in

Lavelle). Nowhere in Lavelle is such an arrangement described, especially since a

headphone plug does not exist in the first place. Hence, the Examiner is rejecting

Applicant’s invention on hindsight using applicant’s own disclosure.

Applicant further observes that the “transmitter” 510 of Lavelle is battery

powered by virtue of its installation in the vehicle and connection to the vehicle’s

battery source. Thus, for Lavelle’s transmitter to utilize the charging (battery) system

of a vehicle for power, it is necessary to connect the entertainment unit and transmitter
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by cable or cord to the charging (battery) system. Henceforth, removing the

transmitter 510 from the vehicle’s battery source destroys the transmitter’s ability to use

the vehicle’s battery source relied upon in the Examiner’s rejection on page 17 of the
FOA.

Additionally, while Lavelle employs CDMA communications between the

transmitter and headphone, Lavelle does not teach a unique user code, as claimed. In

the CDMA embodiment of Lavelle, Walsh code generators and PN (pseudo random

number) generators are described. However, while these generators produce a code,

such code is designed to change. Thus, Lavelle codes are not a “unique” user code.

Applicant observes that Lavelle provides multiple headphone sets in a vehicle

and intends to minimize interference between the headphone sets [Lavelle 6,678,892

column 6 lines 43 — 45 “...the wireless signals may be encoded to prevent interference

between the two wireless headphone sets 152, 154.”]. By contrast, claim 54 states “...

CDMA communication ...provide a particular user with private audio reproduction free

of interference from other users of other wireless digital audio music systems in a

shared space.” Each wireless digital audio music system consists of a CDMA

transmitter and a CDMA receiver headphone; hence, interference between a particular

CDMA receiver headphone of a wireless digital audio music system and the CDMA

transmitters of other wireless digital audio music systems, in a shared space, is

eliminated. However, Lavelle’s CDMA embodiment does not address interference

between a headphone set and many same transmitters sharing the same space.

Additionally, Lavelle does not also “provide a particular user with private audio

reproduction free of interference from other users of other wireless digital audio music

systems in a shared space,” as claimed. Lavelle does not use a unique user code.

In Applicant’s invention, both the transmitter and receiver of the wireless digital

audio music system are battery-powered for use that includes portable audio sources so

the wireless digital audio music system is without cable or cord to limit the mobility of

a user operating a portable music player. Because the user is mobile, two or more
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wireless digital audio music systems may be in use at the same time in a shared space.

In this event, a particular wireless digital audio music system (containing a transmitter

and receiver) does not interfere with any other wireless digital audio music system

(containing another transmitter and receiver) in a shared space.

As stated previously by Applicant, in the June 11, 2007 Response “It is well

known by those skilled in the art that radio frequency (RF) interference originates from

a source (i.e. transmitter) external to a RF signal path and produces undesired artifacts

in the RF signal.” Lavelle’s CDMA system contains only one transmitter [Lavelle

column 7 lines 26 — 28 states “It is to be appreciated that the use of CDMA technology

enables a single transmitter (i.e., wireless transmitter 510) to transmit all programs

simultaneously”]. I-llence, Lavelle’s CDMA system does not address headphone

receiver interference due to many same transmitters sharing the same space because the

system contains only one transmitter for the CDMA embodiment.

Claims 55 and 59 contains similar language as claim 54. Thus, the remarks

above in relation to Claim 54 equally apply to Claims 55 and 59.

In View of the foregoing remarks, the rejection of Claims 54, 55 and 59 under

35 U.S.C. §lO3(a) as being unpatentable over Lavelle (U.S. Patent 6,678,892) is

respectfully traversed. Thus, the rejection of Claims 54 and 55 under 35 U.S.C.

§103(a) should be withdrawn.

As to Claim 57, Lavelle or Lavelle as modified does not teach a “unique user

code” and “free of interference from other users of other wireless digital audio music

systems in a shared space.”

Claim Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. §103(a)
Lavelle in View of Benthin

The rejection of Claims 56 and 58 under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being

unpatentable by Lavelle (U.S. Patent 6,678,892) in view of Benthin (U.S. Patent

5,790,595) is respectfully traversed.
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Claim 56, by virtue of its dependency, contains all of the limitations of

Independent Claim 55, and therefore allowable. Additionally, it recites features that

are clearly lacking from Lavelle. Lavelle does not teach a “unique user code.” Thus,

there is no motivation to modify Lavelle with a fuzzy logic detector to enhance the

detection of the “unique user code.”

Claim 58, by virtue of its dependency, contains all of the limitations of

Independent Claim 57, and therefore allowable. Additionally, it recites features that

are clearly lacking from Lavelle. Lavelle does not teach a “unique user code.” Thus,

there is no motivation to modify Lavelle with a fuzzy logic detector to enhance the

detection of the “unique user code.”

In view of the foregoing remarks, the rejection of Claims 56 and 58 under 35

U.S.C. §103(a) as being unpatentable over Lavelle (US. Patent 6,678,892) in View of

Benthin (US. Patent 5,790,595) is respectfully traversed. Thus, the rejection of

Claims 56 and 58 under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) should be withdrawn.

Conclusion

In View of the foregoing remarks, Applicant believes that the application is in

condition for allowance. If for any reason the Examiner finds the application other than

in condition for allowance, Applicant respectfully requests the Examiner to call the

undersigned attorney at the telephone number listed herein below to discuss any steps

necessary for placing the application in condition for allowance.

In the event that any additional fees are due, the Commissioner is hereby

authorized to charge any fees, which may be required by or to give effect the to this

paper to Deposit Account #50-4010. A duplicate copy of this authorization is enclosed

herewith.
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“-
--The MAILING DA TE_of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

THE REPLY FILED 20 September 2007 FAILS TO PLACE THIS APPLICATION IN CONDITION FOR ALLOWANCE.

1. E The reply was filed after a final rejection, but prior to or on the same day as filing a Notice of Appeal. To avoid abandonment of
this application, applicant must timely file one of the following replies: (1) an amendment, affidavit, or other evidence, which
places the application in condition for allowance; (2) a Notice of Appeal (with appeal fee) in compliance with 37 CFR 41.31; or (3)
a Request for Continued Examination (RCE) in compliance with 37 CFR 1.114. The reply must be filed within one of the following
time periods:

a) E The period for reply expires _3_months from the mailing date of the final rejection.
b) I] The period for reply expires on: (1) the mailing date of this Advisory Action, or (2) the date set forth in the final rejection, whichever is later. In

no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of the final rejection.
Examiner Note: If box 1 is checked, check either box (a) or (b). ONLY CHECK BOX (b) WHEN THE FIRST REPLY WAS FILED WITHIN
TWO MONTHS OF THE FINAL REJECTION. See MPEP 706.07(f).

Extensions of time may be obtained under 37 CFR1.136(a). The date on which the petition under 37 CFR 1.136(a) and the appropriate extension fee
have been filed is the date for purposes of determining the period of extension and the corresponding amount of the fee. The appropriate extension fee
under 37 CFR 1.17(a) is calculated from: (1) the expiration date of the shortened statutory period for reply originally set in the final Office action; or (2) as
set forth in (b) above, if checked. Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of the final rejection, even if timely filed,
may reduce any earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).
NOTICE OF APPEAL

2. [:1 The Notice of Appeal was filed on . A brief in compliance with 37 CFR 41.37 must be filed within two months of the date of
filing the Notice of Appeal (37 CFR 41 .37(a)), or any extension thereof (37 CFR 41 .37(e)), to avoid dismissal of the appeal. Since

.a Notice of Appeal has been filed, any reply must be filed within the time period set forth in 37 CFR 41 .37(a).
AMENDMENTS '

3. CI The proposed amendment(s) filed after a final rejection, but prior to the date of filing a brief, will n_ot be entered because
(a)[:| They raise new issues that would require further consideration and/or search (see NOTE below);
(b)I:] They raise the issue of new matter (see NOTE below);
(c) I] They are not deemed to place the application in better form for appeal by materially reducing or simplifying the issues for

appeal; and/or '

(d)l:] They present additional claims without canceling a corresponding number of finally rejected claims.
NOTE; . (See 37 CFR 1.116 and 41 .33(a)).

4. I] The amendments are not in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121, See attached Notice of Non-Compliant Amendment (PTOL-324).
5. El Applicant’s reply has overcome the following rejection(s):

6. CI Newly proposed or amended claim(s) would be allowable if submitted in a separate, timely filed amendment canceling the
non-allowable claim(s).

It] For purposes of appeal. the proposed amendment(s): a) El will not be entered, or b) [I will be entered and an explanation of
how the new or amended claims would be rejected is provided below or appended.
The status of the claim(s) is (or will be) as follows:
Claim(s) allowed:
Claim(s) objected to:
Claim(s) rejected:
Claim(s) withdrawn from consideration:

AFFIDAVIT OR OTHER EVIDENCE

8. I] The affidavit or other evidence filed after a final action, but before or on the date of filing a Notice of Appeal will n_ot be entered
because applicant failed to provide a showing of good and sufficient reasons why the affidavit or other evidence is necessary and
was not earlier presented. See 37 CFR 1.116(e). -

9. E] The affidavit or other evidence filed after the date of filing a Notice of Appeal, but prior to the ‘date of filing a brief, will n_ot be
entered because the affidavit or other evidence failed to overcome a_lj rejections under appeal and/or appellant fails to provide a
showing a good and sufficient reasons why it is necessary and was not earlier presented. See 37 CFR 41 .33(d)(1).

10. [:1 The affidavit or other evidence is entered. An explanation of the status of the claims after entry is below or attached.
REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION/OTHER

11. [I The request for reconsideration has been considered but does NOT place the application in condition for allowance because:
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12. [:1 Note the attached Information Disclosure Statement(s). (PTO/SB/08) Paper No(s).

13. E Other: See attached remarks. q
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DETAILED ACTION

Response to Arguments

Applicant's arguments filed 20 September 2007 have been fully considered but

they are not persuasive.

Regarding the arguments to the claim rejections under 35 U.S.C. 112 first

paragraph,Applicant points to paragraphs [0010], [0013] and [0014] of the specification

to show that the fuzzy logic detector within the receiver is enabled. Examiner

respectfully disagrees. The paragraphs pointed to by Applicant do show a fuzzy logic

method. However, it is unclear whether this “fuzzy logic detector’f is a method, software,

logic or hardware device. Furthermore, the specification leads one of ordinary skill in

the art to believe that this “detector“ is a hardware module of some sort. If it is to be a

hardware module, it is not sufficiently shown in Figure 3, more specifically, it is not

shown how this module interacts with the rest of the elements in Figure 3 (i.e. where is

this detector located with respect to the other block elements?) Further, if it is just to be

software, which Examiner does not necessarily interpret from a reading of the

specification, which module in Figure 3. performs these operations. .Neither of these

elements are addressed by the specification and thus the claim cannot be enabled. I

Applicants arguments regarding the 35 U.S.C. 102(e) rejection in view of

Lindemann (US. Patent Application Publication 2004/0223622) are not persuasive for
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the same reasons stated before in the Final Rejection mailed 23 July 2007. To further

clarify, Applicant isalleging that Lindemann is not directed to a system capable of -

(1) providing a user with independent audio reproduction; and

(2) reproduction free of interferenCe from other users or wireless devices.

Examiner respectfully disagrees with this allegation. Element (1) can be met in multiple

ways. For example, a single user of Lindemann’s system enjoying a music selection

would meet the limitation of “independent audio reproduction" by the virtue of listening

to the music alone (i.e. independently). Further, the speakers can be independently

operated and selected as is shown in the passages pointed out by Applicant. Even

further, the passages noted by Applicant state that the music may be enjoyed in

separate rooms such as the kitchen or living room (other rooms clearly anticipated) thus

a user in the kitchen may be listening to one musical selection while the user in the

living room might not, thus the kitchen user is listening to “independent audio

reproduction.”

Element (2) is clearly met by virtue of the fact that it is CDMA reproduction.

CDMA’s entire goal is to minimize interference to provide a clear transmission.

Furthermore, the status messages indicate to the speakers which speakers should

operate and which speakers should reproduce what. This is succinCtly shown in

paragraph. 66. The fact that the speakers decode status messages to determine

whether or not to produce music as well as what to produce I(i.e. Left speaker

reproduces the Left status message transmission and not the Right status message
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transmission) clearly meets the “reproduction free of interference from other users or

wireless devices.

Applicants arguments regarding the claim rejections under 35 U_.S.C.103 of

Lindemann (US. Patent Application Publication 2004/0223622) in view of Sato (US.

Patent 4,970,637) are not persuasive.

Applicant alleges that the combination does not teach (1) for private audio

reproduction of said music or (2) reproduce said audio output representative of said

music, if the unique user code bit sequence is recognized.

Regarding (1), as shown above in the 102(e) arguments of Lindemann, the

system may enable speakers in differing rooms, i.e. the kitchen or living room. Thus a

user may enjoy music in the living room completely separate from another user in the

kitchen, thus being “private". 1

Regarding (2) the status messages are equated to the unique user code as

stated by Applicant. To further clarify, para [0065] explicitly states that “the status

information contains commands to enable or disable a particular group of speakers."

Thus, if the status message enables a speaker (i.e.if the unique user code bit sequence

is recognized [in this case if the enable command is recognized]) the speaker .

reproduces music (i.e. reproduce said audio output representative of said music). I

Applicant further alleges regarding claim 28 that modifying Lindemann into a

headphone set is using Applicant’s own disclosure and that such a modification
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destroys the intended operation of Lindemann. Examiner respectfully disagrees. First,

Applicant has provided no evidence as support for this allegation. Second, Examiner _

maintains that using headphones in place of speakers is notoriously well known.

Lindemann is concerned with enabling and disabling speaker'sets in multiple

rooms/zones within a household. Often speaker systems will include a port or other

connection to allow a user to insert a headphone that disables the speaker system and

enables the headphbnes. This does not destroy the purpose of Lindemann Which is to

provide music to multiple zones, it merely changes the end reproduction unit.

Regarding the arguments pertaining to claim 51, Lindemann’s status messages

read upon the claimed limitation of the unique user code as shown above.

Applicant states regarding claim 30:

“First, Claim 30 includes "fuzzy logic to enhance detection of the unique user
code." Since Lindemann does not require a "unique user code, " thereIs no need or

motivation to place "fuzzy logic to enhance detection of the unique user code," in the
receiver of Lindemann."

“Applicant observes that Benthin is relied upon for soft decisiOns in a receiver or
during demodulation of a signal. (See page 14 of the FDA.) However, Benthin does not
teach "fuzzy logic to enhance detection of the unique user code " in the receiver. Thus,
any combination of LindemannIn view of Sato and Benthin still would not produce
applicant's claimed invention"

Examiner respectfully disagrees. With respect to the first allegation, it is

submitted that it is clearly shown above how the status messages correspond to the

unique user code limitation. Benethin clearly teaches using soft decisions in a receiver

(i.e. fuzzy logic). Applying the teachings of Benethin (specifically the soft decision
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decoding) to the receiver's of Lindemann to determine the status messages, meets the

claimed limitation of “fuzzy logic (i.e. soft decision decoding) to enhance detection of the

unique user code (i.e. Lindemann’s status messages).

Regarding the arguments as to claim 50, Applicant alleges that Lavelle does not

teach ”an audio source to provide an audio signal representative of music having an

existing analog headphone plug." Applicant states that “Lavelle has no need for a

headphone plug since the original configuration of the primary reference seeks to

provide wireless communications in a vehicle (obviating the need for a headphone plug

to connect the headphone."

Examiner respectfully .disagrees._ First, while Lavelle does not explicitly teach an

*“an audio source to provide an audio signal representative of music having an existing

analog headphone plug,” it is at least suggested/made obvious. Lavelle recognizes in

col. 4 lines 35 — 40 the need to accept other inputs not listed. Furthermore, in col. 5

lines 35 — 40 Lavelle furtherdiscusses accepting inputs from devices such as portable

cd players, handheld video games etc. It is notoriously well known in the art that these

devices typically provide an analog out headphone jack. While it is not explicitly stated,

it is at least obvious that Lavelle’s system is configured to accept these inputs'from

these devices outputs.

Furthermore, it appears to the Examiner that Applicant is misreading the

rejection. It appears as though Applicant is arguing there would be no need to connect

Lavelle’s headphones to a speakerjack since they are already wireless. The Examiner
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agrees with this statement. however this is never stated in the rejection. Rather, the

rejection states that one audio soUrce is the output from a portable devices headphone

jack (i.e. an iPod) which corresponds directly to the portable devices stated in col. 5

lines 30 — 40. It is never argued by the Examiner to modify the headphones of Lavelle.

Applicant further alleges that there is no unique user code taught. Examiner

respectfully disagrees. The specific carrier frequency enables the device to tune to a

particular program. This is equated with the unique user code. If this was not unique to

each headphone device, there would be nothing to prevent interference or allow any

selection as shown in col. 7.

Applicant further alleges that Lavelle does not “provide a particular user with

private audio reproduction free of interference from other users of other wireless digital

audio music systems in a shared space.”

Examiner is unsure of the logicbehinds such an allegation. Examiner submits

that the whole purpose to Lavelle is to provide at least two users of the system, wireless

audio via headphones minimizing interference within a car. Lavelle allows two users to

wear wireless headphones and enjoy two different pieces of media content. Essentially

this provides a user (i.e. one of the listeners of the headphones) with private audio

reproduction (i.e. by virtue of the nature of headphones) free from interference from

other users (i.e. headphones 152 and 154 have the interference minimized utilizing

CDMA technology col. 7) in a shared space (i.e. the interior of an automobile).
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Docket No.: W003-4000 , PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of: WOOLFORK, C. Earl.

Serial No. 10/648,012 Group Art Unit: 2615

ConfirmatiOn No.: 3337 Examiner: Flanders, Andrew

Filed: August 26, 2003

Far: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO SYSTEM

APPEAL BRIEF IN COMPLIANCE WITH 37 CFR § 41.37

Attention: Mail Stop Appeal Brief-Patents
Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

The Appellant respectfully submits this Appeal Brief pursuant to 37 C.F.R.

§41.37, in support of the Notice of Appeal filed October 22, 20071. The required fee

under 37 C.F.R. § 41.20(b)(2) is submitted herewith. This Appeal is filed to appeal the

rejections of Claims 19-34, 37, 38, and 41-59 set forth in the Final Office Action (“FOA”)

mailed July 23, 2007.

This Appeal Brief is being submitted within two (2) months of the October 22,

2007 filing date of the Notice of Appeal. In compliance with 37 CFR § 41.37, this

Appeal Brief has the following sections, as identified in the Table of Contents below.

1 Appellant’s Petition to Make Special under 37 CFR Section 1.102(d) and MPEP Section 708.02, SECTION II
(Infringement) was granted by the Director on January 25, 2005.
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REAL PARTY IN INTEREST

The real party in interest is C. Earl Woolfork.
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ll. RELATED APPEALS AND INTERFERENCES

There are currently no other appeals or interferences of which Appellant or

Appellant’s legal representative are aware, that will directly affect or be directly affected

by or have a bearing on the Board‘s decision in the pending appeal.
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Ill. STATUS OF CLAIMS

The following is the status of all of the claims:

(a) Claims 1-18, 35—36 and 39-40 are cancelled.

(b) Claims 19—34, 37, 38 and 41-59 stand rejected and are being appealed.
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IV. STATUS OF AMENDMENTS

No amendments to the Claims subsequent to the Final Office Action mailed July

23, 2007 have been filed by the Appellant.
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V. SUMMARY OF CLAIMED SUBJECT MATTER

Appellant’s invention is generally directed to a wireless digital audio system 10

for coded digital transmission of an analog audio signal from any music audio player

with an analog headphone jack 82 to a receiver headphone located away from the

audio player. Fuzzy logic technology may be utilized by the wireless digital audio music

system to enhance bit detection. A battery-powered transmitter 20 may include a

headphone plug 22 in communication with any suitable music audio source 80. For

reception, a battery-powered headphone receiver 50 may use embedded fuzzy logic to

enhance user code bit detection. Fuzzy logic detection may be used to enhance user

code bit detection during decoding of the transmitted audio signal. The wireless digital

audio music system provides private listening without interference from other users or

wireless devices and without the use of conventional cable connections.

Independent Claims 19 and 43 are directed to a wireless digital audio system 10

for transmitting audio fr0m at least one audio source wirelessly via at least one digital

audio transmitter 20 to at least one receiver 50, wherein the receiver 50 is a headphone

receiver (See paragraph [0009], and FIG. 1, of the Instant Applicationz, and paragraph

[0011] of Parent Application3 ). ,

 

2 Unless reference to the paragraph is made specifically to the Parent Application, all paragraph numbers and Figure
numbers relate to the’Instant Application. Instant Application is the CIP Application that was filed on August 26,
2003, application no. 10/648,012 and subsequent amendment entered thereafter during the prosecution. CIP
Application claimed priority from the Parent Application that was filed on December 21, 2001. '

3 Parent Application refers to the application filed by the same inventor on December 21, 2001, application no.
10/027,391 and published on June 26, 2003, Publication No. US 2003/0118196 A1.

_7_
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With reference to FIG. 2 and paragraph [0009], the transmitter 20 includes a first

analog low pass filter 30 receiving the audio output, a digital low pass filter 34, an

analog—to-digital converter (ADC) 32 operatively coupled between the first analog low

pass filter and the digital low pass filter, a first encoder 36 receiving output from the

digital low pass filter 34 and being configured to reduce intersymbol interference (lSl), a

second channel encoder 38 operatively coupled to the first encoder 36 and adapted to

reduce transmission errors, a digital modulator 42 operatively coupled to the second

channel encoder 38, and a differential phase shift key (DPSK) module 48 for

transmitting a corresponding DSSS signal having said audio output representative of

the music and the unique user code bit sequence (paragraph [0014] of the Parent

Application).

With reference to FIG. 3 and paragraph [0010], the receiver 50 includes a band

pass filter (BPF) 54 configured to process the transmitted DSSS signal, a direct

conversion module 56, a digital demodulator 62 adapted to process an output from the

direct conversion module 56, a Viterbi decoder 66 coupled to the digital demodulator 62

and for generating a corresponding digital output. The receiver 50 further includes a

source decoder 68 for processing the digital output from the Viterbi decoder 66. The

receiver 50 further includes a second analog low pass filter 72, and a digital-to-analog

converter (DAC) 7O operatively coupled between the source decoder 68 and the second

analog low pass filter 72. The second analog low pass filter 72 generates the audio

output representative of the music. The music is reproduced if the unique code bit
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sequence is recognized, in order to provide the user with private audio reproduction of

the music without interference from other users or wireless devices.

Independent Claim 30 also relates to a wireless digital audio system 10. Claim

30 includes limitations of Claim 19 and further includes at least one module (amplifier

74) to amplify the audio output generated by second analog low pass filter 72. Claim 30

further relates to a limitation directed to a receiver 50 that utilizes embedded fuzzy logic

to enhance detection of the unique user code. A fuzzy logic detection sub-system 61 . is

described in detail in paragraphs [0013, 0014, and 0015] and depicted in FIG. 1.

Independent Claim 33 also relates to a wireless digital audio system 10, which

includes at least one audio source 80, at least one digital audio transmitter 20 coupled

to at least one audio source 80, and at least one audio receiver 50. The audio

transmitter 20 and receiver 50 are configured for code division multiple access (CDMA)

communication. (See paragraph [0009] and FIG. 1) The system 10 further includes at

least one module adapted to audibly reproduce the processed CDMA signal. The

System 10 provides a user with independent audio reprodUction free of interference

from other users or wireless devices. (See paragraphs [0005] and [0011])

Independent Claim 34 also relates to a wireless digital audio system 10. In

addition to the limitations recited in Claim 33, Claim 34 also includes at least one

module (amplifier 74) to amplify the processed CDMA signal generated.

Independent Claim 44 also relates to a wireless digital audio system 10. Claim

. 44 contains similar limitations as Claim 19. However, in Claim 44, if the unique user
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code is recognized, the audio output is reproduced, the audio output having been

wirelessly transmitted privately from at least one audio source to a user.

Independent Claim 51 is directed to a wireless digital audio transmitter 20. With

reference to FIG. 2 and paragraph [0009], the transmitter 20 includes a first analog low

' pass filter 30, a digital low pass filter 34, an analog-to—digital converter 32, a first

encoder 36, a second channel encoder 38, a digital modulator 42 and a differential

phase shift key (DPSK) module 48. The transmitter 20 transmits a spread spectrum

modulated signal such as a direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) modulated signal.

(See paragraph [0014] of the Parent Application)

The transmitter 20 further includes a code generator 44 that may be used to

create a unique user code. The unique user code generated is specifically associated

with one wireless digital audio system user, and it is the only code recognized by the

receiver 50 operated by a particular user. (See paragraph [0009]) For further noise

immunity, a spread spectrum DPSK (differential phase shift key) transmitter or module
is utilized.

Independent Claim 52 is directed to a wireless digital audio receiver 50. With

reference to FIG. 3 and paragraph [0010], the receiver 50 includes a receiving antenna

52, a bandpass filter 54, a direct conversion receiver or module 56, a demodulator 62, a

Viterbi decoder 66, a source decoder 68, a low pass filter 72, and a digital-to-analog

converter 70. The spread spectrum modulated signal received by the receiving antenna

52 is processed by the spread spectrum direct conversion receiver or module 56 with a

receiver code generator 60. The receiver code generator 60 may contain the same

-10-
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unique wireless transmission of a signal code word that was transmitted by audio

transmitter 20 specific to a particular user. If the unique user code bit sequence is

recognized, an audio output representative of music is generated, corresponding to the

decoded and converted digital signal. The audio output is wirelessly transmitted to a

user for private listening of high fidelity audio music without interference from other

users or wireless devices.

Independent Claim 53 also relates to a wireless digital audio receiver 50. Claim

53 contains similar limitations as Claim 52. However, Claim 53 includes an additional

limitation directed to a fuzzy logic detector to enhance detection of the unique user code

bit sequence. A fuzzy logic detection sub-system 61 is described in paragraphs [0013,

0014, and 0015] and shown in FIG. 1. FIG. 4 is an exemplary graph showing the

utilization of an embedded fuzzy logic coding algorithm.

The system 10 further includes a battery-powered audio receiver headphone 50

which receives the CDMA communication signal and audibly reproduces the audio

signal representative of music, if the unique user code is recognized, to provide a

particular user with private audio reproduction free of interference from other users of

other wireless digital audio music systems in a shared space.

Independent Claim 54 relates to a wireless digital audio system 10 comprising of

an audio source 80 which provides a signal representative of music to a battery—

powered transmitter 20 which transmits a code division multiple access (CDMA),

communication signal, as seen in FIG. 1. The audio source 80 and the transmitter 20

are coupled via an analog headphone jack 82 and plug 22. The CDMA signal
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transmitted by the transmitter contains the audio signal representative of music and an

added unique user code, as described in paragraph [0009]

Independent Claim 55 also relates to a wireless digital audio system 10.

However, in Claim 55, the transmitted CDMA signal has a differential phase shit keying

(DPSK) modulated signal as well as an added unique user code for further noise

immunity, as described in paragraph [0009].

independent Claim 57 also relates to a wireless digital audio headset receiver 50.

However, in Claim 57, the receiver 50 also includes a direct conversion module 56

configured to receive a wirelessly transmitted code division multiple access (CDMA)

signal, the CDMA signal having an audio signal representative of both audio music and

a unique user code.

The wireless digital audio headset receiver 50 further includes headset speakers

75 for privately reproducing the audio music to a user that is free of interference from

other users of other wireless digital audio music systems in a shared space, if the

unique user code is recognized. (See paragraphs [0003] and [0004])

Independent Claim 59 also relates to a wireless digital audio transmitter 20.

However, in Claim 59, the wireless digital audio transmitter 20 is configured for CDMA

communication. The wireless digital audio transmitter connects to the audio source

through an existing headphone jack 82 and plug 22. The transmitter 20 also includes a

means for receiving an audio output representative of music from the audio music

source 80 which is embodied by a first analog low pass filter 30 receiving the audio

output, a digital low pass filter 34, and an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) 32
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operatively coupled between the filters 30 and 34 (shown in FIG. 2). The means for

generating a unique user code is embodied by a code generator 44 (shown in FIG. 2.)

The means for wirelessly transmitting a CDMA communication signal is embodied by a

first encoder 36, a second channel encoder 38, a digital modulator 42, a DPSK

transmitter 48, and a transmitting antenna 24 (shown in FIG. 2).

The summary above is intended to comply with 37 CFR § 41 .37(c) (1) (v) and is

not intended to limit the Claims through prosecution history estoppel in any way.
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VI. GROUNDS OF REJECTION TO BE REVIEWED ON APPEAL

ISSUE 1:

Whether Claims 30, 53, 56, and 58 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 112, first

' paragraph, as failing to comply with the enablement requirement.

ISSUE 2:

Whether Claims 33 and 37 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e) as being

anticipated by Lindemann (US. Patent Application Publication 2004/0223622).

ISSUE 3:

Whether Claims 34 and 38 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e) as being

anticipated by Lindemann (US. Patent Application Publication 2004/0223622).

ISSUE 4:

Whether Claims 19-29 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) over

Lindemann (U.S. Patent Application Publication 2004/0223622) in view of Sato (US.

Patent No. 4,970,637).

lSSUE 5:

Whether Claims 30-32 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. §‘ 103(a) over

Lindemann (US. Patent Application Publication 2004/0223622) in view of Sato (US.

Patent No. 4,970,637) and in further view of Benthin (US Patent No. 5,790,595).
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ISSUE 6:

Whether Claims 41 and 42 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) over

Lindemann (US. Patent Application Publication '2004/0223622).

ISSUE 7:

Whether Claims 43-52 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) over

Lindemann (U.S. Patent Application Publication 2004/0223622) in View of Sato (US.

Patent No. 4,970,637).

ISSUE 8:

Whether Claim ’53 is unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) over Lindemann

(U.S. Patent Application Publication 2004/0223622) in View of Sato (U.S. Patent No.

4,970,637) and in further View of Benthin (U.S. Patent No. 5,790,595).

ISSUE 9:

Whether Claims 54, 55, 57 and 59 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a)

over Lavelle (U. S. Patent No. 6,678,892).

ISSUE 10:

Whether Claims 56 and 58 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Lavelle (U. 8. Patent No. 6,678,892) in View of Benthin (U. S. Patent

No. 5,790,595).
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VII. ARGUMENT

A. Introduction

Each Claim of this patent application is separately patentable and, upon issuance

of a patent, will be entitled to a separate presumption of validity under 35 U.S.C. § 282.

Hence, each of the Claims 19-34, 37, 38, and 41-59 should be considered individually in

light of the arguments against the rejections.

B. Detailed Arguments

1. The rejection of Claims 30, 53, 56 and 58 under 35 U.S.C. § 112, first
paragraph, as failing to comply with the enablement requirement, should
be reversed.

The rejection of Claims 30, 53, 56 and 58 under 35 U.S.C. § 112, first paragraph,

as failing to comply with the enablement requirement, should be reversed because all of

the elements claimed in Claims 30, 53, 56 and 58 are supported in the originally-filed

application.

Independent Claim 30 recites a combination including at least “one audio

receiver configured for digital wireless communication utilizing embedded fuzzy logic

to enhance detection of the unique user code in the transmitted DSSS signal.”

independent Claims 53 and dependent Claims 56, and 58 recite a combination

including at least “a fuzzy logic detector to enhance detection of the unique user bit

code sequence."

The MPEP provides that the written description requirement of 35 U.S.C. § 112,

first paragraph may be satisfied:
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by describing the claimed invention with all of its limitations

using such descriptive means as words, structures, figures,
diagrams, and formulas that fully set forth the claimed

invention [p]ossession may be shown in a variety of ways
including the disclosure of drawings. (Internal citations
omitted) (emphasis added). MPEP § 2163.02, 8th Ed.
(Rev. 6), September, 2007.

It is clear from the cited section of the MPEP that Appellant can satisfy the written

description requirement by having described the claimed invention through “words” or

“drawings.”

The Final Office Action dated July 23, 2007 (“FDA”), on page 3, states that:

Claim 30 recites that the receiver uses embedded fuzzy logic to enhance
detection of the unique user code in said transmitted DSSS signal.
However, Applicant’s Fig. 1, shows a fuzzy logic detector (61) inside of the
receiver unit (50). Receiver unit 50 is fully disclosed in Fig. 3, however,
neither the specification, nor the drawings provide any detail as to how
any fuzzy logic is used within the components of Fig. 3 to enhance
detection of the unique user code. (Emphasis added)

First, there are multiple paragraphs directed to fuzzy logic detection embedded in

receiver 50. The Appellant directs the board’s attention to the entire specification but

specifically to paragraphs [0010], [0013] and [0014] for detailed support of the fuzzy

logic detection“. Fuzzy logic is software that employs a set of rules. For example, in

paragraph [0013], the specification states “fuzzy logic detection sub-system 61 may use

a set of if-then rules.” In paragraph [0014], the specification states:

“Fu22y logic detection sub-system 61 in battery powered headphone receiver 50
utilizes the if-then fuzzy set to map the received user code bits into two values: a
low (0 or -1) and a high (1). Thus, as the user code bits are received, the “if”
rules map the signal bit energy to the fuzzy set low value to some degree and to
the fuzzy set high value to some degree. Figure 4 graphically shows that x-value
-1 equals the maximum low bit energy representation and x-value 1 equals the
maximum high bit energy representation. Due to additive noise, the user code bit

4 All paragraphs referenced relate to the Instant Application, unless specified otherwise.
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